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Chapter 1

Introduction The Metal Vapour

Laser Family

The copper laser is a member of the metal vapour laser family. Metal vapour lasers

are typically self-quenching lasers that operate on transitions between resonance and

metastable levels. Lasing has been observed on hundreds of metallic vapour transi-

tions including transitions in gold, barium, Iead, calcium, strontium and manganese,

to name a few.

Copper lasers are the most technically advanced of the metal vapour lasers and

produce high average porrver laser emissions. These efficient (several percent) laser

systems can deliver several hundred Watts of average power when operated at high

(5 - 20kHz) pulse repetition rates. Furthermore, the emission is in the visible

region of the spectrum, 5l0.6nm in the green and 578.2nrn in the yellow. Early

development of the copper laser was spurred aiong by the need for a high average

porù/er pumping source for the tunable dye lasers used in atomic vapour laser isotope

separation (AVLIS) systems .

Copper lasers have also found applications as pump sources for other types of

lasers, such as Ti:sapphire and are norñ/ finding applications in efficient generation

of UV laser radiation. Since the fundamental laser emission is in the visible, only

a single second order non-linearity is required to generate UV wavelengths.

Smaller systems found a niche in the medical field where they exploited the

578nm line's coincidence with a local peak in the absorption of oxy-haemoglobin for

19
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treatment of vascular lesions. The 510nrn line also found applications in treating

pigmented lesions.

Recently, many new applications have been investigated that require low diver-

gence laser emissions. One of the more important of these is the area of micro

machining in the materials sciences. Copper lasers hold promise for the future in

this area.

A significant body of work has been compiled over the years on the elemental

copper vapour laser (CVL) with only a few researchers concentrating on copper

halide lasers. This study will discuss in detail buffer gas admixtures that provide

optimal extraction of high beam quality laser emission, seed radiation, near-field

intensity distribution, power-in-the-bucket beam quality and divergence evolution

under different buffer gas conditions with the ultimate goal of producing a compact,

efficient micro-machining laser system.

1.1 Development History

1.1.1- Initial investigations

Bill Silfvast was the first to observe lasing transitions in the metal vapours [1] and has

identifi.ed hundreds of such transitions to date. In 1966, Bill Walter v¡as the first to

report laser action in vapour phase copper [2]. His device employed a longitudinally

excited discharge in a tube that used external heaters to produce the required vapour

pressure of copper. The early work on copper lasers centred around an efficient

method of obtaining the required partial pressures of copper in the active volume.

Many exotic methods of generating copper vapour rù/ere reported including heated

supersonic expansion of copper vapour through a nozzle [3] and a fast flow, closed

cycle evaporation/condensation system [a] but it was not until 1972 that Isaev et

al [5] reported discharge heating as an efficient method of generating the required

partial pressure of copper. This was the first real practical copper vapor laser.

The major problem with copper vapour lasers, or for that matter any elemental

metal vapour laser, is the high operating temperature required to achieve sufficient

vapour pressure of the lasing species. For elemental copper lasers, the required
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temperature is of the order of 1600 - 1800K which imposes some quite demanding

technological requirements on materials and system design. High temperature ce-

ramics (alumina) are required to support the tube temperature. The resulting high

material outgassing rates often require flowing gas and vacuum systems to maintain

the cleanliness of the system. F\rrthermore, the CVL tube must be physically large

to provide a uniform temperature distribution across the active region. Thbe win-

dows and the associated vacuum seals must also be separated from the active region

by large distances to prevent overheating.

L.L.z Copper Halides

In 1973, Liu et al [6] closely followed by Chen at al [7], reported methods of lowering

the required temperature to the 500-600'C range by using copper halides as donors

for copper atoms in the discharge. They found that it was relatively easy to generate

copper halide vapor at low temperatures. Free elemental copper was then produced

by discharge dissociation. Double pulse copper halide lasers used a dissociation

pulse, closely followed by a lasing excitation pulse.

The development of copper laser technology had reached a cross road although

most researchers concentrated on elemental copper vapour laser technology because

of the multitude of problems associated with synthesis of high quality copper halides.

There \Ã/as a period of intensive research into the most efficient means of generating

free copper from copper halide (C"X) donor species such as copper chloride (CuCl),

copper iodide (CuI) and copper bromide (CuBr). Copper halide research soon

converged on copper bromide as the best candidate for efficient high power copper

laser generation.

The drive for atomic vapour laser isotope separation soon pushed CVLs into the

hundred \Matt output range [8] * systems grew in size and complexity. For many

years the CuBr laser remained the poor cousin of the elemental CVL but through

the persistence of a few dedicated researchers, primarily Sabotinov, the CuBr laser

has matured into a commercially viable laser technology [9].
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1.1.3 Hybrid Lasers

1989 saw the emergence of a third class of copper laser, the copper-hydrogen halide

Iaser (Cu-H2X) witln Br2 and Cl2 gas added to the flowing neon buffer gas of a

standard CVL [10]. The following year, HBr was added to the buffer gas and the

later appropriately named Cu-HyBrID laser (Copper laser with ll3rdrogen Bromide

1n Dscharge) was born [11]. As the name suggests, the laser was essentially a high

temperature copper laser with hydrogen bromide (HBr) gas flowing in the discharge

region. CuBr was produced in situ by reaction of the discharge heated copper

metal and flowing HBr [12]. Cu-HyBrID lasers operate in the temperature range

of 800 - 900'C and showed early promise. In fact, Livingstone and Maitland [13]

reported 10W output power only 45 seconds after a cold start of their laser tube.

A comparable elemental CVL takes upward of t hour to reach lasing temperature.

Jones et al [14] succeeded in producing a 200W Cu-HyBrID laser although for many

years people have struggled to repeat their results [15].

Recently, Withford et. al. [16] reported a new hybrid laser which they called the

Kinetically Enhanced CVL (KE-CVL). This laser was similar to the Cu-HyBrID

Iaser in that they used a conventional high temperature CVL and added hydrogen

and halogen gasses to the flowing neon buffer. The key difference in this case is that

the device is a true high temperature CVL operating in the 1500'C range. While

the Cu-HyBrID laser generates CuBr in situ by the addition of HBr to the tube,

the KE-CVL provides optimum plasma conditions by the independent addition of

hydrogen and halogen gas species. Withford's group have also shown a dramatic

improvement in output power and efficiency over the elemental CVL. The KE-CVL

offers significant advantages over the other members of the copper laser family. The

concentration of the individual species can be adjusted independently which leads

to a tailoring of. the plasma kinetics for increased output pov¡er and improved low

divergence emission. The KE-CVL presently represents the pinacle of copper laser

development with high output po\Mer, high beam quality systems delivering in excess

of over 200W of average power [17].
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L.2 Electronic Transitions

The laser emissions in neutral copper are from the 4p 2 Pa arrd +p 'P+ states down

to the 4s 2Dc and 4s 2Dp metastable levels. Optical transition probabilities from

ground (4s2St) to the excited 2P states are high and the upper lasing levels are

therefore efficiently populated by means of electron impact. Electron impact cross-

sections from ground to the metast al¿Ie 2 D states are small because optical transi-

tions are forbidden (LL :2). A neon buffer gas has been shown to be the most

suitable medium for supporting electrical discharge pumping of copper lasers [18].

The natural upper state lifetimes are typically only of the order of a few nanoseconds

and depopulation of the metastable levels to ground are dominated by collisional

processes which lead to lifetimes of the order of several hundred microseconds [19].

The laser transitions are therefore self-terminating. Figure 1.1 shows the electronic

structure of the copper lasing system with the resonance levels some 4eV above the

neutral copper ground state. An additionaI2.4eV is required to dissociate CuBr

to produce the free neutral atomic copper ground state.

L.2.L Excitation

Excitation of CuBr is a two stage process. First, molecular copper bromide vapour

must be dissociated into neutral copper and free bromine atoms. This is achieved

by means of an electric discharge in, typically, neon buffer gas. Excitation of free

copper atoms can then take place.

Pumping a neutral copper atom by electron impact is a selective process. The

cross section for electron impact excitation is roughly proportional to the optical

transition probability [20] and pumping of a ground state copper atom to the res-

onance level is therefore a highly favoured process. The high optical transition

probability therefore also suggests that rapid radiative depopulation of this reso-

nance level to the ground state will occur. The expected lifetime of the resonance

level would then have been only a few nanoseconds and as such the strength of the

copper lasing transitions were originally seen as quite a mystery.

A study in 1974 by Weaver et al [19] explained why lasing action was so strong
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in copper systems despite the relatively short natural upper state lifetimes. They

measured the relative strength of radiative decay from the 2P levels to the metastable

2D levels (510.6 I 578.2nm) and to the ground state (324.8 I 327. nrn) as a function

of laser tube temperature for a copper halide system. They found that as the number

density of copper iodide species increased, the ratio of lasing transitions to radiative

decay to ground increased by six orders of magnitude in a mechanism known as

radiation trapping [21].

Reabsorption of resonance radiation by the ground state is characterised by a

dimensionless factor F 122], which reduces the effective spontaneous emission rate

to the ground state such that,

AztþÍf):FAst

where As1 is the Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient from the resonance to

ground state. tr' is proportional to the Doppler broadened linewidth of the tran-

sition, Lup, and inversely proportional to the ground state population density and

the dimension of the gas chamber, .R, for large values of .A/r.R.

Therefore as the population density of the ground state increases, the dimen-

sionless trapping factor diminishes and the spontaneous emission rate is significantly

reduced.

The upper state lifetimes r¡vere also measured by Hannaford et al [23]. They

reported that for low copper densities, radiative lifetimes of the 2Ps arrd 2Pr levels

are 7.4 and 5.0r¿s respectively, whilst under strong radiation trapping conditions

(copper densities ì 10tt crn-3) the lifetimes became 617 and SLTns respectiveþ.

Weaver reported a,n increase in the spontaneous emission lifetimes of six orders of

magnitude to 12.3 and 13.3ms for these transitions at somewhat higher copper atom

densities. Under these conditions, radiative decay via the stimulated transitions at

510.6 and 578.2nrn became the primary depopulation mechanism.

Despite the strong radiative trapping that exists in the copper system, popula-
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tion inversion will be destroyed as the metastable levels fill up and the lasing process

will be self terminating.

Excitation of Copper Halide Lasers

Initial studies of the copper halide donor system involved a double pulse excitation

process. A pre-pulse was used to dissociate copper halide and produce the free neu-

tral copper lasing species. These lasers operated at repetition rates of a single pulse

pair to tens of heúz with high specific output pulse energies. Many studies concen-

trated on understanding the kinetics of the metastable levels and their influence on

the optimum delay time between pulses for both single dissociation-excitation pulse

pairs and repetitively pulsed schemes 124], 125], 126], 1271.

Researchers then focussed their work on repetitively pulsed systems in order to

improve the average output po\Mer achievable from these lasers. Unfortunately,

when operating in the repetitively pulsed regime, the specific output pulse energy

is reduced due to the lower levels of free copper atoms available during any given

discharge cycle.

Tþansversely excited Systems

Copper and copper halide systems using transverse excitation (TE) have been demon-

strated with varying degrees of success. The schemes of Bricks [28], Aleksandrov

[29], Bokhan [30] and Kim & Im [31] showed that great improvements in specific

output porù¡er were achievable using the TE design. In fact, up to 5 times the

specific output power was achieved over the early longitudinally excited (LE) de-

vices [32]. A number of detailed studies of the optimum pumping geometry for TE

copper lasers have been conducted, most notably that of Brandt [33] with the CuBr

laser. However, reliable long-term stable laser operation has never been success-

fully demonstrated from TE designs. Researchers then became more interested in

reliability than brute power devices as potential commercial applications presented

themselves in the early '80s.
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I.2.2 Plasma Kinetics

Experimental and computational population dynamics studies of the various forms

of the copper laser have been conducted in an effort to understand the physics of

the copper lasing process. For the moment, let us initially consider just a neutral

copper atom in a neon supported discharge. Addition of hydrogen and halides will

complicate the issue.

There are two distinct phases in the kinetics of the CVL. The excitation phase

and the afterglow or relaxation phase. The afterglow phase is particularly interest-

ing as it sets the initial conditions for the excitation phase in a repetitively pulsed

system.

Studies by Gabay & Smilanski [34] showed that the CVL requireed a minimum

pre-pulse plasma electron density of the order of 1013 rn-S before the discharge

became stable. Furthermore, Bokhan et al [35], [36], [37] showed that the laser

output porù¡er and efficiency (of a lead vapour laser) were reduced when the pre-pulse

electron density was too high. They maintained that the free electron concentration

in the tube was accelerated by the rapidly rising tube voltage of the discharge pulse,

limiting the achievable accelerating potential across the tube. This phenomenon

was rediscovered in the CVL in 1993 by Hogan [3S] and named the phantom current.

The population of the metastable 2D levels at the time of the discharge pulse

also has a direct bearing on the efficiency of laser emission. Batenin et al [39]

demonstrated that as the input po'ù/er to the discharge was increased, the plasma

temperature rose to the point where thermal population of the 2D states became a

significant factor limiting population inversion.

In 1979, Smilanski [40] conducted a study of the population dynamics of the

Iasing transitions in an elemental copper laser. He employed the hook method of.

Rozhdestvenskii [41]. The hook method measures population densities by observing

anomalous dispersion. This is the best method of probing an optically thick medium

Iike that present in a CVL discharge. Dispersion techniques take advantage of the

fact that an absorbing atom not only affects the intensity of a probe beam but also

its phase. F\rrthermore, the effect is important because it extends a significant

distance from line centre, allowing the probe beam to be detuned to an optically
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thin and unbroadened region of the spectrum. A good review of the hook method

and its application to CVLs can be found in the PhD dissertation of Brown [42].

Smilanski et al [40], and later Brown [42], added a wealth of fundamental knowl-

edge about the kinetics of the CVL. Pre-pulse 2 D state densities were determined

to be typically too small to play a major role in determining the laser pulse be-

haviour until the tube wall temperature rù/as increased beyond the normal operating

regime. Rapid ionisation during the laser discharge pulse, which had the effect of

lowering the electron temperature, 7", played a major role in saturation of. the 2 P

states. This fact coupled with the rapid increase in2D state density acounted for

the observed self termination of the laser pulse.

Addition of Hydrogen and Halides

Intense interest arose in the copper laser when Liu [6] reported the generation of low

temperature lasing action in neutral copper vapour generated by discharge dissocia-

tion of copper iodide vapour in 1973. Shortly thereafter, Sabotinov [43] reported the

first observation of lasing action with copper bromide. Researchers concentrated

their efforts on CuBr as the likely successor to the elemental CVL but it was found

that tube life was relativeiy short, presumably due to the quality of the available

CuBr.

The addition of hydrogen to the neon buffer gas of the CuBr laser of Astadjov

[44] was a similarly large step forward in copper laser technology. They reported

doubling of the ôutput por,¡/er and efficiency of the laser and a radical change in the

laser beam profile. Elemental CVLs also showed improved power from the addition

of hydrogen to the inert buffer gas.

There have been many efforts to explain the increased average power and effi-

ciency generated with addition of small amounts of hydrogen to the tube. Astadjov

et al [a5] reported that the addition of hydrogen increased the ground state copper

concentration in the CuBr laser while no increases in the plasma temperature were

indicated by their modelling. The hydrogen effect was explained as shielding the di-

rect ionisation of copper atoms in the onset of electron avalanche in the discharge by

another electron generating process. It was suggested that hydrogen atoms formed
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negative .F/- ions in the afterglow period and that these liberated electrons at the

beginning of the discharge pulse.

The report by Withford [a6] in 1994 detailed experiments with various gas admix-

tures to explain the hydrogen effect in elemental copper lasers. The study showed

that there was very little change in the excitation pulse characteristics and dis-

counted improved impedance matching of the laser tube to the power supply as the

reason for improved performance. Improvements were then attributed to changes

in plasma kinetics. Comparisons between hydrogen and deuterium additives were

made. Hydrogen and deuterium have similar momentum transfer cross-sections

and electronic structure. Only their masses differ. The two atoms would there-

fore have similar influence on inelastic energy interactions in the plasma but differ

in elastic collisional processes. Withford's measurements showed that up to twice

the partial pressure of deuterium was required to have a comparable effect on laser

output power and hence elastic interactions were considered the primary mechanism

for increased laser performance. Astadjov's claim that the plasma temperature re-

mained unchanged with the addition of hydrogen [45] was supported by Withford

[46] although other reports suggested the contrary la7l'

Recently researchers have shown further improvements in the performance of

elemental CVLs by addition of both hydrogen and halogen gasses to the flowing

neon buffer gas. Initially, the work focussed on a method of reducing the tem-

perature required to support copper vapour in the discharge region by reaction of

metallic copper with hydrogen and halogen gasses [10] and saw the invention of the

appropriately named Copper Hybrid Laser (Cu-HyBrID) Iaser [11]. F\rrther work

by Withford et al [16] described the action of the Kinetically Enhanced CVL (KE-

CVL), an elemental CVL with flowing hydrogen and chlorine gasses. These schemes

were attempts to improve the plasma dynamics by providing optimum conditions

for laser emission.

The KE-CVL has thus far shown to be the most advanced of the copper lasers.

Its ability to deliver high power, Iow divergence laser emission is predominantly

due to the ability to optimise the plasma conditions by independent control of the

numerous degrees of freedom - a situation that is unatainable in other incarnations
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of the copper laser.

Modelling

The first compúter models of the plasma kinetics of copper lasers [48], [49] were

at best in qualitative agreement with the measured parameters. They were able

to predict however, that upper state losses by electron impact ionisation were the

main factors limiting CVL efficiency. The first quantitatively accurate model was

developed by Kushner [50]. The model was self-consistent. It used the calculated

conditions at the end of the afterglow period as the initial conditions for the discharge

phase of the next cycle. In this way it converged to a self consistent solution.

The model was able to predict the behavior of the laser under different operating

conditions and stoichiometric composition.

Carman has been refining a self-consistent model of the CVL in recent years to

the point where it is in excellent agreement with observed CVL behavior. Recently

the model has been extended to include halides and has been quite successful in

describing and even predicting certain aspects of the behavior of the KE-CVL [51] .

1.3 Applications

Applications are the practical justification for this study. The Copper Bromide laser

offered the promise of a compact, highly efficient source of high power, high beam

quality visible laser emission. At the beginning of this study there were really no

equivalent optical sources in terms of size, performance or price.

1.3.1 A Pump Source for Other Lasers

The driving force behind the development of copper lasers over the years has been

the need for a highly efficient, high average pov/er pump source for the tunable dye

lasers used in atomic vapour laser isotope separation (AVLIS) systems. There have

been several large players in this field, the most notable being the AVLIS programme

of the US Department of Energy's (DoE) Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL) [52], [53], [54].
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In addition to these extremely high power applications? copper lasers have been

successfully used for efficiently pumping Ti:Sapphire lasers [55]. The copper bro-

mide laser used in this study was also used for pumping a dye laser master oscillator

power amplifier (MOPA) laser system to generate efficient tunable output that was

subsequently doubled into the UV for probing molecular transitions of diatomic

molecules [56], [57].

t.3.2 Medical Applications

Medical applications exist for copper lasers primarily due to their unique high av-

erage power emissions at 578nm. This wavelength is optimum for treatment of

vascular lesions such as port wine stain birth marks and telangiectasia. These con-

ditions arise from an over-abundance of small blood vessels near the surface of the

skin. Effective treatment requires selective necrosis of the excess blood vessels while

having minimal effect on the surrounding tissue.

For complete necrosis of the blood vessel wall, the tissue must be raised to 70"C.

The absorption spectrum of oxy-haemoglobin is strongest in the blue region of the

spectrum and decreases with increasing wavelength. There is, however a moderately

strong peak at 577nnx 158]. The absorption of melanin, the skin's natural pigment, is

also very strong at short wavelengths but decreases with increasing wavelength [59].

The yellow line's coincidence with a local peak in the oxy-haemoglobin absorption

spectrum occurs in the weak absorption regime for melanin as shown in figure 1.2.

Selective absorption will therefore occur in the blood vessels with minimal collateral

damage to the surrounding tissue [60], [61], [62].

Of secondary benefit was the high power green line emission, being useful for

treating benign pigmented (melanin) Iesions on the surface of the skin, solar keratosis

and for some minor cutting procedures such as uvula palatoplasty [9]'

1.3.3 Precision Micro-Machining

Precision micro-machining of hard materials such as diamond, ceramics and refrac-

tory metals such as tungsten have until now been almost impossible. Conventional

machining methods such as spark erosion, mechanical methods and electron beam
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ablation are limited to structure sizes greater than about L00p,m. Smaller structures

are the realm of either chemical etching or laser processing. Macro-machining gen-

erally depends only on the raw power available for the job. Precision machining, by

its very nature, depends critically on laser beam control, focussability and high peak

power. Combined with emission in the visible regime and the multi-kilohertz pulse

repetition rates available from coper lasers, a high throughput machining device

became possible.

At the beginning of this study, solid state lasers such as the Nd:YAG were not

suitable for precision micromachining at acceptable material removal rates. The

Nd:YAG laser was capable of providing diffraction limited emission at L064nm under

certain circumstances. Micromachining depends on peak power. Diode'pumped

solid state lasers were not capable of providing the required peak power so lamp-

pumped systems were employed. These systems operated at substantially lower

pulse repetition rates than copper systems and were not able to produce the high

beam quality emission of the diode-pumped systems. F\rrthermore, micro-machining

of metal is more efficient at visible wavelengths due to increased material absorption

at these wavelengths.

Warner, who had CVL experience with the LLNL AVLIS program and Bergmann,

a materials scientist, were early proponents of the CVL for precision laser microma-

chining [63]. Oxford Lasers soon joined in to provide a serious commercial contender

in the industrial micro-machining field [64].

As previously alluded to, the copper laser has several fundamental advantages

over other systems for this application. The emission is in the visible region. Many

materials of interest have moderately high reflectivity in the infra-red but absorb

strongly in the visible region. High peak po'wer means ablative material removal

with very little thermal damage around the ablation site. High repetition rate

means rapid machining and efficient processing.

Recently, several other researchers have become interested in copper and copper

bromide lasers for precision micro-machining applications [65], [66], [67]. The work

of Glover et at [68] has extended the use of the CVL into the UV region for micro-

machining of polymeric materials. This is of particular interest to the medical and
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Iife sciences as the UV photon has enough energy to break the chemical bonds in

common plastics resulting in a completely non-thermal machining process.

Laser Beam Quality

Until recently, copper laser research has concentrated on increases in average output

power levels and on laser tube lifetimes. AVLIS and the previously mentioned

medical applications only require bulk power at the specified wavelengths. Their

oniy requirement was that all of the power could be focussed into the large diameter

fibre optics used for delivery to either the dye laser module (AVLIS) or the surgical

handpiece (medical applications). Recently copper lasers have been constructed

with near diffraction limited beam divergence. Combine this with their output in

the visible region and they possess the ability to be highly focussable laser sources.

This opens up many applications that include micro-machining of a wide range of

materials.

The extremely high gain and self termination of the lasing transitions means

however that the extraction efficiency of low divergence light from a typical stable

laser cavity design is very poor. High magnification unstable resonators have gen-

erally been used to improve the perf'ormance of these lasers. However, the size of

a typical CVL means that most, and in some cases all, of the energy is extracted

from the medium before a diffraction limited fleld has been established within the

resonator.

Coutts [69], [70], [71], Chang 172], Pini [73], Omatsu [74] and Prakash [75],

among others, have studied (and improved) the divergence evolution in CVLs in

great detail, but up to this point there have been few reports of the development of

the divergence of CuBr lasers (although there have been some recent reports of KE-

CVL and HyBTID laser performance 176], l77l). Copper bromide lasers have until

now been ignored as sources of low divergence laser emission. For some applications

requiring compact size, low porü/er consumption and short warm-up time the CuBr

laser may be a better laser source for machining applications than the CVL.
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L.3.4 Other Applications

There has been a great deal of recent interest in generation of coherent UV radiation

by nonlinear conversion of the fundamental radiation of copper lasers [78] primarily

for micro-machining applications. There are also medical applications that could

benefit from copper laser generated UV radiation such as the keratectomy (corneal

sculpting) procedures that are currently the domain of excimer lasers.

Copper lasers have found application in measurement and analysis of fast flowing

media such as the dynamics of combustion in the automotive industry [64]. These

systems utilised the high peak power nanosecond optical pulse of the CVL to illu-

minate a large field, which was subsequently imaged with streak or fast gated CCD

cameras. The high laser repetition rate possible from copper lasers gave fine time

resolution between the "snapshots" of the dynamic medium under investigation.

Particle detection and sizing schemes have also been demonstrated by Grant et al

[79] in the laboratory.

L.4 The focus of this study

The aim of this study was to add to the knowledge base of copper lasers by systematic

investigation of the properties of the copper bromide laser. Little work had been

done on the extraction of high beam quality emission from CuBr lasers. Similarly,

no work had been presented on the formation of the optical field inside the device.

Complete understanding of these phenomena is essential for furthering the industrial

acceptance of the copper bromide laser. Explanation of these topics will also more

accurately place the CuBr laser within the copper laser family tree'

The focus of this study was to examine the divergence evolution of the CuBr

laser and to determine the optimum operating conditions for material processing

applications. The gas mixture used in the CuBr laser affects not only the average

output power, but also the laser beam quality. Gas mixtures have been optimised

for efficient low divergence power extraction and the application of the resulting

Iaser system to precision micro-machining has been studied.

Recent intense efforts have seen dramatic improvements in the state-of-the-art
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for CVL oscillators. CVL systems today are capable of excellent beam quality

emission from compact and efficient oscillators. This work represents the first

systematic study of beam quality in the CuBr system which has remained largely

unchanged in its design for the last decade and a half. Ultimately it is likely that

there will be more commercial recognition of the CuBr laser in the area of precision

micro-machining.

The dissertation begins with a detailed description of the copper bromide laser

developed during this study. Laser tube construction and processing are described.

Plasma excitation is discussed followed by a brief study of the factors limiting laser

tube lifetime. A master-oscillator pol'¡/er-amplifier (MOPA) laser system was devel-

oped during this study and details of the system are presented including physical

and optical configuration. The laser control system including electronic and software

control are described along with application features of the system.

The major topic of laser beam quality is introduced with a simple comparison of

the performance of the laser developed in this study with two industrial elemental

CVLs. A comprehensive study of the effect of hydrogen addivies on all aspects

of laser emission is then presented. This study describes the influence of addive

levels on total output pov¡er, amplified spontaneous emission, near-fi.eld intensity

distribution, beam quality and analysis of laser beam divergence evloution. The

study concludes with application testing of the final system and comparision with

existing and subsequent copper laser systems.



Chapter 2

Laser Tube

2.L Introduction

This chapter introduces the copper bromide laser developed during this study. The

physical structure of the laser tube is presented followed by a description of the laser

tube processing required to produce a complete copper bromide laser tube. The laser

excitation circuit then described in detail. Finally, the major technological factors

that limit longevity of copper bromide laser tubes are discussed.

2.2 The Laser TLbe

This study was conducted with the assistance of Norseld Laser Systems, a company

producing medical laser systems based on the CuBr laser. All CuBr laser tubes used

in this study were longitudinally excited devices constructed entirely of silica. The

basic laser tube used in most of this work was of. 50mm diameter with silica discs

placed strategically along the discharge region that limit the discharge and hence the

beam to a diameter of 20mm. The gain region was 500rr¿m long. Electrodes were

of stranded copper construction and placed in side arms. T\rngsten/GS10/silica

"bright seals" were used as the means of electrical feedthroughs. Laser tube glass-

ware was produced as required by two scientifrc glassblowers on staff at Norseld.

The author performed various simple glassblowing techniques on both borosilicate

and fused silica glass from time to time.

37
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the laser tube.

2.2.L Gas Handling System

The gas handling system (figure 2.2) comprised Balzers turbomolecular pumps

(TPH060) backed by an oil filled rotary vane pump (Balzers DUO2.5) to produce

pressures in the l}-8torr range. In order to ensure the cleanliness of each laser

tube, rough pumping was performed by an Alcatel molecular drag pump (5011).

This pump was backed by an oil-free diaphragm pump (Vacuubrand MZ?C). Gas

pressures were measured in the 0.01 - 100 torr range by Inficon (CM100-G1004)

and MKS Baratron (1228) capacitance manometer gauges and low pressures I'Ã¡ere

measured with Balzers (IKR250) cold cathode gauges. In addition to this, a VG

Quadrupoles mass spectrometer (104-600-066) was used for leak detection and trace

gas identification.

2.2.2 Laser T\rbe Preparation and Processing

Completed laser tube glassware minus the windows'ù¡ere processed at high temper-

ature and high vacuum for many hours to remove water and other impurities from

the matrix of the glass. The laser tube windows were also processed in this manner

before being fixed to the tube in an inert, dry atmosphere. Processed copper bro-

mide slugs were added to the laser tube via the open end of the tube before sealing

of the window. Windows were attached to the tube by means of Torr Seall. The

thoroughly outgassed laser tube, no\ry fitted with windows and filled with purified

lTorr Seal is a vacuum epoxy made by Varian and used for its very low vapour pressure.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the vacuum processing system. TP - turbomolecular
pump. MDP - molecular drag pump. RVP - rotary vane pump. DP - diaphragm

pump. RGA - resudual gas analyser. CM - capacitance manometer. PIR - pirani

gauge. CCG - cold cathode gauge.

copper bromide, was attached to the vacuum system described in section 2.2.1 and

further outgassed by temporary ovens placed around the tube.

2.3 Excitation

Historically, CVLs have been driven by resonantly charged, capacitor transfer sys-

tems as shown in figure 2.3. Their purpose was to generate high voltage short

risetime electrical discharges in the plasma tube at high repetition rate. These sys-

tems have generally employed a DC power supply which charges a storage capacitor

and is isolated from the discharge circuit by an inductor. The discharge circuit is

then resonantly charged through the isolating inductor. A capactive peaking circuit

is usually formed between a pair of capacitors (Cl and C2 in figure 2.3). The main

switching element employed in these circuits is typically a thyratronT a gas filled

triod.e which operates on the left hand side of the Paschen curve [80]. A snubber

circuit is used to absorb the energy reflected from the mismatched load. Although

the energy absorbed in the snubber circuit is wasted, it nonetheleSs prevents damage

to the thyratron switch.

DP
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Figure 2.3: Typical resonantly charged capacitor transfer pulse generation circuit of
an elemental CVL.

The discharge circuit employed in our laser system was a command charged sys-

tem; the high voltage being generated by a small flyback converter which resonantly

charged the storage capacitance. This system charged the storage capacitor only

on command and eliminated crowbar problems common with resonantly charged

CVL power supplies. The high voltage switch employed was a hydrogen thyratron

(ITT model JAN8613). This thyratron was somewhat smaller than that used in a

conventional CVL of this size. Non-linear magnetics [81] were used in the discharge

circuit to reduce the power deposited in the thyratron thereby enabling it to switch

higher polver than would otherwise be possibie and prolonging its lifetime.

The basic schematic of the circuit is shown in figure 2.4. The high voltage

transformer employed a flyback converter configuration which resonantly charged the

excitation circuit's storage capacitor Clto IL4V. When the thyratron switch closed,

node lú1 was instantly switched to ground. This caused node 1\Iz to become negative

with respect to ground and rapidly approach -IL4V. The peaking capacitor, C2

which was approximately I tfre value of. Ct caused the magnitude of the voltage

across the tube to increase to above LL4V, typically 50% higher than the voltage

on the storage capacitor. The charging inductor Ls presented an open circuit to

this rapidly changing voltage and had negligible effect on the discharge phase of the

circuit.

Several excitation circuits were developed and used in this study. The excitation

circuit that provided the highest laser pulse energy \Ã¡as suggested by Sabotinov [82]

and is shown in figure 2.5. This circuit differed from the original one used in that

the placement of capacitors C1 and C2 were reversed. That is, C1 is across the
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the basic high voltage excitation circuit used in this study.

HV T/F - the flyback converter transformer. D - blocking diode. SI - saturable

inductor. Thy. - thyratron switch. C1 - Storage Capacitor (1.4nF) . Cz - Peaking

Capacitor (500pF). Lç - Charging Inductor.

SI

Thv

Figure 2.5: Schematic of the high voltage excitation circuit used in the majority of

this study. HV f lF - High voltage flyback converter transformer. D - Blocking
diode. ,S1 - Saturable inductor. Thy - Thyratron switch. Ct, Cz - Capacitors'

laser tube and C2 is in series with the tube. Another interesting point is that the

standard charging inductor, Lc is not required for the circuit to operate efficiently.

The storage and peaking capacitances are charged through the laser tube itself.

This has an interesting consequence in terms of the laser tube plasma kinetics. We

propose that charging the storage capacitors through the laser tube actually helps

to deplete the excess of free electrons in the afterglow period, enabling a higher

discharge potential before the onset of electron avalance or breakdown.

This circuit may seem incorrect at first sight, but our detailed investigations

have shed some light on the reasons for the improved performance. When the

thyratron switch closed, node .lúr goes to ground and Cr began to discharge through

the saturable inductor, ,S/. The saturable inductor holds off the current flow

through the thyratron until it was in a fully conducting state, thereby minimising

the power deposited in the switch. The laser tube initially presented an open circuit

DHV
Tß Tube

c

c2

Tube
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so capacitor C2 could not discharge on this timescale. As capacitor Cl discharges,

node Äþ was rapidly pulled to ground which caused node l/3 to become negative

with respect to ground. The result of this is that the voltage across the laser

tube changed more rapidly than in the original excitation circuit (frgure 2.4). The

discharge plasma conditions are highly dependent on the ff term. A faster rate

of rise of voltage across the tube therefore leads to a more efficient laser excitation

process. This circuit was examined under varied conditions and it was determined

that the laser pulse energy was mafmised by using identical size capacitors for both

C1 and C2.

We found that our system exhibited a maximum in laser output power and

efficiency at I\lcHz repetition rate. Our initial power supply was unable to be

scaled to higher repetition rates due to the finite storage capacity of the core of the

flyback converter. We were interested in examining the operation of the system

at higher than the ITkHz possible with the existing power supply configuration

to determine if this was a local maximum. A lower inductance transformer rvr/as

designed and constructed that enabled the laser to be operated at up to 23kHz

repetition rate. A local minimum in both the laser efficiency and output power was

found at IShH z as shown in figure 2.6. This phenomenon has also been observed by

Astadjov et al. [S3]. They attributed this to discharge generated standing pressure

waves inside the tube that either enhance or deplete the CuBr vapour pressure in [he

active region depending on the laser repetition rate. This was also our interpretation

of the phenomenon before the publication of Astadjov's work.

Using this circuit the system was operated with a charging voltage on the anode

of the thyratron of 10kV. Given the finite magnetic storage capacity of the core

of the new high voltage flyback transformer, the laser repetition rate was limited

to approximately 23kHz. Under these pumping conditions, the laser operated

comfortably at almost l9W average po\¡/er output with an efficiency of 1.37% (based

on stored energy). Apart from the local minimum in both power and efficiency at

L\kHz, efficiency appeared to be steady across the region of interest, increasing

slightly with increasing repetition rate. Average laser power increased linearly with

frequency (ignoring the perturbation af LBhH z) and was limited only by the power
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Figure 2.6: Performance of the laser tube when driven by the new high voltage

circuit.

supply itself. At a charging voltage of lLkV, the laser delivered 20W of average

power with comparable efficiency and the output power also scaled linearly with

frequency up to the limit of 2LkH z imposed by this charging voltage as shown on

figure 2.6.

2.4 Lifetime

The limited lifetime of sealed copper bromide lasers has been one of the main factors

limiting commercialisation of these systems. A significant portion of the work

on copper lasers has been devoted to engineering longer lasting lasers. To date,

Iarge CVLs based on flowing gas technology have been shown to last for up to 500

hours per charge of copper and 2500 hours mean time between failures (MTBF)[54].

Sealed CuBr systems have lasted for 1000 hours per charge of copper bromide in the

Iaboratories of Sabotinov [84].

Comparisons of laser lifetime are often difficult to make because there is no com-
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monly accepted definition of laser lifetime. In many cases the efficacy or economic

viability of an engineering or medical application or process is called into questione

if the laser output power drops by more than about I0%. For the purposes of this

study, laser system lifetime has been defined as the time taken for a given system to

drop to 90% of. its specified output power. This is a rather demanding tolerance to

place on a gas based laser. However, medical and industrial users are not interested

in the difficulties of producing a long lifetime laser system. Rather, they look at

the laser as a tool which must return a given dollar value per unit amortised cost.

If a laser is to make the transition from laboratory to a commercial reality, then it

must meet these somewhat more stringent requirements.

It is commonly accepted that laboratory laser systems can be utilised at half of

their initial specified output pov/er. The copper bromide laser of Astadjov [85] was

reported to have operated for over 500 hours, but the laser power at the 500 hour

mark was below half of the initial power. Under the stringent industrial conditions

used in this work, Astadjov's laser would have had a lifetime of less than 50 hours.

The laser tubes used in this study were lifetested under varied conditions. A life

test laser system was constructed and programmed to operate automatically on a

four hour run then one hour off cycle. Tens of laser tubes were life tested using this

system and operated continuously until the lifetime criteria had been met. Laser

tubes developed in this study were also sent out to selected Norseld customers to be

used in real life applications in medicine. There have been varied results for these

lasers.

Generally, the lifetime of these lasers has been of the order of 300 hours. Some

lasers operated for significantly longer periods. I have personally checked the oper-

ation of an 800f hour laser tube in a medical practise in Germany that was still

functioning just above the 90% limit. Numerous others have reached the end of

their practical lifetimes at the 600 hour level. Others still have lifetimes around the

100 hour mark. The short life lasers have been linked to problems in the production

process at various times.
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2.4.L Hydrogen Loss

The output power of the copper bromide laser is directly related to the amount of

hydrogen additive [44]. In the following sections, we will show a direct correlation

between the reduction of output power during the lifetime of the laser with the

amount of free hydrogen present in the tube. Hydrogen loss can then be considered

the major first order effect that limits copper bromide laser tube lifetime. But how

is the hydrogen actually lost? Does it permeate through the walls of the laser tube

out into the atmosphere? Is it chemically combined with other trace gasses in the

system or is it trapped in the crystal matrix of the glass?

Cleanliness

This author has produced in excess of 200 laser tubes during the course of this

study. The purity of the initial copper bromide and the cleanliness of the tube and

processing equipment were found to be the most important factors in minimising

the rate of hydrogen loss from the active region. Many researchers in the past have

struggled to obtain reasonable lifetimes with copper bromide lasers and it is likely

that purity and cleanliness have been the major reason.

The 99.9997o ptre copper bromide available from sources such as Aldrich and

Fluka are of substantially lower quality than that necessary for laser tube longevity.

Alt of the copper bromide used in this study was produced in-house immediately

prior to use in the lasers. The processes involved in production of the lasant and

any measures of quality are deemed to be Norseld proprietary information and as

such have been omitted from this thesis.

Regular maintenance of the vacuum system was vital to the performance of these

lasers. There was a direct correlation between laser tube performance and lifetime

and the state of cleanliness of the production equipment. Cleanliness is godliness

when producing a metal vapour laser.

Perrneation

Published data for the permeation of hydrogen through silica is available in the

temperature range of interest [86], [S7]. However, each manufacturer makes silica
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to a different formula and there will always be batch related variations. Another

complication is the fact that the laser tube wall temperature rvl/as not constant along

the length of the discharge region.

Laser tube wall temperature r,¡/as measured with K-type thermocouples [88].

Thermocouples do not provide accurate measurements of temperature in an en-

vironment of severe voltage noise. Being a junction of dissimilar metals, the ther-

mocouple junction is essentially a diode which rectifies the noise present producing

errors dependent on its proximity to the noise source. To circumvent this prob-

lem, the laser was operated under normal conditions, the discharge stopped and the

temperature monitored, with the thermocouples in the now noise free environment,

over a period of time. The laser tube will cool at an exponential rate and the tube

wall temperature can then be extrapolated back from the data to time ú : 0, when

the discharge was switched off. The operational temperature profile of the tube

was extrapolated from measurments of the cooling rate at various points along the

tube (see figure 2.7).

Laser porver became unacceptably low (> L0% drop in power) when the hy-

drogen pressure dropped from 0.5úorr to approximately O.3torr as will be shown

later in Section 5.2.3. It was necessary to determine the time required for O.2torr

of hydrogen to pass through a 2mm thickness of silica at a temperature dependent

on the position along the tube. The temperature profile of the tube under normal

operating conditions has just been shown. A first order estimate of the hydrogen

loss rate by diffusion through the walls was then possible.

This calculation showed that under the assumed worst case conditions, it would

take 6 years of continuous operation before the partial hydrogen pressure in the

tube would drop to an unacceptable level. See Appendix A for details of the

calculation. This indicated that diffusion was not the primary mechanism for

reduction of hydrogen pressure over time.

Hydrogen was either combining chemically or being trapped physically in the

tube. Laser tubes with high levels of impurities, such as water vapour, deplete

their reserves of hydrogen much more rapidly than "clean" tubes. The first order

effect is obviously cleanliness. Once this has been minimised, what are the further
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means of hydrogen loss from a sealed tube?

The work of \Mithford et al [89] suggested that hydrogen was being physically

trapped in the walls of the tube. They were operating a conventional CVL with

a flowing gas arrangement and monitoring the exhaust gas from the discharge zone

with a mass spectrometer. A burst of 'air' was admitted to the gas mixture that

was flowing in the tube but no traces of any of these 'impurities' were detected in

the exhaust stream. Their conclusion was that the impurities were embedded in

the wall of the laser tube by the discharge. Our results support this conclusion as

will be discussed shortly.

Measurement of Hydrogen Partial Pressure in a Sealed Laser Tube

This system \¡/as developed in conjunction with Dr. WenHua Qin of Norseld. Dr.

Qin developed all of the data processing software for this device. The colour of the

neon based discharge of a cold laser tube (prior to any significant partial pressure

of copper bromide in the system) was observed to change dramatically with differ-

ent amounts of hydrogen additive. A monochromator was used to scan through

the emission from the tube to discover if there were any significant features that

could be used to determine the real hydrogen partial pressure in a sealed tube. A

monochromator scan of the emission from one such tube is shown in figure 2.8.

It was anticipated that the distinction between spectra would be quite easily

recognised due to the remarkable difference in colour to the naked eye. This was

not to be the case, however. The strength of the hydrogen Balmer lines were

expected to increase with added hydrogen concentration. The strength of these

lines actually decreased with addition of hydrogen. This has been postulated to be

the result of a tendency to form molecular hydrogen as the partial pressure increases

[90]. It is also possible that the change in discharge plasma kinetics (to be discussed

later in section 5.2.2) corresponding to the different levels of hydrogen in the tube

had an effect on the strength of these lines. In any case, these lines were not useful

in monitoring the partial pressure of hydrogen in the sealed laser tube.

It was noticed, however, that the neon lines changed considerably when different

amounts of hydrogen were added. A set of five strong lines were chosen and their
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Figure 2.8: Typical spectral emission of the laser tube. 26torr neon, 0.\torr hydro-

gen. Operated from a cold start.

behavior monitored with time as the tube heated up. A small spectrometer was

designed and built to facilitate these measurements. The spectrometer consisted of a

holographic grating and a pair of spherical concave mirrors in a typical arrangement

as shown in frgure 2.9.

The five chosen neon lines were monitored by fibre coupling their emission into

simple photodiode/amplifiers. The strength of the lines were logged on a PC run-

ning a simple BASIC program. An algorithm was developed by Dr. Qin that

determined the hydrogen pressure based on the evolution of the strength of these

five lines monitored over the first few minutes of the discharge when starting from

a cold tube.

The system was calibrated by monitoring the behavior of the lines when differ-

ent amounts of hydrogen were added to a clean reference tube. Several different

reference tubes were used over the course of the calibration to take other factors like

differences in the lasant cleanliness into account. The resulting system was able

to determine the hydrogen pressure in a freshly gassed laser tube to better than

49
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the spectrometer built to determine hydrogen partial pres-

sure in the sealed laser tube. H - holographic grating. Mr, Mz - spherical mirrors.

0.05torr under normal test conditions in the range O.ltorr to 0.\torr. The effect of

laser tube ageing was assessed by manufacturing several laser tubes with high levels

of impurities (many orders of magnitude higher than would be tolerated in a real

system). Under these conditions, the maximum error in hydrogen determination

was O.l2torr. This represents an upper bound for the error in hydrogen determina-

tion due to evolution of impurities with ageing of the laser tube. The instrument

was operated under the assumption that relative line strength was unaffected by

other factors over the lifetime of the tube.

Regeneration of free Hydrogen in a Sealed Laser T\rbe

It seems likely that when hydrogen is "lost" from a clean laser tube, it is simply

buried in the walls by sputtering of the copper electrodes or copper atoms ejected

from the plasma into the walls. It was found to be possible to regenerate this

free hydrogen by operating the tube at excessive temperatures for a short period of

time.

Take the case of a typical laser tube that was operated for approximately 500

hours as an example. The average output power was less than7W and the near-field

profile was annular, typical of a tube running with low hydrogen partial pressure.
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hours 5 and 6 to liberate absorbed hydrogen from the stranded copper electrode.

Initial laser power < 7W. Final laser power > 11W.

The hydrogen pressure measurement system described above suggested a hydrogen

pressure of.O.l8torr inthistube. Thenear-fieldprofileof thelaseremissionwasalso

found to be highly dependent on the hydrogen additive as will be discussed in detail

in section 5.2.5. Observation of the near-field profile supported this measurement.

The tube was operated with extra thermal insulation wrapping for a period of 6

hours and the electrodes rvr/ere excessively heated with a blow torch while the tube

was running. Figure 2.10 shows the evolution of increasing average output power

over successive severe overheating and cooldown cycles. This was repeated until the

laser tube had returned to above the initial specification of lt.5w average power.

Furthermore, the average output pov/er and appearance of the discharge became

more stable than prior to the treatment. This is presumably due to attachment of

free bromine to hydrogen, reducing the discharge instabilities that occur when the

free bromine pressure increases above about Itorr 1851. At the end of the process, the
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near-field profile was again Gaussian in nature and the hydrogen pressure determined

by our spectroscopic measurements was 0.42torr. This indicated that hydrogen was

liberated from traps in the walls of the laser tube and electrode strucutre.

It was unlikely that the hydrogen was chemically combined in the form of HBr

and released in this process. If this were the case, a significant amount of bromine

would have been liberated which would have been expected to cause discharge in-

stabilities and a characteristically blue discharge glow [91].

2.4.2 Copper growth in the system

Copper Growth on the Electrodes

Electrode copper growth has been a significant problem in the past with our CuBr

lasers. Copper growth on the electrode has two direct consequences. First and

foremost, the electrode temperature is crucial to maintaining efficient long term

operation of a laser tube. If the electrode runs too hot, copper bromide in the

neighborhood dissociates and the copper attaches to the electrode, resulting in sig-

nificant growth over time. If the electrode is too cold, however, CuBr will settle

onto the electrode, forming an insulating layer and causing discharge instabilities.

Electrostatic theory describes the local fleld strength around an object at a cer-

tain potential in terms of the radius of the object. The "sharper" the object, the

higher the field strength. An electrode growth then becomes a self perpetuating phe-

nomenon. Copper growth causes a higher field strength in that region and not only

will the breakdown potential be reduced, but this part of the structure will become

locally hotter which promotes further rapid copper growth. This only occurs at one

electrode in the laser. Copper growth at the other electrode is neglible because of

ion bombardment etching. No sooner has copper deposited on the electrode, than

it is eroded by bombardment.

This problem has been largely overcome in our lasers by introduction of a cap

over the electrode. This cap had a limiting aperture which was physically separated

from the electrode structure. The discharge filled this aperture blocking the influx of

copper bromide to the electrode port. Copper growths on this cap \Mere unimportant

because they had no ohmic connection to the electrode. The high breakdown
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potential of the laser tube was then maintained

Copper Growth on the Baffies

Copper has been observed to grow on the apertures that have been placed along the

discharge region to limit the discharge. While the average output pov/er does drop

by several percent when a large dendrite forms, they remain in place for only a short

time. The apertures have been designed to have very sharp edges. As a result the

copper growth has very little foothold on solid ground. The dendrites only grow to

a moderate size before they fall off it's slender perch.

This is presumably because vibrations in the tube (caused either by mechanical

vibrations or discharge shock wave vibrations) hit a resonance; the large vibrational

mode induced breaking the dendrite off at its attachment point. This was even

Iess of a problem for systems that were cycled regularly, such as those in a medical

practise. Differential expansion of the copper and silica as the tube heats up and

cools down caused the dendrite to fall off before it caused significant polver loss by

occluding laser beam area.

Fbee Bromine Generation

Copper growth in the system has the added problem of changing the stoichiometric

balance between copper and bromine in the gas phase. Copper growth means the

production of free bromine. Vuchkov et aI. [92] and Astadjov et al. [93] have shown

the detrimental effect of free bromine on laser tube performance'

The cooled sections at the end of the laser tube collect copper bromide that has

escaped from the discharge region. Copper bromide - hydrogen bromide (CuBr-

HBr) complexes are known to readily form [94] and from observations to follow, we

believe that such complexes are formed in these regions.

We have observed CuBr particles diffusing out of the gain volume and settling

onto the walls of the tube in the cold end regions. The colour of the CuBr layer

in the cold region was dependent on its temperature. Under normal conditions,

the layer rvas a grey-black colour. This can be seen in the photograph of the

micromachining system presented in the next chapter (flgure 3.1). When heated
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to approximately 100'C the layer changed to a milky white colour. As the colour

changed from grey-black to white, clouds of brown vapour (presumably bromine)

appeared in the tube and dissipated with time. When the laser was not running,

the colour of the layer remained unchanged over time. When the laser tube was

next turned on and the partial pressure of CuBr in the active volume increased with

the onset of lasing, the layer slowly became grey-black again.

A set of end cap heaters were constructed which enabled us to control the tem-

perature of these "cold regions" at the ends of the laser tube. The laser was started

and operated under normal conditions for a period of half an hour with the end cap

heaters tunred off. The heaters rù/ere then turned on and the temperature raised to

approximately 100"C. This resulted in the aforementioned clouds of brown vapour.

However as this dissipated, the discharge became unstable and quite blue in nature.

This discharge phenomenon has long been associated with high partial pressure of

bromine in these systems [95]. The discharge remained unstable until the end cap

heaters were turned off and the CuBr layer again turned grey-black in colour.

It therefore appears as though these sections are vital in passively controlling the

partial pressure of bromine in the tube. They absorb excess bromine and maintain

the free bromine pressure at a level suitable for lasing.

2.4.3 Copper Bromide Buildup on the Laser T\rbe'Windows

This was seen as a significant problem in the early development of the CuBr laser

185] The copper bromide laser operated at lower temperatures when it is cleaner.

Lowering the operational temperature results in a lower partial pressure of copper

bromide vapour in the tube. As a result there is less diffusion of copper bromide

from the discharge region out toward the windows.

The other aspect to this is the cooled regions at the end of the laser tubes. These

provide a region in which the CuBr particulates can settle out before they diffuse

out to the windows.

In any event, CuBr deposits on the windows was easily cleaned off using a small

butane gas torch of the type used for portable soldering irons. Heating the window

for a period of approximately 20 seconds resulted in sublimation of the deposit from
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the window before being quenched in water to avoid damaging the torr seal that

holds the window in place. This is a common maintenance procedure for this type

of laser.
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Chapter 3

Master- Oscillator Power-Amplifier

Laser System

3.1- Introduction

The copper bromide master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) laser system pre-

sentecl here was developed for this study. The main requirements of a micro-

machining system are that it have well defined and excellent beam quality and low

levels of ASE. Other factors which are important for efficient material processing

are high peak power derrsity on the ta,rget and high laser repetition rate. An indus-

trial system must operate reliably ancl have a minimal rù/arm up time. The copper

bromide laser system developed for this study fulfils most of these requirements as

will be shown in detail in later sections. Final system specifications can be found

in Appendix B.

3.2 Physical Description

The MOPA laser system developed for this study of material processing applications

was based on two identical laser tubes with an integral ASE filter all mounted on one

rigid spaceframe. The tuLres sat side by side with the ASE filter located between

them. The laser head was mounted on top of the electronics compartment via

rubber mounts to minimise vibration of the head from the cooling fans in the mairt
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Figure 3,1: Photogrå,ph of the oscillator sicle of the MOPA. This clearly shows the
compact laser head and power supply cornpartment.

compartment, The head was demountable from the main chassis. It was either

rigidly attached to the optical table (as was the case when used at LMW, Germany)

or supported on free-standing legs by substantial mounting plates on either end of

the space frarne.

The integral ASE fìlter consistecl of a 1 : 1 reflectirr¡¡ Newtonian telescope anel an

aperture. The ttelescope used mirrors with 1,019n¿ rndius of curvatule and arrunged

so ¡¡"s to rninirnise the adclition of any astigmatism, Mirrors were choson insteacl

of lenses to retluee thc chance of Ìrackreflection into the oscillator. The use of t
mirrors necessitated a slight off-axis (- 2") system. The fllter assembly fittecl neatly

between the two laser tubes, the whole laser head measuring just 1,1rn x0.4n¿ x

0.15rn as shc¡wn in figure 3.1.

The foca,l spot in the plane of the filter was slightly astigrnatic due to the small

off axis angle. This was Inodelled using an optical design code (ZEMAX-XE from

Focus Software Inc.) arrd found to introduce ìess than a20% increase in the spot size

at the circle of least confusion. The filter was not a true spatial filter but instead

designed to remove ASE, a cornponent whose divergence 'vr/as nroïe than an order of

magnitude larger than the near-diffraction-limited beam of interest for machining.

ASE is discussed in detail later in this thesis (section 5.2.4). For reasons that will
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become apparent in that section any emission which was with a diffraction limited

divergence angle of more tlnan 4mrad constituted my definition of ASE for this

study. The diffraction limited spot size at the filter plane was 3l¡,t'm and a filter

aperture of. Lmm was used to remove ASE without degrading the performance of

the system. The second reflection was in a plane 90" to the first to compensate for

the astigmatism introduced by the first off-axis reflection.

Thermally induced refractive index gradients in the region of the aperture caused

significant beam pointing instabilities. A sealed chamber was constructed around

the ASE fllter which circumvented these problems by providing a thermally stable

environment for beam propagation.

3.3 Software

Unless otherwise stated, all software for control of the laser and cutting system used

in this thesis was written by the author.

3.3.1 Master System Control - PC

The user interface for the MOPA was a PC based program written in BASIC. The

program handled all of the functions of the laser system. At start-up, firmware

determining the configuration of the onboard Programmable Logic Devices (PLD)

were downloaded to the laser and a copy of the master timing software was installed

into system RAM. This system provided the greatest degree of flexibility. The

flnctionality of the laser system was able to be simply modified or upgraded without

a rework of the system hardware.

The laser timing and synchronisation system was confi.gured using this software.

CuBr reservoir temperatures rù/ere also controlled by this software which included

auto-optimisation routines. F\rll system diagnostics were also provided through this

interface.
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3.3.2 Laser System Control - '80 Microprocessor

A Motorolla 68HC05E0 microprocessor handled the basic functions of the laser sys-

tem. The code was written in "C" using the "Hi-Tech" cross compiler. System

timers and all logic control of the laser was performed by this microprocessor. Com-

munication between the PC and the laser was limited to 9600 baud due to the chip's

limitation of not having a dedicated UART. Communication was then performed

using a software UART written by the author.

3.3.3 Active Timing Control - '196 Microprocessor

Knowledge of the discharge and timing instabilities of conventional elemental copper

vapour laser systems led to the development of the CuBr MOPA with an actively

stabilised timing system. The system had three channels allowing for future expan-

sion to include two power amplifiers. The microprocessor chosen for active timing

control r,¡/as an Intel 80196 microprocessor. Communication with this micropro-

cessor was conducted at 38.2kBd by a standard on chip UARIT. The software was

written in Assembly language because of the speed requirements and as such was

contracted out to a professional embedded system programmer. The control algo-

rithm was developed and provided to the contractor for implementation in Assembly

Ianguage.

The control algorithm compared the actual delay in the initiation of the discharge

with the expected delay from a reference timing signal. The algorithm flow chart of

figure 3.2 is useful in understanding of the functionality of this system. The overall

timing control system was designed to compensate for the slow thermal and mains

induced drifts and was necesssarily insensitive to stochastic jitter.

I will initially define some terms used in the algorithm. "Delay" time is the

delay requested of this circuit within the 256 discrete steps (of half a nanosecond

each) of the control window. "Pwr" is the por,¡/er scaling factor (1 - 100%) that

is a pointer into a lookup table that specifies an additional phase delay term for

the oscillator. Jhis parameter is unique to the oscillator circuit. The "Offset" is

that time required for the signal to propagate around the circuit. It accounts for

constant propagation delays measured in the firing circuitry of each channel.
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Figure 3.2: Control algorithm for the actively stabilised timing system. For those

unfamiliar with C** code, the )) term corresponds to a "shift right" operation.

Each shift right corresponds to a very computationally fast division by 2.

A given "Delay" T¿"¿oo ã,rrd "Pwr" T,nnr ate specified for the oscillator as control

input to the timing system. This is fed into the firing register on the board which

fires and starts the feedback counter on the next "synch" pulse from the master

laser repetition rate generator. There will be some finite propagation time rof lsett

through the firing circuit before the thyratron actually fires. The current monitor

stops the feedback counter when current begins to flow in the laser tube and T¡eedbaae

is reported to the microprocessor. The error tlme r.,, (for each channel) can be

found by subtracting the requested delay rd,eta.a,t power level time rpur ãtrd the known

offset tirrrero¡¡""¿ from the feedback time rJeedback. These errors are integrated over

several pulses in order to remove the random jitter associated with thyratron firing

from the slower thermal and mains induced drift. The signal is divided by a fast

"shift right" operation in the micro- before revealing the "Control Error" signal C",,,

which is added back into the requested laser firing time.

The laser timing was monitored and found to be stable down to the level of

stochastic fluctuations associated with thyratron jitter: system timing remained

phase locked to within t2ns, which was the thyratron manufacturer's specified

jitter.
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3.4 Application features

3.4.I Gating the laser on and off

The relative timing between the oscillator and amplifier tubes allowed the laser

output to be gated "on" and "off" on a pulse by pulse basis by phase shifting the

amplifier either to provide gain or be an absorber [96]. Adjusting the timing such

that the oscillator pulse traversed its single pass of the amplifier at the peak of it's

gain was referred to as addition. If the amplifier was fired before the oscillator,

the population of copper atoms in the metastable 2D levels would have reached a

maximum before the optical pulse arrived from the oscillator. The amplifier would

then be a stimulated absorber, re-radiating the energy in all directions. This was

known as subtract'ion mode.

3.4.2 Dynamic porver control

The laser pulse energy was able to be adjusted on a pulse by pulse basis from zero to

full power in approximately l7o steps by adjusting the relative timing of the oscillator

and amplifier. This is not strictly true. There 
"'\¡as 

some optical porù/er emitted from

the laser when the amplifier was set to "subtraction" mode. The residual emission

was simply amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the amplifier which was

highly divergent and not a concern when the laser was used as a micro-machining

source. The active timing range of the final system rù¡as 256 half-nanosecond steps

which allowed 25ns at each end of the timing range for active stabilisation control.

The timing was initially adjustable in 0.5ns ,lns,2ns and 4ns steps for checking the

extremities of the timing window as shown in figure 3.3. The desired output polver

was achieved by selecting the appropriate relative timing between the oscillator and

amplifier.

When the relative delay was a large positive number (oscillator fired first), there

'ù/as no gain added by the amplifier and the laser power was just that of the oscillator.

When the delay was large and negative, the amplifier fired first. In this case, the

population density of the metastable lower laser levels had saturated before the

oscillator beam passed through the amplifier tube and absorption took place. At
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small positive delays, the oscillator pulse passed through the amplifrer tube when

it was at maximum gain. The system produced maximum porù/er at slight positive

delay in a window about 15ns wide. The laser operated comfortably within this

window of maximum power since the stochastic timing jitter of each tube had been

measured at less than -lf - 2ns. Active stabilisation was achieved by setting the

ToÍlset for each channel such that the 256 step tuning range was centred around

maximum output porü/er as shown in figure 3.3. This method of laser power control

affected the final output beam quality however. This was because of the difference

in beam divergence between the beginning and end of the pulse. This will be

discussed in detail in section 4.3.3.

3.4.3 Cut rate power compensation

Copper lasers have been successfully used as micro-machining sources due to their

high peak power, high repetition rate visible emission[96]. One practical consider-

ation which was overlooked in the designs of industrial systems prior to this study

was that of their inability to accurately adjust laser power on a pulse by pulse basis.

Some systems were able to control the average output power by utililising the ability

to skip pulses [97] as described above in section 3.4.I. However material scientists

were searching for a system which was able to control the pulse energy and hence

power density at the machining site [9S].

We developed a system which enabled the output to be scaled linearly from

maximum pulse energy to near zero pulse energy. A digital value was fed into the

control computer through the parallel port by enabling EPP Mode on the Centron-

ics interface. The value was transmitted to the laser which adjusted the laser pulse

energy accordingly. This feature found instant practical application in our ma-

chining studies where we adjusted the laser pulse energy (and hence average power)

depending on the feed rate of the sample being processed.

In operation, the desired pulse energy was chosen on the basis of the material

properties, thickness and required maximum feed rate. In the case where a corner

cut was required, the positioning system decelerated into the cornerT stoped and then

accelerated aï¡ay on another trajectory. Constant optical power delivery placed
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uneven thermal load on the workpiece resulting in poor cut quality in the region of

the acceleration. The beam quality was slightly dependent on the relative timing

between the oscillator and amplifier (as discussed in detail in section 4.3.3) but this

had a smaller effect on machining results than the ability to scale linearly the optical

pulse energy.

Our system allowed the average laser power to be scaled down on a shot by shot

basis as the workpiece slowed into the corner. This resulted in delivery of constant

power along the cut and more consistent cut quality

3.4.4 Laser repetition rate control

Laser repetition rate was adjustable in approximately L00Hz steps. The laser was

operated for most of the cutting trials with the earlier version of the pov/er supply

which was limited to l8kflz repetition rate. The system used in material processing

trials was therefore designed around a local maximum in output porÃ/er and efficiency

at a pulse repetition rate of l6kí z however adjustment was provided between 8 and

lSkH z. The laser did not operate reliably below \kH z due to discharge instabilities

and the standard power supply limited operation to below 78kHz-
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Chapter 4

Laser Oscillator Beam Divergence:

CuBr and CVL

4.L Introduction

At the beginning of this study, investigations of elemental copper lasers represented

the vast majority of copper laser research. Copper bromide lasers were being

investigated in only a handful of laboratories. Hybrid lasers were in their infancy

with only a few reports of the copper HyBTID laser and no reports of the KE-CVL.

At that point in time, there rü¡ere no systematic studies of the use of copper bromide

Iasers for material processing applications.

The performance of the CuBr laser was compared to existing industrial copper

lasers as a starting point for our investigations. We were offered the opportunity to

study the beam characteristics of two industrial scale elemental CVLs at the NIZ-

EVUS in Vilseck, Germany. The ATZ is a research company that was founded

in 1990 by the Bavarian Government to support industry in the outlying parts

of Bavaria. The board of directors are professors from local universities, but its

governance and financial position are independant of University. The goal of the

institute was to provide a technological interface between industry and university

and to commercialise the scientifi.c advances made at local universities. The institute

was independantly funded by research contracts and industrial customers. NIZ-

EVUS provided an industrial prototype and job shop facility to industry to further

67
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expand the use of copper laser technology in Germany.

We were led to believe that these represented state-of-the.art devices prior to our

investigations. This was found not to be the case as will be discussed. A significant

body of work was compiled on these lasers and they deserve some comparison with

the performance of the CuBr laser. It must be noted however, that significant

progress has been made with copper vapour lasers in the last few years such that

the elemental CVLs presented here no longer represent state-of-th+art devices.

4.t.1 Divergence Evolution in Copper Lasers

The copper laser operates on transitions from resonance to metastable levels in

neutral copper atoms. Like other members of the metal vapour laser family, free

copper atoms are excited by electron impact using electrical discharges supported

in low pressure neon. The lower level is metastable which results in self-termination

of the lasing transitions. The extremely high gain (- 105) is thus short-lived. It

has been established by Coutts and Brown [71] that all output from the CVL is

essentially propagation and amplification of an initial seed radiation and that beam

divergence takes discrete steps toward the diffraction limit when the laser employs

a high magnification unstable resonator.

4.L.2 Copper Vapour Lasers Available

The first laser system was essentially a home built system based loosely on com-

mercial devices. The oscillator began life as an Oxford Lasers model Cu/¡?Iaser

(but was completely rebuilt in-house). The system employed three 60lzV amplifiers

manufactured by the South African Atomic Energy Commision in Pretoria. The

final system produced a total average output of approximately 200W and will sub-

sequently be referred to as the CVL200 system. The laser was operated with just

one amplifier for the majority of the material processing work conducted in this

laboratory, delivering approximately 8014/ of average power. Both the oscillator

and amplifrers had been significantly modified since their installation for improved

performance. The system was controlled by a custom built master timing system,

described in [96]. This laser occupied a large warehouse on the ATZ site at Vilseck.
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Figure 4.1: Horne built e7.0200 inclustrial laser system at bhe ATZ-EVUS. Dr.

Mayerhofer of Urriversität Bayreuth is seen operating the laser. The CVL40 oseil-

lator is hidden from view by the opera,ting consolc but the first two arnplifìers can

be seen behind Dr, Mayerhofer and the final amplifier of the chain can be seen at

the top left of the pictrrre.
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Figure 4.2: A photr:graph of the author inside the enclosure of the CVL375l¿r,ser at
the ATZ-EVUS.

The seconcl systetn wâs ¿t rRore compact comercialisation of ATZ's own reser-rlch.

'lhe CVL375"}-ln-I" laser usod three 75141 l¿lser tubes operabing in å, "compacb"

enclosure tneasuring abnut 4n¿ x 2m x 1,5nr, [99] also producing about 200W af

tot¿r,l averase power. L¿rser tirning systerns were cleveloped for this systcm l.:ased orr

the original prototype which was still in service with the CVL200 system clescribed

above, Iu aclclition to the powcr electronics, ii hacl arr integratetì rnicroprocessor

based timing control system. This l¿rser was developecl in-house at the ATZ-EVUZ

irr Vilseck as a result of years of cleveloprnerrt of the original CVL200 laser.

The CVL375 lasel systern was in fact nominally representative of elemental CVL

technology at the cornrnerìceÍrent of this study but the CVL300 systern was quite

inferior in performance as will be discussed. However copper laser technology has

made rapid advances over the last few years to the point where these two devices

are no longer representative of state-of-the.art CVL devices. Hybrid lasers such

as the Cu-HyBlID and KE-CVL would be considerecl state-of-the-art CVLs by to-

clay's standards. Unfortunately when the bulk of the experimental work was being

conducted for this study, such clevices were unavailable for clirect comparisons,
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the discharge circuit for the CvL\}}laser oscillator at the

ATZ-EVUS. Cs - storage capacitor. ,S1r SIz - saturable inductors. D - diode.

ThA - Thyratron. Cr Storage capacitor. Cz - Peaking capacitor. ,L6r - Charging

inductor.

4.2 Experiments

4.2.L CVL200 Laser Oscillator

This laser oscillator can be considered a completely home built laser since the case-

work was just about the only remaining original part of the laser. The power supply

featured a high voltage DC power supply which resonantly charged the excitation

circuit. A thyratron Ìü¡as used to switch the excitation pulse into the plasma tube.

The discharge voltage across the tube was peaked using a magnetic pulse compres-

sion circuit as shown in 4.3. The laser was operated at a pulse repetition rate of

6.5kHz. Refer to section 2.3 Excitation, for details of the operation of the basic

high voltage discharge circuit. This circuit differed from the basic circuit in that it

employed saturable inductors and magnetic pulse compression in the output stage.

Saturable inductors were used instead of the standard isolation inductor, ,S-I1, to

allow higher switching frequencies as well as to increase the overall efficiency of this

part of the circuit. A saturable inductor was used in series with the thyratron, ,S12,

to provide protection in a similar manner to that used in our circuitry.

The laser tube of 25mm internal diameter was operated with a flowing buffer gas

mixture composed of 99% pure neon with a 1% hydrogen admixture at a total pres-

sure of  }torr. Flow rate was 3cm3 f mi,n. The laser near-field energy distribution

was predominantly top-hat in nature.

The system featured a magnification, M : 27, positive branch off-axis unstable

L"
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resonator to aid in producing low divergence emission [99], [100]. The optical pulse

was approximately 60r¿s in duration and the emission, which will later be discussed

in detail, had a green:yellow ratio of approximately 1.75 : 1.

The pulse averaged power-in-the-bucket measurements presented here for this

Iaser were based on the work of Dr. Andre EIlze, a colleague from the Department

of Metallic Materials (Lehrstuhl Metallische Werkstoffe - LMW) at The University

of Bayreuth. A spherical mirror of effective focal length Í : 3.7m was used as

the focussing element and a tungsten plate with apertures of various size used in

the far-freld. The author provided the interpretation of Eltze's ra\M measurements

and devised further experiments for the systematic investigation of both elemental

CVLs.

4.2.2 CVL375 Laser Oscillator

The laser tube was 3m in length with an active length of 2.2m. This laser also

operated with flowing gas (99% neon, LTo hydrogen) at a pressure of  \torr l¡tt
with a flow rate of 3.5cms f min. The voltage at the laser head was measured to

be 23kV, slightly higher than that of the CVL200laser. However, the laser tube

excitation was much more rapid due to the lower inductance of the tube design.

This laser also featured an M : 27, off-axis confocal unstable resonator. The rear

high reflecting mirror had a focal length of. f2 of 3500mm and the outcoupling spot

mirror located off-axis had a focal length fi of -t30mm.

Time resolved studies of the evolution of laser emission from the CVL375 oscil-

Iator were conducted in the form of power-in-the.bucket measurements after Chang

1721. The measurement system, shown in figure 4.4, comprised a long effective fo-

cal length (- I2m) telescope using achromatic lenses chosen to minimise spherical

aberration. The amount of energy that passed through an aperture placed in the

far-field was measured temporally using an integrating sphere containing a fast (3ns

risetime RS Part No. BPX65) photodiode and 500MHz (Tektronix TDS 540C)

oscilloscope. The effective focal length of the telescope was calibrated by measur-

ing the lateral displacement of the far-field spot when introducing a known angular

dispiacement of the beam. A glass substrate with a 5o wedge angle was used for
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BS

A
D1

D2

Figure 4.4: Fayfreld divergence diagnostic. Lt,Lz - telescope lenses. BS - wedged

beamsplitter. A - far-field aperture. Dr, D2 - integrating sphere photodiodes'

angular displacement of the beam. Numerical integration of the temporal profile

measured for each far-fie1d aperture (corresponding to different divergence angle)

revealed temporal evolution of the beam quality.

4.2.3 Copper Bromide M20 Oscillator

The copper bromide oscillator rù/as operated with a static gas mixture o1}.\torr of.

hydrogen additive ín a 26torr neon buffer gas. For direct comparisons with the

elemental copper lasers presented here, the copper bromide oscillator was operated

with an M - 26.25 on-axis positive branch unstable resonator. The rear mirror

r,¡/as an R : 2709mm high reflector and the output coupler was an R : -80mm

meniscus mirror that was anti-reflection coated before being coated with a lmm

diameter high reflecting spot mirror on-axis. Power-in-the-bucket measurements

were also performed on this laser. The integral spatial frlter assembly was used as

the diagnostic system telescope as shown in figure 4.5. The effective focal length of

the system wâs measured to be 22m using the introduction of angular displacement

of the beam as described for the CVL375 diagnostic above.

4.3 Results

The results in this section concern the emission from the master oscillator only of

each system studied. Modelling [71], [101] has shown that most of the observed

output from a copper laser originates from spontaneous emission originating in a

small time window (Aú : 8ns) at the leading edge of the gain spike before saturation

Lr L2
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M2 BS

A
Mr D

Figure 4.5: Far-field divergence diagnostic. Mr, Mz - telescope mirrors. SF - spatial
filter for removal of ASE. BS - wedged beamsplitter. A - far-field aperture. Dr,
D2 - integrating sphere photodiodes.

occurs. Our results show round-trip type modulation of the emission consistent with

the superposition of photon avalanches as described by the models. Both CVLs

and the CuBr laser show the output intensity modulation characteristic of copper

lasers. However, there is a striking difference between the overall intensity envelope

of the two lasers. Development of the CVL375 system continued during our studies

and as such it was not available as regularly as the CVL200 system.

4.3.L Copper Vapour Laser Beam Quality

Using the CVL200 copper vapour oscillator as an example, the CVL emission began

with a sharp leading edge showing strong single pass and then single round trip

ASE separated temporally by the resonator single pass duration, some 6ns. The

13ns output modulation that followed was due to the propagation of the initial seed

radiation on subsequent round trips of the cavity [71], each peak having divergence

a factor M (the cavity magnification) lower than that of the previous peak until the

diffraction limit was reached. The intensity of the output reached about 80% of the

peak intensity for the round trip ASE component. Laser intensity peaked during

the second round trip component of the emission.

It was not until about 30ns into the pulse that the M :27 unstable resonator

reduced the divergence of the initial ASE radiation to near the diffraction limit. By

this time the peak in intensity had already occurred and almosf 60% of the total

pulse energy was delivered in the form of ASE. In practice, the energy delivered

D2

¡r*II
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Figure 4.6: The optical pulse from the CVL200 elemental copper laser oscillator on

an arbitrary scale. Overlaid is the divergence of each of the components of the

pulse.

into the diffraction limited divergence angle was limited to only 10% because of

additional strong ASE throughout the duration of the pulse. Figure 4.6 shows

the CVL optical pulse with an arbitrary scale overlaid with the divergence of each

round-trip component. The theoretical divergence angle is calculated using the

unfold.ed resonator approach adopted by Coutts [70]. The measured divergence (and

associated times-diffraction-limited factor) correspond to the divergence angle that

contained 84% of the instantaneous optical porr\¡er for each round trip component as

described in Section 5.2.7.

Comparisons with other reports of CVL output parameters indicate that this

was indeed a typical result for a CVL of this vintage. Pini et al. [73] showed that a

nominally 5W CVL only produced, at best,2.5W of near diffraction limited output

when employing the higkrty efficient self-filtering unstable resonator (SFUR). Other

reports also showed the majority of the laser emission occurring at the beginning of

the optical pulse [102], [64].

The laser had a near top-hat near-field energy distribution which meant that the
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the beam quality of the three lasers investigated.
Power-in-the-bucket measurements of the CuBr laser and the two industrial CVLs
at the AIZ-EVUS.

far-field energy distribution for unity beam quality was a sinc fiinction and far-field

divergence angle is defined by the diameter of the Airy disc [103]:

0 :2.44I
d

where À is the laser wavelength and d is the near-field beam diameter.

A diffraction-limited top-hat beam of.25mm diameter would have a 49.7p,rad

far-field divergence angle. Experiments showed that the laser in fact could only put

10 percent of the non-ASE output into this divergence angle. This data is compared

with the other lasers in figure 4.7 at the end of this section. Extrapolating from the

data set to find the aperture diameter required to enclose 84% of the beam energy,

when ASE has been excluded, the laser had a pulse averaged beam divergence of

about 275p,rad or about 5.5 x DL.

The CVL375 was a far better example of the state-of-the-art at the time this
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Figure 4.8: The optical pulse from the CuBr laser system on an arbitrary scale

Overlaid is the divergence of each of the components of the pulse.

stud.y was undertaken. ASE contributed only 40To to the emission from this oscil-

Iator. The pulse averaged far-field divergence was 185¡;rad or about 3.5xDL.

4.3.2 Copper Bromide Laser Beam Quality

When the CuBr laser was operated at maximum average power and efficiency

(g.1torr hydrogen additive in 26torr neon buffer gas), ASE made a smaller con-

tribution to the total emission that in the CVL. Only about 25% of the emission

was in the form of ASE. This was in part due to the compact nature of the CuBr

laser tube. The short cavity length resulted in a round trip time of approximately

7ns. This meant that the resonator was able to transform the highly divergent ASE

to near the diffraction limit by approximately 18r¿s into tlne 46ns optical pulse as

can be seen in figure 4.8.

Under conditions of maximum average output por'¡/er and efficiency, the near-

field energy distribution was Gaussian in profile (this will be discussed in detail

in Chapter 5 Effect of Hydrogen). A Gaussian near-field profile transforms to a
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far-field divergence angle given by

á:3n5 I- ¿.vù 
d

as described by Brown et al. [76] in a discussion of beam quality in the Cu-HyBrID

laser. The full width half maximum (F'WHM) Gaussian beam diameter under

these conditions was l2mm. If this emission was diffraction limited (ie. unity beam

quality), then the far-field divergence angle would have been I29p,rad. Under the

described conditions, the divergence angle that contained more than 85% of the non-

ASE power rù/as approximately l7\p,rad. This corresponded to a pulse averaged

beam quality for the CuBr laser oscillator of approximately 1.3 x DL. Further

improvements in this area were achieved by optimisation of trace gas additives.

This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5 Effect of Hydrogen.

4.3.3 Variation in Beam Quality \Mith Dynamic Control of

Laser Output Power

The main application for our CuBr MOPA laser system was as a micro-machining

tool. The system therefore required a method of dynamic power control. This

involved controlling the relative timing between the oscillator and amplifier as dis-

cussed in section 3.3.3, Active Timing Control. This method used the ability of the

copper gain medium to either add or subtract laser power using a phased amplifier

module. One important problem with this arrangement was that the laser beam

quality was a function of the relative timing between the oscillator and amplifier.

The laser pulse energ.y was dependent on the overlap of the temporal gain profile

of the ampiifier with the optical pulse passing through it from the oscillator as

shown previously in figure 3.3. The optical pulse shape and hence proportion of

low divergence emission was expected to be dependent on the relative timing of the

two laser tubes. Figure 4.9 shows the optical pulse shape for different timing delay

between the oscillator and amplifier.

The optical pulse in the middle (defined as zero relative delay) shows the pulse

shape when there is maximal overlap of the oscillator pulse and amplifier temporal
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Figure 4.9: Output Laser pulse from CuBr MOPA: Pulse shape as a function of

the Oscillator-Amplifier relative timing. Zero relative delay has been defined as

the condition for maximum optical pulse energy. A positive delay time means that
the oscillator has been fired earlier than required for maximal overlap resulting in
amplification of the tail end of the pulse and improved beam quality. The integrated

area of each pulse has been normalised to the average power emitted for each relative

delay.
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gain profile. However, when the oscillator is fired earlier than this "optimum"

time, the first part of the pulse has passed through the amplifier gain volume before

gain is available. The amplifier then preferentially amplifies the tail end of the

optical pulse. The optical pulses to the right show the effect of amplifying the tail

end of the optical pulse. Notice how the optical pulse is lengthened with stronger

amplification of the fourth and fifth round trip components. The pulse shape

corresponding to a relative timing delay of. +25ns even shows a sixth and seventh

round trip component. The pulses to the left (negative relative delay times) show

the effect of the optical amplification occuring during the initial part of the optical

pulse. The highly divergent leading edge of the optical pulse therefore makes a

larger contribution to the total pulse energy.

The proportion of near diffraction limited emission was therefore a function of the

relative timing delay between the oscillator and amplifier. When there was maximal

overlap of the emissions (defined as zero relative time delay) 79% of the emission was

near diffraction limited as shown in figure 4.10. When the amplifier was fired such

that there was preferential amplification of the trailing edge of the oscillator pulse

(positive relative timing delay), the proportion of near diffraction limited emission

increased to about 86% at a relative time delay of +15ns. When the amplifier gain

was used to amplify the leading edge of the oscillator pulse (negative delay) the near

diffraction limited emission dropped to a minimum of about 64% at a -25ns delay.

A practical cutting system requires dynamic control of the laser power while

maintaining high beam quality at all times Laser beam quality and drilling

efficacy were optimised by adjusting the relative timing along the locus shown in

figure 4.11. Scaling laser power back from full por'¡/er along the path ))L1' loi)2))

resulted in reduction in output power but a slight improvement in the efficiency of

producing low divergence emission. At point "2" , the timing makes a large jn-p

across to point "3"and then power is further reduced as we approach point "4". The

transition from point "2" to point "3" is accompanied by a significant reduction in

the proportion of near diffraction limited emission. The transition from point "2"

to point "3" is made at approximately 60% of total laser por,r/er. Most of the laser

cutting studied in this work was conducted at higher power levels than the transition
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Figure 4.10: Proportion of non-ASE energy emitted as a function of the oscillator-

amplifier relative timing delay. Zero relative delay has been defined as the condition

for maximum optical pulse energy. A positive delay time means that the oscillator

has been fired earlier than required for maximal overlap resulting in amplification of

the tail end of the pulse result in in a higher proportion of low divergence emission.
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Figure 4.11: Cut rate power control. When porù/er is scaled back from full power to
zero, the laser tube relative timing is adjusted along the path I,2,3,4.

point so the change in beam quality associated with moving across the timing curve

like this was not a factor in our practrical cutting trials.

4.4 Discussion

Generall¡ the emission from the CuBr laser showed a slow rate of rise in intensity

with the beam rapidly reaching near diffraction limit due to the short transit time

of the resonator. Under optimal conditions with the new discharge circuit however,

there was an initial burst of ASE followed by a reduction in output before the emis-

sion strength peaked some time later. The resonator therefore had the opportunity

to reduce the beam divergence to the diffraction limit before the peak in emission

occurred. As a result there v¡as very little highly divergent emission in the non-ASE

beam, approximately 7%. This can be seen by resolving the round trip components

of the output of a CuBr oscillator operating with a low magnification resonator as

shown in figure 4.12 and can perhaps be compared to more advanced CVLs like that
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Figure 4.12: Breakdown of a typical CuBr laser pulse into round trip components

Notice the minimal contribution made by the second round trip component.

described by Coutts et al. [69] where the second round trip component of the laser

emission is also suppressed to some extent.

The emission from the CuBr laser showed a significant concentration in the latter

half of the pulse which was favourable for efficient generation of low divergence

emission. This is a tendency shared by all members of the copper-hydrogen-halide

family. There are definite similarities in the emission from the copper bromide laser

and that of both the KE-CVL and Cu-HyBrID lasers as will be discussed in detail

is Chapter 5, Effect of Hydrogen.

The important point to note here is the amount of energy expended before the

resonator reduced the divergence of the initial ASE down to the diffraction limit.

Perhaps of greater importance r¡/as the strength of the second round trip component

of the emission which is difficult to remove from the non-ASE beam. The first single

round trip, or ASE, components of the emission are unlikely to cause significant

problems for micro-machining because they cannot be tightly focussed onto the

sample. The second round trip component, however, is a problem. Using a high
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magnification resonator, this component was typically several hundred micro-radians

in divergence (2 - 5 x DL). When this was focussed onto the work piece significant

collateral damage was incurred around the machining site. An example of such

damage is shown in Section 6.4.1 where we examine the potential of these systems

for micro-machining.

The CVL200 oscillator was an effective micro-machining system despite the poor

low divergence efficiency of the oscillator because the system included three 60Il

amplifiers. High divergence components of the oscillator output were filtered out of

the beam which was subsequently amplified by the three amplifiers to produce a high

power, low divergence micro-machining source. This system \Mas effective in spite

of the oscillator's incredibly inefficient low divergence performance. F\rrthermore,

the shorter duration of the filtered oscillator pulse meant that there was untapped

gain in the amplifier chain that added extra ASE to the final output and limited the

potential of the system.

Neither of the elemental copper lasers studied here, especially the CVL200 laser

system, would be considered state-of-the-art by today's standards of hybrid laser

development. They did however constitute the standard of copper laser in regular

industrial use within German research and industrial institutions at the time this

study was conducted. At that time, only one group in the world, namely Piper's

group at Macquarie University was active in development of the KBCVL and only

a few workers were actively pursuing the Cu-HyBrID laser. As such these elemen-

tal copper lasers represented a fair comparison with the recently developed CuBr

machining system.



Chapter 5

Effect of Hydrogen

5.1 Introduction

It is a well established fact that the addition of small amounts of hydrogen to the

neon buffer gas of copper bromide lasers will dramatically increase the output power

and efficiency of these devices [44]. Until recently, researchers have been primar-

ily interested in improving the average output pov/er and longevity of these lasers'

However for a micro-machining application, beam quality is more important than

rar,¡/ power. Presented here are the results of a systematic study of the effect of hy-

drogen on laser beam quality and, in particular, its application to micro-machining.

While conducting some preliminary tests of the micro-machining system in 1998,

a rather peculiar phenomenon was observed. An old, low power (- 8I{z) oscillator

tube was replaced with a new higher poweï tube. The new tube readily deliv-

ered in excess of l2W of average power but the cutting rate dropped considerably.

Thus, while the new tube displayed higher power, it had a significantly inferior beam

quality. The most plausible explanation for this difference is factors affecting the

discharge, including changes in gas species concentration as the tube ages. There

were at least two obvious possibilities for altering the discharge phenomenon. The

first was that excess free bromine in the old tube caused discharge pinching insta-

bilities. The second was that the reduction in hydrogen pressure observed in old

laser tubes resulted in a modification of the laser near-field profile. Of those it was

decided to look first for a link between hydrogen and beam quality because it was

85
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difficult to measure and control the amount of free bromine in the laser tube and the

equipment necessary to examine the tube with varied hydrogen levels was available.

Before this study (1998) there were no reports in the literature of the effect

of hydrogen addition on the beam quality of these devices. In particular, there

had been no reports in the literature of the spatial distribution of the initial seed

radiation in copper bromide lasers. This research contains a systematic study of the

effect of hydrogen additives on the production of low divergence light from this class

of laser, concentrating on the spatio-temporal distribution of paraxial emission in

a typical CuBr laser tube and the results are used to explain the evolution of laser

beam divergence. The main results presented in this chapter were published [104]

and a reprint can be found in the Appendices.

5.1.1 Resonator

Only the output of the laser oscillator was used for the measurements presented

in this chapter. Two resonators were used. The first was a flat-flat resonator.

The second resonator was a high magnification (M : 62) confocal positive branch

unstable resonator. The rear dielectric mirror (A : 2lílmm) was coated for

maximum reflection at both laser wavelengths and the Imm díameter output coupler

was similarly coated. The output coupler (R: -34.I5mm) was made using a single

lmm díameter silica fibre that was polished in a bundle of such fibres and then coated

for high reflectivity. The fibre mirror was supported on a L00p,m molybdenum foil

spider in the beam as shown in figure 5.1. The spider was painted matt black to

reduce unwanted reflections. This was considered a better option than depositing

a spot mirror coating on a large anti-reflection (AR) coated output coupling mirror.

Amplification of the residual reflection from an AR coating is not insignificant and

can interfere with the desired optical arrangement when using a high gain laser such

as the copper laser.

The laser resonator was built on a cast aluminium spaceframe. The laser tube

and CuBr reservoir heaters were mounted to the body of the frame while the optics

'ù/ere mounted on substantial aluminium end plates. This spaceframe was normally

mounted to the top of the laser electronics enclosure by flexible rubber mounts but
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outcoupling mirror
R=-34.15mm
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mirror

molybdenem
foilsupport
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Figure 5.1: Outcoupling mirror arrangement

87

rear mrrror
R=21 51 mm

I l
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spaceframe

Figure 5.2: Schematic of resonator. The system is suspended on a cast aluminium

space frame.

was d,ecoupled from the vibrations of the chassis and mounted to an optical bench

or direcly to the ground by an outrigger frame which was attached to the solid

endplates of the spaceframe.

6.L.2 Laser T\rbe Setup

The laser tubes used in these experiments were produced on the gas handling system

described in Section 2.2.1. It is well established that gas can be trapped in and

on the walls of a vacuum system and released as the system is heated. The laser

tube was repeatedly heated and pumped to high vacuum to remove the majority

of this adsorbed hydrogen. This was achieved by repeatedly operating the laser at

normal operating temperatures using a charge of pure neon only and then quickly

evacuating the tube to high vacuum (- 10-z úorr) using the turbo-molecular pump'

This outgassing procedure was repeated after each data run to ensure operation

with correct hydrogen pressure. After the final data run at 0.6torr of added hydro-

><x><'>liÞ<><
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gen, the system was purged in the above mentioned manner and the data run with

pure neon only was repeated to ensure the effectiveness of the purge process. The

capacitance manometers used for gas mixture measurement were zeroed before each

gas charge of the tube.

The cold laser tube pressure used in these experiments was always 26torr re-

gardless of the amount of hydrogen added.

5.2 Experiments

5.2.1 Phantom Current

The presence of a phantom current in the CVL was first described in the doctoral

work of Hogan [38] and again later in Hogan et. al. [105]. Jones et al. [106] reported

the presence of a phantom current in their Cu-HyBrID laser. This phantom current

has been described as acceleration of the remnant free electron density from the

previous discharge as the voltage rises at the beginning of the next discharge pulse.

Coutance et. al. lTTlhave shown similar results with their Cu-HyBrID laser. The

results of Withford et. al. [107] also showed that there was a small phantom current

present on the leading edge of the current pulse in their KE-CVL. There have been

no reports in the literature of the presence of phantom currents in the CuBr laser.

The intention of this study was to shed some light on the kinetic processes occurring

in the CuBr laser system.

Experimental Techniques

The voltage across the laser tube was measured with calibrated Tektronix P60154

high voltage probes. Current flow in the tube v/as measured with a Pearson (Model

110) pulse current transformer with a risetime of 20ns. Optical pulse shape mea-

surements were performed using an integrating sphere containing a fast (3ns risetime

RS Part No. BPX65) photodiode. This ensured that the measurement was a true

indication of the total emission across the aperture of laser tube. A 300M H z (Tek-

tronix 2440) oscilloscope was used to record all three signals, voltage, current and

the optical pulse.
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Figure 5.3: Ttrbe voltage, current and optical emission from the laser tube operating

with a neon only buffer gas. Optical emission is shown to an arbitrary scale.

Results

A clear example of the presence of a phantom current in the CuBr laser tube can be

seen in figure 5.3. This shows the laser tube voltage, current and optical emisison

when operating with a neon only buffer gas. The phantom current studies of Hogan

et. al. [105], Jones et. al. [106], Coutance et. al. [77] and Withford et.al. [107]

point to a knee on the leading edge of the current waveform as the evidence of a

phantom current. This feature can also be seen in the CuBr laser as shown in frgure

5.3.

When the CuBr laser was operated with a neon only buffer gas, the tube voltage

reached a peak value of only 6.5kV (see figure 5.4). When O.2torr of hydrogen

was added, the breakdown voltage increased to about l\kv. Further addition of

hydrogen to 0.6torr marginally increased the breakdown voltage to about IL.\4V '

Each of the voltage waveforms presented shows the presence of a knee on the leading

edge consistent with the observation of phantom current flow.
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Figure 5.4: Laser tube discharge voltage when operating with different partial pres-
sures of hydrogen in the 26torr neon buffer gas. All waveforms have been time
aligned with the onset of voltage buildup across the tube.
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The phantom current began to flow, for all cases examined here, at a laser tube

potential of about 4.5kV. The distance between the electrodes in our laser tubes

was 0.6rn resulting in a field strength of approximately 7 .\kV lm. Jones et al. [106]

report the onset of phantom current when the tube voltage rose above about lSkV

across lheir 2m long discharge zone; also a fleld of 7 -\kVlm.

Laser tube current waveforms for different levels of hydrogen additive are shown

in figure 5.5. All waveforms shown here were synchronised with the onset of voltage

buildup across the tube, ie the discharge pulse. When the laser was operated with a

neon only buffer gas, the phantom current was observed as a knee on the leading edge

of the waveform consistent with Jones' findings. There was so much current flow

in the tube that it limited the peak voltage across the tube to approximateþ 6.5kV

and prevented any real breakdown event. This was consistent with the impedance

lowering efiect of free electrons from the discharge afterglow that were accelerated

down the tube at the onset of the voltage pulse.

Phantom current dynamics are very different in the CuBr laser with hydrogen

additives. When hydrogen was added, the phantom current was observed to begin

to flow at the same tube potential but it was rapidly quenched and the voltage

continued to rise across the tube (see figure 5.4). The phantom current observed

in our laser reached a peak value of the order of 50,4'; the actual value depending

on the amount of hydrogen present in the tube. The higher the added hydrogen

pressure, the lower the peak value of the phantom current within the range up to

the level examined - 0.6torr. The time between the onset of the phantom current

and breakdown (true electron avalanche) increased slightly as more hydrogen was

added. These features can be clearly seen in figure 5.5.

The CuBr laser was operated with a flat-flat resonator for the measurement of

optical pulse shape. Optical emission from the laser was recorded when the laser was

operated with various hydrogen admixtures and the results compared in figure 5'6.

AII waveforms rwere synchronised with the discharge pulse for direct comparisons

with the other results presented here. The time base has been expanded to show

the detail of the optical pulses more clearly'

Optical emission occurred in all cases within 10r¿s of the peak voltage achieved
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the current flowing in the laser tube when operating
with different partial pressures of hydrogen in the 26torr neon buffer gas. All
waveforms have been time aligned with the onset of voltage buildup across the
tube.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between the optical emission from the laser (flat-flat res-

onator) when operating with different partial pressures of hydrogen in the 26torr

neon buffer ga,s. All waveforms have been synchronised with the onset of voltage

buildup across the tube.
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across the laser tube. When the laser was operated with a neon only buffer gas

the onset of emission ocurred slightly before the peak voltage occurred. \Mhen the

hydrogen admixture was O.2torr the emission was coincident with the peak voltage

across the tube while it was slightly delayed when more hydrogen was added.

Discussion

The phantom current, first described by Hogan [105], is the result of remnant free

electrons in the afterglow which are accelerated as the voltage across the tube in-

creases in the discharge. The phantom current observed in our system was consistent

with Jones' HyBTID laser findings when our tube v¡as operated with a neon only

buffer gas. The position of the phantom current on the leading edge Jones' HyBTID

laser pulse was dependent on the amount of HBr added to the flowing neon buffer

gas. Jones found that as the concentration of HBr was increased in his laser, the

height of the phantom current pulse decreased and proposed that the height of this

pulse was an indication of the remnant free electron density in the system prior to

the excitation pulse. Jones' phantom current was always a part of the main current

pulse. The magnitude of the phantom current however, depended on the amount of

HBr added to the buffer gas. When Hogan's CVL was operated at full temperature,

the phantom current was exactly the same as observed in our CuBr laser without

hydrogen.

The addition of hydrogen to the CuBr tube, even as little as O.2torr, resulted

in a significant reduction in the pre-pulse electron density to the point where the

phantom current only flowed for about 40ns before it was completely quenched.

Optical emission occurred near the peak tube voltage and the tube breakdown event.

At this point, the voltage began to decay rapidly with true electron avalanche in

the tube. The tube behaved in a similar manner when between O.2torr and0.6torr

of additive was used with the exception of a slight increase in breakdown voltage

(ll.\kv) and subsequent increase in power deposited in the discharge.

Optical emission ceased for all cases studied here when the tube voltage dropped

below abotft 2lcV. The higher breakdown voltage with increased hydrogen partial

pressure resulted in a lengthening of the optical pulse (duration above 2kV tube
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voltage). This had the important implications of improving the average optical

power due to increased porù/er deposition in the discharge and improved beam quality.

These effects will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

When several torr of hydrogen were added to the tube, the phantom current

again became part of the main pulse and the unquenched phantom current limited

the peak voltage across the tube at breakdown. Hydrogen has an ionisation poten-

tial of L3.6eV, significantly lower than neon (2l.6ev) which resulted in premature

breakdown of the tube when excessive hydrogen was added. When high levels of

hydrogen were ad.ded to the CuBr laser tube, the phantom current displayed similar

features to the HyBTID laser where hydrogen and bromine are introduced in equal

parts to the active region.

5.2.2 The Importance of HBr in the Kinetic Process

Hydrogen halide additives have been shown to dramatically improve the perfbrmance

of elemental copper laser systems. The Copper HyBTID laser [10] and KE-CVL [16]

both show significant performance improvements over their elemental copper laser

counterparts. In both of these systems, hydrogen halide was added to the flowing

neon buffer gas. It has been generally accepted that hydrogen halide molecules

reduce the pre-pulse electron density by dissociative attachment [106]. Theoretical

investigations have also suggested that hydrogen halide plays a key role [51], [108].

Experimental studies of these systems have involved the addition of hydrogen

halide. There have been no systematic reports in the literature of the behaviour

of the copper laser system with independent control of the various elemental gas

species (KE-CVL ad,ditives include Hydrogen and hydrogen halide). This study

aimed to show that halogen (bromine) additives by themselves do not account for

the performance improvements achieved in the copper hydrogen halide system.

Experimental Techniques

The electrical characteristics of the CuBr laser were studied when operated with

different chemical species present in the plasma. Laser tube current and voltage

measurements were recorded as the laser tube started cold and then heated up to
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Operating Conditions
case 1 neon only
case 2 neon*copper-lhydrogen
case 3 neon*copper*bromine
case 4 neon f copper * bromine * hydrogen

Table 5.1: Operating conditions for this study of electrical parameters

full operational temperature. This allowed the study of electrical characterstics

with different chemical conditions in the plasma. Laser tube current and voltage

measurements were collected for the various operating conditions as shown in Table

5.1.

The laser was operated with a neon only discharge (case 1) bV first purging

hydrogen from the tube as described in Section 5.I.2. The tube was filled with

26torr of neon and the discharge started. The measurements were performed in

the first few seconds of the discharge from a cold start. As a result the tube did

not have either copper or bromine present in the discharge. Data for case 2, neon

f copper * hydrogen operation \Mas obtained from the CVL375 laser at ttre NIZ-

EVUS in Germany. These results 
"Ã¡ere 

generally representative of elemental CVL

operation as seen by a comparison with the work of Withford et. al. [46]. Case 3

measurements were obtained by purging the tube of hydrogen and operating with

a 26torr neon only buffer ges es in case 1. This time however, the laser tube

had attained full operating temperature (CuBr vapour in the discharge) before the

measurements were conducted. The final case (case 4) corresponded to normal

operation of the CuBr laser with 0.\torr of hydrogen in the 26torr neon buffer.

Results

Laser current was measured corresponding to the four cases described above. There

were substantial differences in the electrical discharge with these differing gas species.

These are shown together in figure 5.7.

The base measurement for this study r,¡¡as a discharge sustained in a pure neon

buffer gas without lasant - case 1, figure 5.7(A). Laser current showed a pronounced

double peak. The current rose sharply then decayed away to about 50% of the peak
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value before a secondary peak grew to about 60% of the maximum peak height.

There was some structure evident on the secondary peak which suggested a weaker

third peak on the trailing edge - possibly due to electrical ringing in the discharge.

The remaining cases corresponded to laser tubes operating with copper in the

discharge. Case 2 shows the operation of an elemental CVL with hydrogen additives

in the neon buffer gas - figure 5.7(B). The addition of hydrogen to the elemental

copper vapour laser had minimal effect on the electrical discharge parameters and

the waveform for the neon only buffer gas CVL was almost indistinguishable from

figure 5.7(B). Current flow in the tube showed the same characteristics regardless

of the level of hydrogen additive.

Case 3 shows the copper bromide laser operating at full temperature with a

neon only buffer gas (figure 5.7(C)). In this case (neon * copper * bromine) the

laser current rose quickly and remained relatively constant across the length of the

current pulse. The explicit report of electrical parameters corresponding to Copper

and Bromine in a neon buffer gas has not been presented in any other work to my

knowledge. Both the copper HyBTID and KE-CVL lasers deliver bromine to the

discharge by addition of hydrogen halide - HBr.

Finally, case 4 shows the copper bromide laser operating with a 2% hydrogen

admixture in26torr of neon (figure 5.7(D)). This was previously shown in section

5.2.I, Phantom Current.

It is easier to see these changes in laser tube current with different gas species

by overlaying the relevent waveforms on one graph. Figure 5.8 shows a compilation

of the waveforms recorded in the CuBr system.

The neon only discharge exhibited a double peak, being strongly peaked in the

first half of the pulse. This was similar in form to the waveform recorded in the

CVL375 elemental CVL both with and without hydrogen- although the discharge

timescales were quite different die to the inherently larger impedance of the CVL

system. When the discharge was supported in a neon*copper*bromine medium,

the current pulse shortened in length but was of uniform current for the duration of

the pulse. In this case, the discharge began in a manner similar to the CVL with

hydrogen but was sustained at about the same amplitude throughout the length of
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the pulse. There $/as more current flow at the trailing edge of the pulse. When

both hydrogen and bromine r'¡/ere present in the discharge (copper bromide laser with

hydrogen additive) there was a radical difference in the discharge current observed.

In this case, the laser phantom current began to flow and then stopped as the voltage

across the tube continued to grow before laser tube breakdown.

The results presented here contain the first detailed study of the relative effect

hydrogen, halogen and hydrogen halide species have on plasma parameters of the

copper/neon lasing system.

Discussion

Studies of both the Cu-HyBrID laser [106] and KE-CVL [16] systems suggest that the

effect of adding hydrogen hali,de to the copper laser system is of greater importance

than that of hydrogen alone. Recently Carman et al. [51] produced a model which

explained the improvements achieved with the KE-CVL by rapid reduction in free

elecron density in the afterglow period. Electron attachment to halide atoms is one

of the processes responsible for reducing the free electron density in the afterglow

period. The key reactions involved reducing copper ions to excited neutral copper

atoms by mutual neutralisation. Decay of the non-lasing excited state copper atoms

then repopulate the ground state:

Br- I Cu+ --r

H- + Cu+ -r

Cu* + Br

Cu*+H

or by production of molecular CuBr:

Br-*Cu+^CuBr*

however this is unlikely due to the requirement of a partner species to conserve

momentum.

These kinetic pathways provide rapid repopulation of the 4s 2,S. copper ground

state, but what are the possible mechanisms for producing the free negative ions?

Jones et al. [fO6] suggest several mechanisms. They suggest that both hydrogen
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and the halogen species are independently responsible for a slight reduction in free

electron density by the follow two stage processes:

Brle -+Br-lhu

and

H+e----+H-lhu

However the hydrogen halide species is far more effective in reducing the remnant

electron densities in the afterglow by the following dissociative attachment process

as documented by Jones [106]:

HBrle- = H+Br-

= H--lBr

A numerical model by Carman [51] has shown that it is in fact vibrationally ex-

cited hydrogen halide which is the dominant mechanism in the dissociative attach-

ment process. The dissociative attachment rate is more than an order of magnitude

higher than that for electron/copper ion recombination which is the key volumetric

electron loss mechanism in the CVL.

The importance of HBr for this process is now a well accepted fact [16], [106],

[51], [107]. However, there have been no single reports which have provided clear

experimental evidence of the roles of hydrogen and halogen species. Copper HyBTID

and KE-CVLs both use hydrogen halides as the additive and the relative effects of

the various gas species are indistinguishable. It may have been possible that the

introduction of halogen atoms alone were entirely responsible for the pronounced

reduction in pre-pulse electron density. The results of the measurements presented

here confirm Carman's theoretical prediction [51] that addition of the halogen species

alone does not significantly alter the plasma dynamics of the copper laser system.

Hydrogen by itsetf had a minimal effect on the evolution of discharge ctrrrent in

a copper - neon discharge system. The addition of bromine had more of an effect
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but this was limited to increasing the amplitude of current flow in the latter parts of

the pulse. Addition of both hydrogen and bromine to the plasma caused a radical

change in discharge current. It is undoubtedly the presence of the HBr species

which is responsible for the favourable plasma kinetics.

The effectiveness of HBr for electron capture also means that it is predominantly

a one r'¡/ay process. Reassociation of HBr occurs primarily through the reaction [109]:

HzlBr=HBr+H+LE

where A,E : -0.722 eV. This reaction is highly endothermic leading to the for-

mation of HBr only in the early afterglow. Rapid plasma cooling occurs initially

and the recombination rate drops. Withford's KE-CVL [107] used H2 and HCI

aditives. The analogous equation for reassociation of HCI is far less endothermic,

A,E : -0.043 eV and results in an extended period of HCI recombination in the

KE-CVL.

Kinetically enhanced CVLs offer the greatest control of plasma dynamics though

their independent partial pressure control of the various gas species. KE-CLVs can

be tailored to provide the optimum plasma kinetics for efficient, high beam quality

output. The KE-CVL of Mildren et. al. [110] employed an HCI and H2 gas

mixture after Withford's report of more efficient electron attachment [107]. These

systems represent the current state-of-the-art in optimisation of copper laser plasma

dynamics.

5.2.3 Total Output Power

Numerous reports exist in the literature which show the beneficial effect of adding

hydrogen to both the elemental CVL and the CuBr laser [46], [111], 1441, 1451. It
was an early airn of this study to replicate the previous experiments to verify the

importance of hydrogen additives in our system.
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Figure 5.9: Average laser output power as a function of hydrogen additive in 26torr
neon buffer gas. Laser tube breakdown voltage is also shown for comparison.

Results

The CuBr lasers used in this study were initially operated with a neon only buffer

gas. They produced approximately 43W of average power under the standard

excitation conditions previously discussed. Average output power was measured

when the laser v/as operâted with different hydrogen additive levels. The average

power reached a maximum of almost I4W at when operated with 0.5úorc (2%)

hydrogen additive in the 26torr neon buffer gas. Adding further hydrogen only

reduced the total output po\Mer as shown in figure 5.9.

A nominally clean laser tube operating in the absence of hydrogen with an output

of around 4W can be increased to almost L4W wílln the addition of the optimal

amount of hydrogen. Astadjov [44] reported similar improvement with the same

2Vo hydrogen additive level. This represented an improvement of well over three

times.

Every effort had been made to ensure the ultimate in cleanliness and purity of the
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system. However traces of oxides and water were detected in the "clean", processed

tubes using vacuum residual gas analysis. It was also observed that other impurities

in the laser tube, namely the levels of residual oxygen and water vapour, performed

a similar function (but not to the same extent) as that of adding hydrogen. When

a "dirty" CuBr laser (one that was not thoroughly cleaned and degassed before the

lasant was added) was operated in a neon only buffer gas it produced approximately

6W of average power which reduced to approximately 4.5W when further cleaned

and degassed.

Discussion

In 1985, Astadjov et al [44] reported doubling the average CuBr laser output power

by addition of small amounts of hydrogen to their discharge tube. They indicated

that the average output power of the CuBr laser almost doubled when 2Tohydrogen

was added to their laser tube. The results found in these studies support this

well established fact. This study has confirmed Astadjov's assertion of 2% as the

optimum additive level for average output power extraction.

The increase in average output power can be attributed to better impedance

matching of the excitation circuit to the laser tube. This is shown by the voltage

holdoff before breakdown in the tube as can be seen in figure 5.9.

It was found by Sabotinov [112] that oxidising the copper electrodes of these

lasers increased the laser efficiency. This was attributed to the lower work function

of copper oxides than " clean" copper. It may seem that some level of impurities plus

the addition of hydrogen would produce a viable laser tube. Unfortunately, such

impurities dramatically reduce the operating lifetime of the CuBr laser. Additon

of hydrogen to a thoroughly clean laser tube is the only known means of enhancing

the performance while ensuring longevity of the tube.

6.2.4 Amplified Spontaneous Emission

Amplified spontaneous emission is a significant problem in high gain self terminating

lasers such as the copper laser. The short gain duration precludes the system from

establishing eigenmodes of the resonator. As such the laser is a system in which
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PM

Figure 5.10: Diagnostic for determining the ASE content of the laser emission. L -
focussing lens of 500mm EFL. A - aperture. PM - power meter.

the divergence of the emission is geometrically controlled by the geometry of the

resonator chosen.

Exp eriment al Techniques

Firstly a qualitative measure of ASE was performed by observing the emission from

a flat-flat resonator. The emission was measured with an integrating sphere contain-

ing a fast (3zzs risetime RS Part No. BPX65) photodiode and a300MHz (Tektronix

2440) oscilloscope. This ensured that the measurement was a true indication of the

total emission across the aperture of laser tube.

The proportion of ASE in the laser beam rrvas mea,riured by "spatially filtering"

the emission from the laser operating with an M - 26.25 on-axis positive branch

unstable resonator as described in section 4.2.3. A filtering aperture of.2mm diam-

eter (which corresponded to about 50xDL) was inserted at the focal plane of a lens

(of effective focal length 500mm) as shown in figure 5.10. The filter rejected all

light that was more divergent than  mrad, which constituted -y definition of ASE

for this study. Average laser power was measured using a Gentec (model PS-25)

po\Mer meter both with and without the aperture in place.

Elemental copper lasers are known to have an emission that is very strongly

peaked at the beginning of the pulse with much lower gain during the remainder

of the emission [71]. The evolution of the CuBr laser's emission intensity was

determined by measuring the spontaneous emission from the tube operating without

a resonator using the arrangement shown in fi.gure 5.11. The extremely high gain

of the copper transitions meant that great care was required to avoid unwanted

reflections being fed back into the tube, perturbing the result. The output of

A

L
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Figure 5.11: Schematic of the system used to measure the mirrorless ASE from the
laser tube. L - focussing lens. A - aperture. D - detector. BS - beamsplitter.
BD - matt black beam dump. Spc - space of several metres.

the tube was sampled and attenuated using Fresnel reflection from an uncoated

BKT wedge. The reflection was then focussed through a blackened 3mm diameter

aperture with an anti-reflection coated f : Ij\mrn achromat (Edmund Scientific

"F32327" ) to limit unwanted scatter back from the integrating sphere detection

system. A matt black beam dump was located at a point several metres from the

ends of the tube in an effort to eliminate backreflection into the laser tube that

would affect the measurements.

Results

The laser was operated with a flat-flat resonator and the output sampled with a

wedged BKT beamsplitter. Figure 5.12 shows the optical pulse shape measured

when the laser was operated with different hydrogen additive levels. This figure is

normalised to the maximum peak height of the non-ASE component of the emission.

This clearly shows the contribution made by the initial ASE spike to the total laser

output in a qualitative manner. The ASE peak is clearly seen in each of the optical

pulses. It dominated the emission when the laselwas operated with a neon only

buffer gas and was minimised when the additive level was 0.2torr in the 26torr neon

buffer.

ASE has been defined for this study as any emission of greater than Amrad di-

vergence. This corresponds to the experimental arrangement of figure 5.10 above.
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Figure 5.12: The laser emission profile when operated with different hydrogen partial
pressures. The pulses have been normalised to the peak height of the non-ASE (low

divergence) component of the emission to show the relative contribution made by

the initial ASE spike.

The proportion of ASE in the emission as a function of hydrogen additive was de-

termined in this manner and is shown in figure 5.13. When the laser was operated

in a pure neon buffer gas, amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the 510nrn line

was very strong. The beam was annular in profile and exactly 50% of the emission

occured in the form of highly divergent ASE. With the addition of.O.\torr of hydro-

gen (2%), corresponding to the maximum efficiency of the laser as previously shown,

ASE contributed over 20To of the total pulse energy. When the hydrogen concentra-

tion was increased further, the total output power decreased and the percentage of

ASE in the beam increased. The contribution made by ASE was minimised when

only Q.2torr (0.8%) of hydrogen was added. Under these conditions, onlY about

L5% of the emission rù/as highly divergent ASE. The low ASE content was almost

constant for hydrogen pressures between 0.Ztorr and O.5forr but increased slightly

as the pressure was further increased. This was due to the nature of the onset of

lasing and the subsequent strong gain saturation and will be discussed further in

Section 5.2.8, Divergence Evolution.

Additive (torr)
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Hyd rogen
0.0 0.1
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Figure 5.13: ASE content of the total laser emission as a function of partial hydrogen
pressure added to the 26torr neon buffer gas.
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Figure 5.14: Compilation of the measured mirrorless ASE from the tube operating

with different hydrogen partial pressures.

The temporal profile of the total mirrorless ASE was then recorded for different

hydrogen pressures. This was done to show the relative strength of the emission

throughout the pulse. Mirrorless ASE is an indication of the single pass gain

available in the tube. The emission at each pressure has been normalised to have

the same area and compiled together onto one graph, fig 5.14. It can be seen in

this figure that a CuBr laser operating without hydrogen additives results in a short

duration burst of emission (or short gain duration). When O.2tdrr of hydrogen was

added, the emission duration increased and peak emission occurred in the latter

part of the pulse. The emission was strongest in the leading part of the pulse for

higher hydrogen pressures.

When v/e compared the maximum voltage across the tube at breakdown, we

found that there was only a slight dependence on hydrogen partial pressure; provided

S
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Figure 5.15: The laser emission profile when operated with different hydrogen partial
pressures. The pulses have been normalised to the average laser power at each

hydrogen level to show the absolute contribution made by the initial ASE spike.
The curve represents the laser tube breakdown voltage at each additive level.

there was at least some hydrogen in the tube. In the absence of hydrogen, the peak

voltage at breakdown was only about 6.5kV as previously discussed. When the

tube was operated wíth 0.2torr of hydrogen present, the breakdown voltage reached

about l0.4kv. The maximum breakdown voltage of lI.9kV was recorded with

O.\torr of hydrogen added to the tube. (This also corresponded with the plasma

conditions leading to maximum average power from the tube.) The strength of the

initial ASE peak was found then to be related to the tube voltage at breakdown as

shown in figure 5.15.

Discussion

The important point to note on figure 5.12 is the relative strength of the emission

throughout the pulse as the hydrogen pressure was changed. With a neon only

buffer gas, the emission essentially occurred in one short pulse of approximately

l2.5ns FWHM. When hydrogen was added, the pulse length increased and two

distinct peaks appear. At O.2torr, the first peak was minimised and the following

peak was two to three times its intensity. The duration of the emission was a

Hydrogen Additive (torr)
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

------å

o
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maximum (approximately 27ns FWHM) at a hydrogen pressure of 0.5úorr which

corresponded to the maximum average power achievable from the system. However,

at O.Storr the contribution made by the ASE peak was greater than at O.Ztorr.

When the hydrogen pressure \Mas further increased ASE contribution also increased.

An optical pulse where the emission strength was peaked toward the latter part of

the pulse is ideal in a system intended for maximising the low divergence emission.

This will be discussed further in Section 5.2.6 on Seed Radiation.

The question stiil remains. Why does the strength of the initial ASE change

as a function ofhydrogen pressure? The observed optical output can be explained,

in part, by careful examination of the phase relationship between optical emission

and the accelerating voltage across the laser tube. In all cases? the laser tube was

excited with the new excitation circuit (figure 2.5), described in Section 2.3, with a

charging voltage, measured on the anode of the thyratron, of tIkV. The beginning

of optical emission was observed to occur at the time of tube breakdown. In this

case, breakdown was defined as the point at which electron avalanche occured and

was coincident with the maximum voltage across the laser tube. The exception

to this was when the tube was operated with only the neon buffer gas as can be

seen in figure 5.16(A). When there was no hydrogen present in the tube, optical

emission began some 15r¿s after the peak voltage had been reached. The tube

voltage, which only reached a maximum value of about 6.51çV, was rapidly decaying

at this point and tube current had been flowing for almost 50r¿s. The stength of the

emission therefore decayed with time and a short optical pulse was observed which

was dominated by the ASE component.

By comparison, figure 5.16(B) shows the case of operation with 0.\torr of added

hydrogen. This behavior was typical of the discharge when there was more than

0.ltorr of added hydrogen. As peak voltage was reached across the tube, breakdown

occured and the current rose sharply. Optical emission always occurred almost

simultaneously with breakdown.
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26torc of neon buffer gas and (A) no hydrogen additive, (B) 0.5úorr of hydrogen
additive.
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Figure 5.17: Near-fietd beam profile diagnostic. BS - wedged beam splitter. Spc -

space. BD - beam dump. D - photodiode detector.

5.2.5 Near Field Beam Profile

This study was concerned with laser beam quality. Beam quality is determined

by the ratio of the measured power within a given aperture to the theoretically

achievable pov/er within that aperture. The usual definition is shown below:

BQ: Power(theory)
Power(measured)

within a radius usually defined ^ 0- È. Any study of beam quality must there-

fore start with knowledge of the laser near-field intensity distribution to determine

theoretical po\¡/er disitribution in the far-field.

Experimental Techniques

The laser beam near-field intensity distribution was measured using a scanning de-

tector method as shown in figure 5.17. The laser beam was sampled with an

uncoated B KT wedged beam splitter. This was used to attenuate the beam before

it was sampled using a BPX65 photodiode. The photodiode had an active area of

7mm2 and was scanned across the beam with measurements recorded every lmm

across lhe 20mm aperture of the laser.
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Results

The near-field intensity profile of the laser operating with a flat-flat resonator was

measured for different hydrogen pressures. Figure 5.18 shows the near-field profile

of the laser beam under different operating conditions. The laser near-fleld intensity

distribution varied considerably from tube to tube. As an example the intensity of

the central minimum of the neon only case shown in figure 5.18 was observed to

deviate by up fo LSTo using different laser tubes. This was due to the effects of

subtle differences in the concentration of impurities in the tube and variations in the

Iasant purity. However within a given laser tube the results were highly repeatable

over a period of several hours once the system had reached operational temperature.

When the tube \Mas operated with a neon only buffer gas, the output was annular.

There rwas a deep central minimum and most of the emission occured in an annulus

peaking only a few millimetres from the edge of the discharge zone. On-axis lasing

rù/as suppressed when the tube operated with a neon only buffer gas.

When small amounts of hydrogen were added to the tube, the radial emission

profile changed significantly. On-axis emission dominated for all cases with mea-

surable doses of hydrogen added to the neon buffer gas. When the added hydrogen

pressure was O.2torr, the near-field profile was more like a dome in profile. I have

loosely termed this profile "near top-hat" however it looks more like a "bowler-hat"

profile. When more hydrogen was added, the emission near the wall weakened.

When the hydrogen additive level was 0.5úorr, the near-field profile was the classi-

cal Gaussian profile with a FWHM beam diameter of only ILmm.

The transition from annular to Gaussian near-field profile occured with only

small changes in the hydrogen concentration.

Discussion

The addition of hydrogen to the CuBr laser tube resulted in rapid afterglow plasma

cooling as previously discussed. This enabled the radial density profile of the

plasma species to approach equilibrium with the gas temperature and resulted in

more spatial uniformity.

The results presented here are in excellent agreement with the near-field profiles
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shown in the modelling of Carman [51]. He modelled the influence of pre-pulse

electron denisty on the laser output parameters to help understand the influence

of halogen species in copper hybrid lasers. His work started with a model for the

CVL operating with 2% H2 as the baseline. The study showed that the optimum

reduction in pre-pulse electron density appeared to be about one order of magnitude

with only slight variation when the electron density was reduced a further order of

magnitude.

The near-field beam profile of the CuBr laser operating with a neon only buffer

gas has been shown to be annular, figure 5.18. This is similar to the elemental copper

vapour laser operating at elevated pulse repetition rates as shown by Carman's model

[51] and the work of others [71]. When the CuBr laser was operated with a O.2torr

(0.S%) hydrogen additive the near-field intensity distribution matched that of an

optimally performing KE-CVL.

Carman's work also showed that reducing the pre-pulse electron density of the

elemental CVL by two orders of magnitude (to the levels present in an optimally

performing KE-CVL) resulted the experimentally observed KE-CVL near-field in-

tensity distribution [113]. The near-field distributions presented here suggest that

the CuBr laser operating with the addition of 0.2torr (0.8%) of hydrogen could have

a similar reduction in pre-pulse electron density. These profiles will be discussed

further in terms of the power-in-the.bucket far-field divergence of the laser beam,

Section 5.2.7.

5.2.6 Seed Radiation

Efficient resonator design requires knowledge of the gain distribution and in par-

ticular whether gain begins on-axis or near the wall of the tube. A good example

of this point is the self focussing unstable resonator (SFUR) of Pini et al. [73].

Their resonator was an on-axis design which used an internal spatial filter to control

beam quality. The emission of their CVL began off-axis and the resulting system

produced good beam quality but was rather inefficient at extracting the available

power in the low divergence mode. The resonator was only able to extract power

once the emission began on-axis.
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Figure 5.19: Diagnostics for measuring the laser seed radiation. M - focussing

mirror. BS - wedged beamsplitter. A - paraxial ray selecting aperture. I - image

plane. D1 - photodiode scanned across image plane. D2 - integrating sphere detector

to collect total emission second reflection from the beamsplitter as a reference signal.

A detailed study of the onset of lasing was performed in order to determine the

optimum resonator configuration for efficient extraction of high beam quality emis-

sion. Coutts and Brown [71] reported on the formation of output in the elemental

CVL but to my knowledge there have been no prior reports of this type of study in

the CuBr system.

Experimental Techniques

The laser tube was operated without a resonator and special care was taken to

avoid the possibility of unwanted reflections being fed back into the system. The

output of the laser tube was sampled using Flesnel reflection from a wedged beam

splitter as shown in figure 5.19. A 1:1 image of the rear of the gain volume was

created with a 0.5rn focal length mirror used slightly off-axis and carefully arranged

so that the beam splitter did not reflect light back into the laser tube. Laser

emission was dominated by paraxial emission originating at the end of the gain

volume which traversed the gain volume, reflecting from the high reflecting rear

mirror and traversing the gain volume more than once before being outcoupled.

The light was therefore spatially filtered at the focal plane of the mirror using

a blackened lmm aperture to restrict the measurement to light of less than2mrad

divergence - the component of ASE that would be able to complete successive round

spc

ê
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trips of a laser resonator after reflection from an outcoupling mirror. The detector

was placed in the image plane of the mirror which further limited the measurement

to paraxial ASE originating from the rear of the gain volume. The extremely high

gain of the copper lasing transitions meant that the measured intensity distribution

was dominated by emission that began at the rear end of the gain volume. This

emission is referred to as the seed radi,ati,on l7I].

A fast photodiode (BPX65) was then scanned across the image plane and the

temporal variation of the paraxial ASE at each spatial position was recorded using

a 300MHz (Tektronix 2440) oscilloscope. Signals were temporally aligned against

both the voltage pulse across the tube, measured with a Tektronix P60154 high

voltage probe, and the total ASE pulse. The total ASE signal was captured from the

second reflection from the wedged beam splitter and measured with an integrating

sphere containing a similar photodiode (Dz in figure 5.19).

It was then possible to map out the spatial and temporal distribution of paraxial

ASE by compiling the spatial slices of the temporal response.

Results

The intensity of both the initial ASE burst from the CuBr laser tube and the near-

field intensity distribution were found to be spatially non-uniform. The seed ra-

diation was found to be both spatially non-uniform and to vary with time. The

spatio-temporal distribution is highly dependent on hydrogen partial pressure and

as such the choice of resonator for efficient power extraction depends on the additive

level used.

When the laser tube was operated with a neon only buffer gas, the near-field

beam profrle was annular and half of the energy was emitted as highly divergent

ASE as detailed in Section 5.2.4. This can be explained when one looks at the

spatial extent of the seed radiation as shown in figure 5.20(A). The emission began

in an annular region near the wall of the tube and then moved in toward the tube

axis with a delay of some 5ns, enough time for one complete round trip of the Im

long resonator.

This can be seen more clearly by plotting the intensity versus time for different
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Figure 5.21: Seed profile showing the temporal evolution of seed emission at different
radial positions when a neon only buffer gas was used.

radial positions. Figure 5.21 shows the evolution of the seed radiation at various

radial positions when the tube was operated with a neon only buffer gas. The

Iargest peak on the figure corresponded with the emisison which occurred in an

annulus at a radial distance of approximately 6 - 7mm from the axis of the tube.

The emission began at this radial position. The emission corresponding to smaller

radial positions began at later times and its strength also decreased toward the axis

of the tube. The on-axis emission began approximately Srzs after peak annular

emission began and the peak intensity was was only about 45% t}'at of the annular

emrssron

There is a clear trend showing inward propagation of the onset of lasing for the

neon only buffer gas CuBr laser. This is consistent with a plasma skin effect [114]

and has been reported by numerous elemental CVL researchers [46], [111], [50].

The skin effect, often referred to as an internal impedance, is a consequence of the

finite conductivity and size of the plasma. The plasma tube represents a cylindrical
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"conductor" and the spatio-temporal evolution of the longitudinal electric field inside

the plasma can be determined by the diffusion-like equation derived from Maxwell's

equations.

v2 F õ@E)
':l"o õt

where o is the plasma conductivity and ¡is is the permeability of free space and

can be solved to determine the radial dependence of the electric field. The electric

field at a radial position, r, Iocated on an annular plasma region is proportional to

the difference between the current flowing through that annulus and the adjacent

annulus. This is equivalent to saying that the instantaneous inductance of the

plasma as seen by the excitation circuit depends on the radial profile of the current

density. Section 5.2.2 has previously discussed the importance of HBr in the kinetic

process. In this section we sa'w that the neon only buffer gas CuBr laser exhibited

similar electrical performance to the elemental CVL and that this similarity was

attributed to the high axial free electron density. Reports of Cu-HyBrID laser

kinetics [14] further support this theory.

This scenario represented the worst possible case for a high magnification, on-

axis unstable resonator, as is typically employed for beam control in these devices.

Very little of the seed ASE would be reflected from the outcoupling mirror and

back into the resonator to extract energy in lower divergence components. The

onset of on-axis paraxial emission occured near the peak in total ASE emission and

the resulting very weak paraxial feedback would allow strong ASE throughout the

length of the short optical pulse.

When as little as O.Ltorr of hydrogen was added to the laser tube the discharge

underwent a complete change in nature as is evident in the series of graphs shown

in figure 5.20. The emission changed quite rapidly from an annular profile which

began at the wall of the tube with a neon only buffer gas to an axially concentrated

onset of emission with hydrogen admixtures.

When operated with 0.2torr of hydrogen, the seed radiation exhibited a strong

on-axis peak. The axial intensity dropped offrapidly and a secondary peak appeared

later in the emission. Seed intensity increased slowly closer to the edge of the tube

and peaked toward the end of the optical pulse.
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Figure 5.22: Seed profile showing the temporal evolution of seed emission at different
radial positions when a O.2torr hydrogen additive was used.
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Figure 5.23: Seed profile showing the temporal evolution of seed emission at different
radial positions when a 0.\torr hydrogen additive was used.

The seed radiation was also peaked on axis with a O.\torr hydrogen admixture as

can be seen in figure 5.23. The overall intensity of the seed emission was greater and

the duration had increased in line with the observation of maximum average output

power al O.\torr. There was a slight concentration of emission toward the axis of

the tube which was also consistent with the narrowing of the near-field distribution

and becomming more Gaussian in nature.

The intensity of the seed radiation is presented as contours against time and

radial tube position for the four cases described above in figure 5.24. The seed

radi,ati,on profi,le, as defined by Coutts [71], is the spatial profile of the paraxial seed

radiation at the peak of the ASE intensity. This clearly shows that the preferred

arrangement for good divergence control is indeed an on-axis resonator for all cases

of the CuBr laser operating with any level hydrogen additive.
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Discussion

The seed radiation from the CuBr laser was indeed found to be non uniform and the

on-axis onset of emission with hydrogen admixtures allowed the use of the favoured

on-axis unstable resonator. Our preferred resonator was a simple on-axis design

spot reflector design. This allowed the CuBr laser to produce a symmetrical far-

field intensity profile favourable for micro-machining applications. This argument

is based on simple spot reflector off-axis resonator designs. Systems with annular

initial gain require a resonator with an annular Fresnel core for efficient symmetrical

far-fi.eld intensity distributions.

It is clear that efficient extraction of the available gain from neon only buffer gas

CuBr lasers was only possible with off-axis resonators. The annular seed radiation

profile precluded the use of an on-axis resonator in this case. The use of even as

little as O.Itorr of hydrogen additive caused the seed radiation profile to be axially

concentrated. This was favourable because hydrogen additives also increase the

total average pov/er available for the laser.

The work of Kapitan et. al. [111] provides an interesting comparison. Their

report presents a study of an elemental CVL operating with neon only bufier gas

but at elevated pressures. Their results show that as the buffer gas pressure'ù/as

increased from 30lorr through L3}torr,, the radial profile of the ASE Seed matched

the progression of profiles in figures 5.21 through 5.23 - O.\torr hydrogen additive

through 0.\torr additive. Although the increased buffer gas pressure rù/as effective

in providing a more beneficial seed profile, efficient extraction of low divergence

emission from this laser also required a LTo hydrogen additive.

High pressure operation of their medium bore CVL inhibited depletion of the

ground state copper density on-axis which in turn lead to improved spatial distribu-

tion of gain and increased low divergence emission. The mechanism for improved

performance was that the increased pressure acted to reduce the effect of ion pump-

ing. Ion pumping, or radial catephoresis [115] gives rise to a larger depletion of the

copper ground state densities than would be attributed to particle diffusion alone

and is partly responsible for limiting repetition rate scaling of the elemental CVL.

The net effect of this is an outward flux of copper ions that is balanced by an inward
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flux (toward the axis) of neutral copper species [114]. The ion flux is comprised

of two components. One is due to the partial pressure gradient and the second

more signiflcant component is due to ambipolar diffusion. The axial depletion of

ground state copper densities caused by ion pumping ultimately manifests itself in

the radial emission profrIe. This method of enhancing the low divergence emission

is not valid for largebore CVL oscillators however. Large bore devices suffer from

plasma skin-effects when operated without hydrogen even at buffer gas pressures in

excess of I}}torr [116].

Kapitan's finding suggested that efficient low divergence emission from a medium-

bore elemental CVL required the addition of approximately 1% hydrogen to a high

buffer gas pressure of the order of.I1}torr. This is contrary to our findings with the

operation of the CuBr laser. The CuBr laser was able to produce low divergence

emission (better than 1.3xD-L as reported in Section 5.2.7) with the moderate buffer

gas pressures of only 26torr. The presence of bromine in the plasma assisted in neu-

tralisation of copper ions (as discussed in Section 5.2.2) thereby reducing the effect

of ambipolar diffusion and the related reduction of copper ground state density.

5.2.7 Power-in-the-Bucket Beam Divergence

The previous section showed that an on-axis resonator was favoured when hydrogen

was added to the CuBr laser tube. Power-in-the-bucket beam divergence measure-

ments were conducted on the system at various hydrogen partial pressures. An

on-axis confocal unstable resonator was employed as described in Section 5.1.1.

This biased the result toward hydrogen added gas mixtures. However any practical

system would employ hydrogen additives and the average laser output power was

optimised when a O.\torr hydrogen additive was used as shown in Section 5.2.3.

Experimental Techniques

Time resolved studies of the evolution of laser emission from the CuBr oscillator

were conducted using power-in-the-bucket measurements (for example Chang [72]).

The measurement system comprised a long effective focal length telescope (- 25m)

using achromatic lenses that produced a far-field spot of size convenient for measure-
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- 0.6m - 7rn

BS

A
D1

D2

Figure 5.25: Far-field divergence diagnostic. Lt,Lz - telescope lenses. BS - wedged

beam splitter. A - far-field aperture. Dr, D2 - integrating sphere photodiodes.

ment. The diffraction-limited far-field spot size corresponding to top-hat near-field

intensity distribution of the beam diameter used was I.55mm in this diagnostic sys-

tem. The telescope used a 500mm EFL Edmund Scientifrc"F41271" anti-reflection

coated achromatic lens as the primary element and a l00mm EFL Edmund Scien-

tifrc "F32327" anti-reflection coated achromat as the secondary as shown in figure

5.25. The effective focal length of the diagnostic system was calibrated by measur-

ing the lateral displacement of the far-field spot when using a 3o glass (BK7) wedge

to introduce a known angular displacement of the beam.

Fresnel reflections from wedged, BKT beamsplitters, polished to rt, were used

to attenuate and separate the beam into reference and test beams. The amount

of energy that passed through an aperture placed in the far-field was measured

temporally using an integrating sphere containing a fast photodiode (3ns risetime

RS Part No. BPX65) and 300MHz (Tektronix 2440) oscilloscope or an average

power meter (Gentec PS-25), calibrated to national standards. Power-in-the.bucket

optical results were then determined by numerical integration of the pulse profiles

when different size apertures were used in the far-field.

There \Mas some degree of pulse to pulse variation in the relative strength of

the various divergence components of the CuBr laser emission. To take this into

account, the measurements rwere averaged over a large number of pulses. Beam

wander due to air turbulence was a significant problem with this diagnostic system

because the focal plane of the telescope r,¡¡as some 7m from the telescope itself.

These effects were not eliminated but were considerably reduced by enclosing the

Lr L2

Laser
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beam path in a length of PVC water pipe. The experiments were also conducted late

at night to avoid the effects of others working nearby and when the air temperature

was relatively stable and constant over the entire room.

A "soft pinhole" of the type used by Chang [72] was not required to reject ASE

from the far-field measurements. The far-field spot produced by the ILmrad di-

vergent single pass ASE rrvas approximately 0.35rn in diameter in these diagnostics.

The far-field measurement system did not detect the ASE components because their

intensity was three orders of magnitude lower than the near diffraction limited com-

ponents.

Results

Most reports on the beam quality of copper lasers simply describe the divergence

evolution of the low divergence components of the output. This is refered to in

some works as high-beam-quality (HBQ) emission. The ASE, or single round trip

component, is often ignored since it is spatially filtered from the output beam prior

to use in machining systems or second harmonic generation. This gives a misleading

impression of the efficiency of generating low divergence laser emission.

When one includes the amount of ASE in the total optical emission (as discussed

in Section 5.2.4), the proportion of energy at low divergence drops considerably.

Figures 5.26(A) and (B) show the importance of including ASE in the power-in-the-

bucket results.

Take the case of the laser operating with a neon only buffer gas, figure 5.26(A).

Ignoring ASE, 80% of the emission was of divergence less than 2L\¡.r,rad. However

this was only 40% of the total pulse energy. When the laser was operated with

O.2torr of hydrogen additive, 90Yo on the non-ASE (or HBQ) emission was contained

within the same far-field divergence angle. The important point to note is that this

still accounted for approximately 75% of the total emission due to the significantly

Iower level of ASE at this additive level (figure 5.26(8)).

The results of these experiments are summarised in figure 5.27. Data for 0.4torr

and 0.6torr of hydrogen are almost identical to that for the O.\torr case and have

been omitted from the figure for the purposes of clarity. This shows the overall
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Figure 5.28: Proportion of the non-ASE pulse averaged emission within a given

divergence angle for selected hydrogen admixtures.

efficiency of producing low divergence emission as a function of hydrogen additive.

It is clear that only about 40% of the total emission for the neon only case was low

divergence emission compared to about 70 - 80% for the O.2torr case. It is also

evident that the far-field spot size was significantly smaller for the O.2torc case.

Beam quality experiments (far-field pulse averaged beam divergence measure-

ments) were performed on the laser under various hydrogen-neon gas admixtures.

It was found that the additive level which minimised the production of ASE was

also consistent with producing the smallest far-field spot size. The additive levels

of greatest interest were the no hydrogen,,0.2torr and 0.5úorr hydrogen admixtures.

The proportion of non-ASE emission within given far-field divergence angles for the

three cases of interest are shown in figure 5.28.

A top-hat near-field intensity distribution transforms into an Airy disc in the

far-field with a central maxima containing 84% of the incident energy. A, 20mm

diameter top-hat near-field intensity distribution has a diffraction limited far-field

divergence angle of 62.2p,rad. Power-in-the-bucket beam quality is defined l72l as:

*
EI

O.2 lorr hydrogen

0.5 torr hydrogen
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xDI,: Dop"tu'"
DA¿ra

where Dn¿,a is the diameter of the central maxima of an Airy disc artd Dor",¡u,.is

the diameter of the far-field aperture required for transmission of 84% of the beam

power.

When the laser was operated with a neon only buffer gas the far-field divergence

which contained 84% of the incident energy was 338p,rad. This corresponded to

approúmately 5.5xDL. When operated with a 0.2torr hydrogen additive the beam

quality was minimised at 2xDL (or I26p,rad far-field divergence angle). With a

0.\torr additive the beam quality was 2.6xDL with I63prad far-field divergence. A

change in far-field divergence (and hence spot size) was also noted by Sabotinov [82]

but without explaination.

These power-in-the-bucket results are somewhat less impressive than the best

case scenario. The results here were averaged over a number of pulses to account

for variations in the temporal pulse shape. As a result, residual air turbulence in

the diagnostic system and plasma induced beam pointing instability caused some

beam wander across the far-field aperture. Pulse to pulse beam pointing instability

was determined to be approximately IZp,rad which is marginally better than the

lSp,rad of jitter reported in an elemental CVL with the diagnostic arrangement of

Coutts et al. [69].

When just a single pulse was captured (corresponding to the focal spot falling

directly onto the aperture in the far-field) the amount of energy contained within

that aperture was significantly higher. See the asterisk on fig 5.26(B). In fact,

when operating with}.2torr of hydrogen 88% of the energy (excluding ASE) passed

through the far-field aperture corresponding to 8}p,rad divergence. This was better

than 1.3xDL for the bowler-hat near freld distribution on a single shot basis.

Using a lens to focus a beam of light is equivalent to propagation into the far-

field. Changing the near-field intensity distribution therefore altered the profile

at the focal plane of a lens. Numerical simulations of propagation of the various

near-field profiles into the far-field were performed to indicate how the spot size was

expected to change with changing hydrogen levels in the tube. For this purpose,
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a Gaussian distribution (O.\torr profile), a20mm diameter top-hat and the actual

0.2torr distribution (bowler-hat) were used. A Fourier integral was calculated using

IDL and, the results of the far-field distributions are shown in figure 5.29 along with

the associated near-field proflles discussed in section 5.2.5. These results were

presented in [104].

Discussion

The far-fi.eld beam divergence measurements showed that the power-in-the-bucket

beam quality was minimised when the laser rù/as operated with a O.2torr hydrogen

additive in the 26torr neon buffer gas. This was the same hydrogen admixture

required to minimise the amount of ASE in the emission. However the total average

output power was maximised when a O.\torr admixture was used. The ultimate

goal for micro-machining applications in material processing is the maximisation

of peak pov/er density on the target material. The reduction in far-freld beam

divergence with a O.2torr admixture far outweighs slight increase in output porvl/er

of operating with a0.\torr admixture. The optimum operating conditions for such

a system would then be with a 0.2torr hydrogen admixture.

The question remains, why is the far-field divergence angle minimised when

operating with O.2torr of hydrogen additive? The far-field divergence angle results

presented above have been supported by the work of Stoilov et. al [117]. However

they presented no argument for the mechanism by which the divergence angle was

minimised.

The difierence in far-field divergence angle with different hydrogen admixtures

was accounted for by the modification of near-field intensity distribution under these

conditions. As shown above, different near-field intensity distributions transform

differently into the far-field. It was possible to determine the spatial dimensions of

the far-freld spot which contained 84% of the incident power by integrating the nor-

malised far-field distributions of figure 5.29. These calculations have been compared

to the measured values in table 5.2.

The simulatibn showed that the far-field diameter containing 84% of the energy

was 14.1 units for the bowler-hat profile and 18.7 uni,ts for the Gaussian profile.
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Figure 5.29: (A) Near-freld intensity distributions used in the simulation of beam
propagation into the far-field. (B) Numerical simulation of the propagation of
different near-field intensity distributions into the far-field. A Gaussian (O.\torr
H2) is compared with a top-hat and the bowler-hat (O.2torc H2) distribution.

Divergence 0.2 torr H2

-n'
0.5 torr H2 Ratio

Measured Divergence L26 p,rad 163 p,rad 1.30

Numerical Simulation normalised l4.I units 18.7 units r.32

Table 5.2: Comparison of the measured divergence and numerical simulation of
far-field beam propagation. Ratio is defined as the divergence (either measured or
simulation) of the 0.5torr profile divided by the divergence of the 0.2tórr profile.
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The measured ratio of far-field divergence angles (defined as the divergence of the

Q.\torc profrle divided by the divergence of the O.2torr profile) was 1.3 while the

simulation showed the ratio should be 1.32. The difference in divergence can then

be attributed wholely to modification of the near-fleld intensity distribution that

occurs with changes in hydrogen pressure.

The importance of tight control of the far-field beam profile for material process-

ing applications was recently acknowledged by Coutts [11S]. The work by Coutts

represents perhaps the most advanced application specific study of the CVL in both

its elemental and Kinetically Enhanced versions. Coutts' work described a double-

pass MOPA system specifically designed to offer top-hat far-freld intensity profile

for micro-machining applications.

The optical performance of the CuBr laser operated with a O.2torr hydrogen

additive in the 26torr neon buffer gas was excellent. On a pulse by pulse ba-

sis the beam quality was determined to be better than 1.3xDL when ASE, which

contributed less than ISTo of the total emission, was ignored. Beam pointing in-

stabilities with this system were found to be similar to reports of such instabilities

with CVLs [69] and resulted in an overall reduction of beam quality to 2xDL for

repetitive-pulse measurements.

5.2.8 Divergence Evolution

The emission from the CuBr laser oscillator was observed to show the temporal in-

tensity modulation typical of copper lasers. Pulse averaged power-in-the-bucket

measurements have previously been presented. These measurements show the

Iaser's overall efficiency in producing low devergence emission. It is also impor-

tant to determine the temporal evolution of beam divergence from this laser. This

section presents the results of a study of the instantaneous beam divergence of the

CuBr laser.

Experimental Techniques

The experimental arrangement was identical to the scheme used for power-in-the-

bucket measurements of pulse averaged beam divergence, Section 5.2.7. Temporal
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evolution of divergence throughout the pulse was analysed using the same numerical

integration technique but with a shorter integration time.

Results

It was established in Section 5.2.7 that a 0.2torr hydrogen admixture was optimum

for maximising the achievable por'¡/er density on a micro-machining target. Ac-

cordingly the laser was operated with this admixture for the following experiments.

It must be pointed out that this particular set of measurements did not include

the ASE component. Only the low divergence components of the emission (HBQ

emission) were detected in this arrangement.

As previously stated, over 88% of the pulse averaged, non-ASE por,¡¡er r,¡/as con-

tained within 9}¡.trad divergence (1.3xDI). Figure 5.25 shows that two detectors

are used. Detector D1 measured the total emission form the laser (ignoring ASE)

while D2 measured the proportion of the beam which passed through apertures of

various size in the far-field. An example of a typical measurement is shown in figure

5.30. Pulse profiles corresponding to detector D1 (reference beam) and D2 (signal

beam - passed through aperture) are shown. The third curve shows the instan-

taneous proportion of energy which passed through the aperture or instantaneous

power-in-the.bucket.

The emission from the laser starts with highly divergent ASE but when this is

ignored, the emission rapidly transformed to near diffraction limited beam quality.

Even from the earliest stages of the non-ASE emission, approximately 75% of the

instantaneous power occured within 1.3 times the diffraction limit.

Discussion

The emission from the CuBr oscillator was observed to show temporal intensity

modulation typical of copper lasers. The optical pulse from the CuBr laser had a

small initial ASE spike followed by significantly reduced intensity before the intensity

rose again toward the peak value as was shown previously in figure 4.8. This

meant that minimal energy rrvas expended during formation of the low divergence

component.
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Figure 5.30: Evolution of beam divergence in the CuBr laser. Aperture corresponds

to 80¡-trad far-field divergence angle.

These results compared favourably to the elemental CVLs at the University of

Bayreuth, Germany. The temporal laser profile from the CVL200 oscillator was

previously shown in figure 4.6. The laser employed an M : 27 positive branch

unstable resonator and the peak intensity occurred during the second round trip

component of the emission and the pulse-averaged divergence was several times the

diffraction limit.

Further comparisons with a more advanced copper laser can be found in the

report of Mildren et. al. [119]. They reported on the performance of a Cu-

HyBTID laser in 1998. This work described a device which delivered > 88% of the

pulse-averaged non-ASE output within L6xDL. This was better than the previous

HyBTID lasers of Coutance et. aI (3.4xDL) [77] and Brown et. al. (2xDL) lI20l.

The improvement was attributed primarily to the higher magnification (M: 280)

of the resonator they used along with a small increase in gain duration.

The CuBr laser is efficient at delivering low divergence emission very early in the

pulse because of the small size of the laser tube. High efficiency and comparatively
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Iow operational temperature combine to enable the fabrication of small scale CuBr

Iaser tubes. Such tubes benefit from uniform pressure of the lasing species along

the gain volume and a short ring-down time for the resonator. Minimal energy is

therefore expended before the resonator transforms the initial highly divergent ASE

into the low divergence emisison suitable for micro-machining applications.

5.3 Discussion

The aim of this study was to provide a complete characterisation of CuBr laser

emission with an emphasis on the requirements for micro-machining applications.

Performance of the system has been shown to be highly dependent on trace gas ad-

ditives. There have been numerous reports in the literature that detail the benefits

of trace gas additives in the elemental CVL which have led to the development of

hybrid class lasers. There have been few reports in the literature of the effect of

additives on the performance of the CuBr laser system. The early work of Astadjov

et. al. [44] showed that hydrogen additives improved average laser output power

by a factor of two. That was as far as their work went. Subsequent reports con-

centrated on improvements in the total output power and efficiency scaling of the

laser. This study has focussed on all aspects of the emission with micro-machining

applications as the primary focus.

Addition of hydrogen to the CuBr laser tube had a profound effect on the per-

formance of the system - far more significant than improvements in average output

power or efficiency. Addition of hydrogen led to the formation of HBr in the plasma.

The plasma discharge excitation phase of the process generated vibrationally excited

HBr molecules whose high cross section for dissociative attachment of electrons be-

came the key mechanism for volumetric electron loss in the plasma. The associated

reduction in pre.pulse electron density had a radical effect on plasma skin effect

which was the underlying cause of the annular emission profile in the CuBr laser

without hydrogen.

The increased plasma impedance prior to the discharge led to higher tube volt-

ages at breakdown and higher pulse energies. This was the primary finding of
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the vast majority of CuBr research to this point. However increases in laser tube

breakdown voltage resulted in higher levels of ASE. For the prior studies this was

unimportant. It has been established that there is an optimum level of hydrogen

additive that minimises the proportion of ASE in the emission. The results pre-

sented here show that the partial pressure of hydrogen used to maximise the total

output poruer (2% additlve) was not the same as that which minimised the gener-

ation of ASE. ASE was reduced by 35% when the hydrogen additive was reduced

from 0.5úorr to just 0.2torr or 0.8Yo.

Reduction of the plasma skin effect with hydrogen additives also affected the

near-field beam profile of the laser. This has been noted in many reports however

the signifi.cance of this has not been appreciated. Most reports have been concerned

with achieving the benchmark in total laser output power or efficiency and report

only that the near-field profile changed from annular to Gaussian with the addition

of hydrogen. When low levels of hydrogen were added to the tube (0.2úorr), the

emission changed from annular to near top-hat in form (referred to as "bowler-hat"

in this thesis) through to Gaussian in form when 0.\torr of additive was used. This is

significant because the near-field distribution is directly related to the ability to focus

the beam onto a micro-machining target. The bowler-hat near-field distribution

(0.2torr additive) transformed to a far-field distribution which was 25To smaller

than that produced by the 0.\torr additive's Gaussian near-field distribution. The

result was a system which was capable of producing smaller structures in the target

material.

The onset of laser emission was also studied and found to be highly dependent

on the addition.of hydrogen. It was found that lasing began in an annular zone

about 7mm from the axis of the tube when operated with a neon only buffer gas.

However when hydrogen additives were used, the emission began on-axis. This

suggested that the favoured on-axis unstable resonator was preferable for all cases

when hydrogen additives v¡ere present in the system.

The focussability of the laser beam was studied with different levels of hydrogen

additive using an on-axis unstable resonator. The far-field beam divergence was

minimised when a}.2torr hydrogen additive was used. The emission corresponding
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to neon only buffer gas operation showed very poor divergence control. This was

to be expected since the emission began off-axis and we were characterising the

emission with an on-axis unstable optical system.

The objective of a micro-machining system is to put all of the energy into the

smallest possible focal spot on the workpiece. The amplitude shape and aperture

size of the near-fi.eld profile determines the focussability in a given optical system.

What is important is the combination of amplitude apodisation and phase control

(beam quality) to maximise power on the target.

xD L ooo¿¿r"¿: ; 
D oPt'tu"

U FFT(near-f ield)

The near-field energy distribution of the CuBr laser and hence the diffraction

Iimited spot size, changed considerably with changes in the amount of hydrogen

additive. The aim of this study was to produce a micromachining system which

maximised energy density on the workpiece. In fact, when the measured near-field

distribution rù/âs used to calculate far-field spot size, the xDL beam quality was the

same for each operating condition (except the expected neon only case).

The results presented here show that the partial pressure of hydrogen used to

maximise the total output po\Mer was not the same as that which optimised the

power density in the drilling plane of a copper bromide laser based micro-machining

system. The laser tube was a far better source for micromachining applications

when operated with O.2torr of hydrogen additive in 26torc of neon buffer gas (0.8%).

ASE was reduced by 35% when the hydrogen additive was reduced from O.\torr to

jrst 0.2torr. Similarly, the far-field divergence of an on-axis unstable resonator was

reduced by a factor of 30To. These results can be traced back to modification of

the plasma kinetics and onset of lasing.

There was one other important consequence of the addition of hydrogen to the

CuBr laser. The evolution of beam divergence was quite interesting. Under opti

mum conditions the second round trip component of the emission was suppressed.

This combined with the use of high magnification unstable resonators resulted in

minimal pulse energy being expended before the near diffraction limit beam diver-

gence had been achieved. Applications in micromachining require high peak power
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density. This means that high energy, high beam quality optical pulses must be

delivered to the work piece in a short period of time. The laser developed here

produced high beam quality emission in a short period of time and also limited

the emission of highty divergent laser radiation. The evolution of the optical pulse

and absence of a second-round-trip component in the emission allowed the laser to

effectively deliver optimum micromachining performance without causing collateral

damage to the surface of the work piece. This point was previously mentioned

without a full discussion in section 4.3, comparing the divergence of the CuBr laser

to the elemental CVLs studied.

The Copper Bromide laser with hydrogen additives'ù/as found to be a particu-

larly attractive candidate for micro-machining applications. When operatecl with a

g.Ztorr additive in26torr of neon buffer gas, the single laser tube produced approx-

imately lTW of average output porù/er at a repetition rate of L6kHz. The emission

had an ASE content of just over ISTo and had a near top-hat (Bowler-Hat) near-field

intensity distribution. The emission began on-axis which enabled the use of on-

axis unstable cavity optics and there was minimal energy contained in the second

round trip component of the emission. Finalty, over 88% of the pulse averaged,

non-ASE porü/er was contained within 8}p,rad divergence (L.3xDL). The CuBr

laser developed .during this study was very well suited to applications in precision

micro-machining.



Chapter 6

Applications

6.1 fntroduction

The main applications for the future of copper lasers are in the area of material

processing. This may be machining of metals and ceramics using the fundamen-

tal output of the laser or ultra-violet processing of polymeric materials using the

frequency doubled green line. The CuBr laser developed here has generated signifi-

cant interest from the manufacturers of electronic printed circuit boards for uia hole

drilling and solder mask cutting. Practical evaluation of the efficacy of the system

was conducted in several processing formats on various materials.

Basic cutting and percussive drilling were performed in Adelaide where accurate

control oftube partial pressure was available. In addition to these tests, the group at

the Department of Metallic Materials (LM\¡/) at the University of Bayreuth provided

application testing facilities for surface structuring and cutting of diamond. The

focus of this group was industrial testing and prototyping of laser processes for

micro-fabrication.

6.2 Laser System: The Final Embodiment

The laser system r,'yas operated as a MOPA laser with oscillator, single amplifier and

integral ASE filter as described in 3.2. The integral ASE filter was a 1 : 1 reflecting

telescope with two positive mirrors of 1.019m radius of curvature and arranged so

t47
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as to minimise the addition of any astigmatism. Mirrors were chosen instead of

lenses to reduce the chance of backreflection into the oscillator. The use of two

mirrors necessitated a slight off-axis (- 2") system' The filter assembly fitted

neatly between the two laser tubes and was encased in a metal chamber to provide

uniform temperature distribution for the beam path.

The resonator was a high magnificatíon (M : 62) confocal positive branch unsta-

ble resonator. The rear dielectric mirror (R:zl1Imm) was designed for maximum

reflection at both laser wavelengths and the output coupler, a Imm diameter spot

reflector, was similarly coated. The output coupler (R : -34.15mm) was made

using a single Imm diameter silica fibre that was polished in a bundle of such fi.bres

and then coated for high reflectivity. The fibre mirrorwas supported in the beam

on a l}}prn molybdenem foil spider. The spider was painted matt black to reduce

unwanted reflections. F\rrther details of this arrangement can be found in section

5.1.1.

Laser repetition rate was adjustable in approximately 0.1sec steps. The laser

v/as operated for most of the cutting trials with the earlier version of the pov/er

supply which was limited to 18k,t/z repetition rate. The system used in material

processing trials was therefore designed around a local maximum in output power

and efficiency at a pulse repetition rate of I6kH z however adjustment was provided

between 8 and l8kHz.

The oscillator tube was operated at 26torr of neon buffer gas with a hydrogen

additive of O.2torr for these trials. (The configuration used at LMW was estimated

to be operating at between 0.2 and O.3torr). This configuration represented the

optimum low divergence charactersitics of the laser oscillator. The amplifier tube

was operated with a 0.\torr hydrogen additive in 26torr of neon. Under these

conditions, the oscillator produced approximately l\W of average power and the

amplifier produced an average gain of I4W. The system was then capable of

producing a total average output po\Mer of approximately 24W. The optical pulse

from the oscillator would normally be about 40ns ín duration but the integral ASE

filter reduced this to a low divergence optical pulse of just over 30ns in duration.

The optical pulse (at full average power) contained LSmJ of energy resulting in a
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peak power of 50kW.

Most of the cutting trials were performed with a focal geometry that used a

l00mm EFL achromatic focussing element. The best single.shot performance of

the laser oscillator showed that it was 1.3xD.L. This corresponds to a focal spot

of approxim ately Sprn in diameter. However the average of rnultiple pulses (which

takes beam pointing stability and turbulence induced wancler into account) was

approximately 2xDL resulting in an average spot diameter of about l2p,m. The

system specifications are shown in Appendix B.

6.3 The Cutting System

6.3.1 Opto-mechanical Design

The laser head was clemountable from the main system chassis. This spaceframe

was decoupled from the vibrations of the chassis and mounted to the optical bench

which was attached to the solid endplates of the spaceframe.

A laser cutting system was developed as part of this study to test the micro-

machining capabilities of the CuBr laser and is shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2. The

machining system was designed around " STAR" precision bearings and ballscrews.

Feedback control of the system was providecl by a "Mc¡tion Engineering Inc." servo

control system (MEI-25). This was the system cleveloped in Adelaide for machining

trials.

Many laboratory machining systems use x-y translation stages to positiorr the

material underneath a stationary focussing element. If any substantial substrate is

to be cut, then the feed rate will be limited by acceleration of the rnassive workpiece

and the mass of the stages themselves. Furthermore, the motion control system

can only be optimisecl for a given mechanical loacling. Changing the payloacl alters

tlte response of the system and instabilities m&y occur. A system wa,s designecl

whereby tho considelably lighter (and constant mass) beam delivery optics rnovecl

abrove a, stå,tiona.ry substrate.

Initial tests were aimecl at precision cutting of thin nietal sheets for fabricatic¡n

of se¡lcler masks used in the rnicroelectronies industry. The design was based orr
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the configuration of the cutting system.

a two stage bearn delivery system. An x-y table was used for large scale motion

of the optical delivery system and a piezoelectric scanning head was used for high

resolution beam control.

The system was required to cut apertures of up to 2mm in size. These were be

scanned by introducing angular deviations to the beam before the focussing lens. A

I\rnrad angular offset introduced to the beam before the 100rnn¿EFL achromatic

focussing element led to a Lmm lateral offset of the spot in the focal plane. The

resulting defocus from the surface of a flat work piece was calculated to be \p,m

due to the curvature of field of the focussing element. A point 2mm off-axis would

have a 20p,m defocus. Focal spot eccentricity was not a problem either. The spot

ellipticity at the target only increased by 0.0L% for a lmrn lateral offset assuming

an ideal focussing system. The calculated Rayleigh range of this focal system was of

the order of.7\p,rad so the defocus had rninimal effect on cutting pa,rarneters within

an area 2mm ftom the axis of the focal system.

The machining system at the University of Bayreuth used both translation and

scanning optical systems. The translationsal system was a,5-axis positioning system
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Figure 6,2: Photograph of the home built laser cuttiug system.
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capable of sub-micron positioning resolution. Beam delivery optics included both

fixed focus cutting heads and galvanorneter based scanning mirrors. The beam

scanning system (Arges 20M2 - NCC1702) used a pair of galvanometer mounted

scanning mirrors and an F-Theta scanning lens. The flat field optics provided a

scanning area of 50mm diameter minimal defocus.

6.3.2 Software

Control routines were written in C * * to control the entire system. Initialisa-

tion and home position were found on system startup. The motion controller was

programmed to cut lines, circles, arrays of holes and random shapes. The random

shapes rù/ere generated using AutoCAD LT. The shape to be cut was saved as a

".dxl' file which is a series of vector segments saved in no partic;ular order. Soft-

ware, written in BASIC, was used to extract the vector segments from the dxf file

and sort them so that a continuous cut was possible. Software listings are available

in the apendices.

This program was also used to control the output of the laser. An output from

the motion controller was used to toggle the amplifier between gain and subtraction

mode to provide for the non-cut vectors in a given file.

6.4 Results

6.4.L Single Pulse and Percussion Drilling

Single pulse drill holes through metal foils were made through various materials.

The best results came from samples of. 25¡.r,m thick aluminium foils. Drill holes of

the order of 8¡;wt diameter and very srnall eccentricity e : 1.06 were achieved.

These clrill holes were smaller than those achievable with comparable speed optics

with the CVL at the ATZ-EVUS, Germany. For example, the smallest single

pulse CVL drilled holes achieved by Dr. Mayerhofer of the Universität Bayreuth in

aluminiurn with comparable optics werc 30p,m.

The Sprn diameter holes in aluminium were drilled with a well used oscillator

tube, however, the exact hydrogen pressure in the laser tube when these santples
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Figure 6.3: Single pulse drill hole in 25p.m thick aluminium foil. Hole diameter
is approximately 9¡-r,m. This entrance hole was photographed using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM).

Figure 6.4: Single CVL pulse hole in aluminium. Note the damage around the drill
site. Surface profile measurements show significant material removal due to the
second round trip component of the emission. Image captured using a Zeiss optical
microscope.

10 L¡nl

o
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were processed is unknown, The tube had been operated for several hundred hours

ancl the laser be¿lur profile was of nea,r top-hat in shape, Under these conditions,

the 18m,rn diameter near top-hat near field profile would have proclttced a 6,9pm

c{ianreter spot (if limited only by diffraction) using the available optics (l\\mmUF L

acluomatic focussing element). The laser pulse for this example (0.43rn'J in a25ns

pulse) \r/as generatecl by the oscillator stage alone (6.9W average power at 76kH z).

The resulting peak power density on the sample was 46GW f cm2 '

The minimum achieval:Le CVL drill holes (using the CVL200laser) were in agree-

ment with its measured beam clivergence of 270prad clivergence or 5.4xDL (see Sec-

tion 4.3). This laser oscillator produced 48W of average porú/er for these tests at

a pulse repetition rate of 6.5kHz. This beam should have produced a 32¡L'mspot

when focusse<l with the f : t20mm lens usecl for this sample. This meant that the

peak power density on the aluminiurn sample was LgGWf cm2 whiclt lü/as a factor of

two lower than that used for the CuBr laser drilling test.

The point that we wish to raise here is not the size of the drill hole, rather

the comparison of heat effected zone around the two drill holes of figures 6.3 and

6.4. There was evidence of sigrrificant surface darnage around lhe CVL drilled hole.

Surface profile measurements showed that there had been some material removal

from this area, which was consistent with the spot size of the focussed second round

trip ccrmponent (- 400p,rød,). There rù/as no observable damage ar<lund the hole

clrilled with the CuBr la^ser clue to the absence of the second round trip component in

the emission. This is comparable to the machining performance of state-of-the-art

KE-CVL designs 1121] with minimal collateral damage around the drill site.

Percussively drilled holes were equally irnpressive frc¡m our system. Samples

of metals including steel of up to Imm th\ckness were <lrilled with the CT¿Br laser.

The best lesults were for sa,rnples less tha,n 0.5mn¿ thick. Holes of approximately

30p,m in diameter on both the entrance and exit sides o1.400p,m thick aluminium,

copper, brass, nickel, mild and 316 stainless steel were achieved.
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6.4.2 Surface Structure

Marry industries require rniclo surface structuring of materials. For example the

automotive industry uses micro structuring of the moulds used to produce plastic

parts for the interiors of cars. The leather-look plastic dash boards are created in

injection moulds with surface structure designed tcl imitate a leather surface.

One of the laboratories at the University of Bayreuth was declicatecl to producing

surface structures in various materials. The CuBr laser was interfaced to an Arges

(20M2 - NCC1702) scanning device. Control software generatecl raster scans of

areas specified by a " Corel Drâw" file with the laser gated on and off as required for

the desired structure.

Another application being developed was precision surface structuring of syn-

thetic diamond. Tlie group in Bayreuth used their research as a promotional tool

and embossed their logo onto any hard material that could be found, A sample of

diamond was embossed with the group logo using the CuBr laser as shown in figure

6.5. The sample shown was rnachined with a raster scan of the focal spot across

the cliamoncl. The logo was machined to a depth of 600p,m using 6lz7 of avelage

power from the 510nrr¿ line. 'Ihe process took about 6 minutes to complete.

6,4,3 Cut Results

The cutting performance of the system was demonstrated using a 400pm thiek

sheet of cupro-nickel alloy, A ma,p of Australiå u/å,s genera,ted usirrg AutoÕAD ancl

converted into the vector list format for the cutting system. Best cut results wore

obtained when the cut rate was such that there was â focal spot overlap of 80 - 90%

from one pulse to the next. At a re¡retition rate of.l6kïz, this corresponded to a

material feed rate of about 730 - I\\mms-r using a focal geometry that producecl

a 10pzn spot. This was demonstrated at the 1998 Hannover Messe.

A scanning electron microscope image of the edge of the cut shows the quality of

the cut (flgure 6.6). The edge detail is evident in this photograph with peak-to-peak

surface roughness measured to be better than 75pm.

It was while cutting these samples that the first observation was made of the

anomalous laser performance between old, low power and new laser tubes.
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Figure 6.5: Exarnple of surface structures generabed in monr:crystalline clia,mond,

This sample wâs machined to a depth rsf.600¡r,nr, using 6W of 510r¿n¿ racliation from
the CuBr laser, The process time wa.s approximately 6 minutes.

Figure 6.6: A view of the edge of the laser cut map of Australia. The lower half
of the image is the cupro-nickel alloy sheet. An oblique view of the edge of the cut
can be seen running from left to right. This sample was dipped with a mild nitric
acid wash to remove debris from the cut.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the percussive drilling capabilities of the CuBr laser and
the CVL200 system at the ATZ-EVUS. (A) The CVL200 drills more than twice the
depth of the CuBr laser in the first pulse. (B) The CuBr laser more consistently
removes material with increasing drill hole depth.

6.4.4 Process Time

The percussion drilling behavior of the CuBr laser has also been studied and com-

pared to that of the elemental CVL by Dr. Mayerhofer of LMW. For equivalent

pulse energy and focal geometries, the CVL drills more than twice as deep as the

CuBr laser in a single pulse comparison (fiS 6.7(A)). This has been attributed to

the increased duration of the CVL optical pulse 1122]. For constant total pulse

energy, drilling depth is roughly proportional to the duration of the optical pulse

above the ablation threshold. \Mhile the CVL pulse is longer and would, in princi-

ple, produce a deeper hole with more material removal, it must be remembered that

the low divergence part of the pulse is of comparable length to that of the CuBr

laser. Greater material removal is possible however, because the higher divergence

component heats the sample before the low divergence drilling components arrive

at the work piece [123].

A good comparison of the percussion drilling behavior of the two lasers was pos-

sible by observing the relative drill hole depth for repeated pulses. Relative drill

hole depth is a measure of the drill depth of a sequence of optical pulses normalised

to the depth acheived with the first pulse (figure 6.7(8)). The relative increase in

drilling depth was 20To higher for the CuBr laser (for comparable focussing condi-
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tions). This was accounted for by more of the available pulse energy being deposited

into the bottom of the existing drill hole in the case of the CuBr laser.

The CuBr laser may have a smaller drill hole depth per pulse than the CVL

but it operated at twice the pulse repetition frequency. This meant that in terms

of process time, the two lasers were identical for equivalent low divergence pulse

energies. However, state-of-the-art devices such as the KE-CVL posess beam quality

comparable with the CuBr laser at elevated pulse repetition rates (tens of kHz). As

a result it is expected that they would outperform the CuBr laser in terms of material

removal rates however such data is unavailable in the literature.

Large frame KE-CVLs are ideally suited to large scale micromachining applica-

tions. The CuBr laser is equally well suited to micromachining of hard materials

such as tungsten, ceramic and diamond. However, the small footprint and fast

warm-up time of the CuBr laser makes it an attractive option for smaller machining

installations.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Rrture .Work

7.L Current Context of this Study

The experimental work for this thesis was conducted approximately 4 years ago and

there has been progress in the field since that time. These advances have been

incorporated into the text and referenced accordingly. However this is an attempt

to present a final summary of the recent work on all incarnations of the copper laser

to place this study into the context of current state-of-the-art technology.

Elemental CVL technology has not progressed significantly in the past few years.

Current generation devices represent basically the same technology as the devices

studied at the ATZ-EVUS in Germany. The technology associated with the laser

tubes themselves remains largely unchanged however more recent systems utilise

higher magnifrcation unstable resonators to improve the efficiency of extracting high

beam quality output with good results.

Copper HyBTID laser research has continued in recent times and these devices

now offer very high output porù/er, short rvarm up time and excellent beam quality.

The main emphasis in recent times has been on understanding more of the kinetic

processes at play in these devices.

The greatest emphasis in recent copper laser research has been in kinetically en-

hanced systems, first reported in late 1996. The KE-CVL offers the highest specific

output power of any copper laser and has excellent beam quality and extraction ef-

ficiency. This is achieved by providing optimum plasma conditions through careful
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regulation of the concentration of each of the active species. Theoretical studies of

copper laser plasma dynamics have also focussed on the KE-CVL in recent years.

The KE-CVL represents the current state-of-the-art in copper laser systems.

The copper bromide laser used in these studies is similar to the devices reported

by Sabotinov et. al. for the last two decades. Laser tube longevity and specific

output pov/er were the primary drivers for CuBr research over that period. This

study aimed at developing a better understanding of the physics of the CuBr laser

system and resulted in a system optimised for micromachining applications. The

system presented here is the peer of any copper laser system currently in use. Only

the KE-CVL has emission qualities better suited to material processing applications,

however the compact size and short rù/arm-up time of the CuBr laser make it an ideal

source for small scale micromachining applications.

7.2 Conclusions

Efficient and reliable sealed CuBr lasers were produced in this study. A MOPA

laser and cutting system have also been developed for micro-machining applications.

These systems perform well for their intended application. The MOPA has a small

footprint, fast warm-up time and is capable of delivering 25W of average power in

the visible from a standard 16A 240V power supply.

The onset of lasing in the CuBr laser was investigated and found to be favourable

for the efficient extraction of low divergence laser emission when hydrogen additives

were used in the buffer gas. The laser emission was higtrly dependent on the

amount of hydrogen added to the laser tube. The average output power of the

Iaser is maximised when O.\torr of hydrogen is added to a 26torr neon buffer gas.

One would normally expect that this would be the optimum for a micro-machining

system with the assumption that more po\¡/er implies a faster cut.

This turns out not to be the case due to the detailed nature of the CuBr laser

emission. When only 0.2torr of hydrogen is added to the tube, the average output

power drops by about 29To from the maximum achievable output al}.\torr, but the

far-field divergence angle also decreases by a similar amount due to the difference
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in near-field intensity distributions at these pressures. The resulting reduction in

focal spot size gives rise to a 60% increase in energy density on the target material.

Drilling is then far more efficient due to the increased power density in the drilling

plane. Smaller structures were also able to be machined with the smaller focal spot.

Studies of the onset of lasing have determined that under all practical conditions

(some added hydrogen), an on-axis unstable resonator is the best choice for efficient

generation of low divergence laser radiation. These studies have indicated the

reason for the different near-freld intensity distributions of the laser with different

gas admixtures.

The CuBr laser has been demonstrated to be an efficient tool for high quality

micro-material processing of metal, ceramic and diamond. The small footprint and

rapid warm-up of the CuBr MOPA system make it an ideal laser for small scale

micro-fabrication facilities. The system is currently being evaluated by system

integrators for applications in the microelectronics fabrication industry.

7.3 F\rture Work

The development of CuBr laser technology for micromaching applications needs to

continue along several independent paths. The system needs to be scaled up to

increased optical porù/er levels. This can be achieved in numerous ways. The

optical output por'¡/er extracted from the tube was linear with specific input power

to the discharge. Higher power discharge circuits should be able to extract more

optical pulse energy. Additionally, laser repetition rate scaling appears possible -

limited once again by the pov/er supply used in these studies.

Optical output power can be increased by volumetric increases in the laser tube

dimensions. The laser tube used in these studies is considered very small in copper

Iaser terms. The tube dimensions can be increased both in length and bore to

achieve greater optical pulse energies. Additional amplifler stages can also be

added at the expense of slight increases in ASE. However this is not expected to

be a serious problem for a machining system. The electronic control system was

designed to accommodate oscillator and two amplifiers.
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Reliability of the laser system can be improved by replacing the thyratron dis-

charge element. Magnetic pulse compression circuits and solid state switches such

as the IGBT have improved to the point where they can be considered as practi-

cal replacements for hydrogen thyratron switches. This is not a trivial task and

significant effort is required in this area.

F\rture machining requirements are likely in polymeric materials. The mech-

anism for material removal in polymeric systems differs from metallic materials.

Metals eject material by melt and vapourisation. Machining in polymeric materials

is most efficient with ultra-violet lasers. UV light breaks the bonds in polymeric

materials resulting in very clean and efficient material removal. The excellent beam

quality of the CuBr laser means that it should be very efficiently converted to UV.

This is an area where the CuBr laser should excell. Addition of frequency conver-

sion optics to the existing CuBr MOPA should result in several Watts of average

power laser emision at 255nm.

This work presents the baseline for CuBr laser applications in material process-

ing. Ultimately it is likely that there witl be more commercial recognition of the

CuBr laser in the area of precision micro-machining.



Appendix A

Hydrogen Diffusion Through Silica

The loss of hydrogen from the system was estimated by calculation of diffusion of

hydrogen through the walls of the tube at the operational temperature.

Using Fick's first law of diffusion:

J:-DVC:-D)Clïr

where -I is the flow of dissolved matter across a unit area and C is the concentra-

tion of dissolved matter. Assume then that the concentration of hydrogen outside

the tube is zero (0.5 ppm at atm) and the concentration of dissolved hydrogen on

the inner surface of the silica is given by

C : CoP"

where C6 is 10-2 (crn3@ STP) I * ls from [86], Pis thepressure undr:ä
for diatomic molecules. Then

C : 10-2
0.5 (torr)
760 (torr)

: 2.6 x roa (cm\@STP) I "*t

The diffusion rate D - L0-7cm2.s-r for hydrogen in Si O2at arornd 700'C[87].

The volume of the laser tube is about V : rd.l : I400cmt (L^ Iong cylinder

r57
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of 42mm internal diameter).

The surface area of the hot region can be approximated by a500mm long cylinder

of. 42mm internal diameter

A : rd,.l :725cm3

In order to observe a significant change in the laser output power due purely to

hydrogen loss, the initial O.\torr hydrogen pressure would need to drop to O.3torr.

We are therefore interested in the time required for 0.2torr of hydrogen to diffuse

through a2.\mm thick silica tube at approximately 550'C.

The diffusion rate per unit area is then given by

j: -DLf,

The total rate is then given by

j.A

-D A L-9
L,r

However, the temperature is not constant along the length of the tube as was

seen in section 2.4.!, Permeation. The temperature profile along the length of the

tube follows a linear relationship.

T(z):Tolaz

where z is the longitudinal direction, ?o is the temperature at one end of the hot

zone (480'C) and a is the constant of the temperature gradient along the length I of

the hot zone (2.6"Cf cm) as shown in2.4.L. This means that the diffusion constant

will depend on the position along the tube. So:

J
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D(z) dz

The Diffusion constant is given by the relation:

-ED(r) : Ds ear(4
_E

: Dg eE6T.4

where Ds is called the "frequency factor", a constant related to the vibrational

frequency of the diffusing species in the interstitial site, -E is the activation energy

and k is the gas constant.

Therefore, the diffusion of material through the wall of the tube is given by:

D(z) dz

Ds eÉ6T;4 d,z

lco

_E
e¡tTtx d,z

J

J : -2trr 
o: 

['Lr J ":o^ ^c[': -2¡rr L,, 1":o

where

lcs : -ZnrDoffi
: -725(cm2) . ro-7 (cm2/ sec) .

: 1.16x10-7(cm3 at S.T.P./ sec)

cm3 at S.T.P./crn3)

nowletU:lqllc2z

2.4xL0-a
0.t1(cm)
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and solve by the substitution

therefore

J

Now,

where

1 ,. -du
-:l/ 

4 

- 
--dl/UU2

APPENDIX A. HYDROGEN DIFFUSIO,N THROUGH SILICA

J:lco
_Ë

eu dz

ko
e-Ev u2 dv

1,,

t;

kz

ks

kz þ "-'" av

which leads to a solution of the form

I # dr: -t * a.Ei(ar)

I i d'r:Ei(ar)

r: -El+ - E rii(-En)tto

Ei(z) :clln(-r) .Ð,!"

for r < 0. Vtrhen this is finally evaluated, the diffusion rate,

J : 5.32rl0to parti,cles/ sec .

Now, 0.2úorr of hydrogen in the tube of volume l400cm3 contains:
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No. atoms Auagadro'sNumber. l/o. Moles of Hydrogen

Auagadro'sNumber.
Vol(tube) P(tube)

V ol.(tmole@.9"P) P 6f P)

6.0221367 x 1023(atorns. mol-l)

9.9 x 1018 atoms

L400(cms) 0.2(torr)
22400(cm3)' 760(torr)

Therefore the time taken for 9.9 x 1018 atoms to diffuse through the wall of the

tube at the calculated rate is given by:

t : No. atoms f J
: 9.9 x 1018 I 5.32 x 1o1o

: 1.86 x 108 sec

: 52,000hours

or 5.9 Aears

Using these figures it can be seen that the laser should run at full power without

suffering pov/er loss due to low hydrogen levels for a period of. at least 50,000 hours.

The studies of Lee [86], [87] showed that the diffusion of hydrogen in fused

silica was 3 x 1011(moleculeslcmls) at 600'C. This comes to 1345 hrs for 0.2torr

loss through the laser tube if it were all at 600'C. Much of the tube is at a

significantly lower temperature than this. Lee's calculation provides a lower bound

to the diffusion time, a result consistent with the calculation above.
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Publications

C.1 Main Publications

o Peter Foster, Don McCoy and Jesper Munch.

"Effect of Hydrogen Additive on the Evolution of Beam Divergence in Copper

Bromide Lasers"

IEEE. J. QE. December 2001

This is reproduced on the following pages
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C.2 Conference Presentations

o Laser '99

"Efiect of Hydrogen Concentration on Low Divergence Emission in Copper

Bromide Lasers for Micro-Machining Applications"

Oral paper presented at the conference Laser '99

Quebec, Canada. December 1999.

o AOS'99

"Influence of Hydrogen Additive on the Beam Divergence of CuBr Lasers"

Oral paper presented at the XII Conference of the Australian Optical Society.

Sydney, Australia. July 1999.

o ACOLS'98

"Comparison of Elemental Copper Vapour and Copper Bromide Laser Sys-

temst'

Poster paper presented at the Australasian Conference of Lasers and Spec-

troscopy 1998.

Christchurch, New Zealand. December 1998.

o ECLAT'98

"Beam Characterization and Drilling Performance of Copper Bromide Lasers"

Peter Foster, Andre E\tze, Roland Mayerhofer, Dirk Hillebrand, Michl Wilfert

and Hans Bergmann.

Oral and poster paper presented at the European Conference on

Lasers and Technology 1998.

Hannover, Germany. August 1998.

o Hannover Messe'98

Industrial Display of Copper Bromide Laser Technology.

Hannover, Germany. April 1998.
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e AOS'97

"Copper Bromide Master-Oscillator Power-Amplifier Laser System"

Peter Foster, Peter Davis, \MenHua Qin and Don McCoy

Poster paper presented at the XI Conference of the Australian Optical Society.

Adelaide, Australia. December 1997

o IQEC'96.

Scientific Display of Copper Bromide Laser Technology,

International Quantum Electronics Conference 1996

Sydney, Australia. April 1996
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C.3 Reprint from IEEE J.QE. 37, No.12

The following article is a reprint of a paper that appeared in the IEEE Journal

of Quantum Electronics, Volume 37, Number 12, pages 1351 through 1357. The

article, entitled "Effect of Hydrogen Additive on the Evolution of Beam Divergence

in Copper Bromide Lasers" was printed in the December 2001 edition.
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Software

D.1 Master Control Soft\Mare (PC)

D.1.1- Version 1-

/X{<*t< *(d<**r<****<****<*<{<*<t<t<***<t<*****<* {<********x**{<**{<*{<*t( ** t(**********,k***{<**** *t<

* Copyright 1996 Norseld Pty. Ltd.

* Laser and Control Systems

* Description: MOPA Laser System Timing Software

x History:

* Version 1.0 Peter Foster 2515196

*<

x Revision: "frle Ton date Tof. revision %v"

*'k'k********{<****>l< ** *****{<*,k********** *x ********* **x<r<{.***{<t<* t<**********t<x< r<Xf<*/

fdefine BaseAddr 0x2C0

fdefine average-limit 5

finclude <stdio.h>

ffinclude <dos.h>

finclude <conio.h>

finclude <process.h>

L77
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/x Tables which define the addresses of all channels to be

* addressed by this controller

*l

unsigned int delay-time[4];

unsigned int feedbackf8] ;

unsigned int update[8];

unsigned int numb[8];

void WriteCd(int Address, int CdData)

{

outportb(BaseAddr * 3, 0x88);

outportb(BaseAddr, CdData) ;

outportb(BaseAddr * 1, Address * 0x30);

outportb(BaseAddr -l 1-, Address * 0x20);

outportb(BaseAddr * 1, 0x30);

Ì
void set-delay(int laser)

{

int temp;

int Address;

int CdData;

gotoxy(1,16);

printf ("Input delay %d (nsec) \n",laser);

scanf ("%d", &temp);

gotoxy(1,L6) ;printf(" " ) ;

gotoxy(1,17) ;printf(" " ) ;

delay-time[laser] : temP;

Address:(laser*2)-2;

CdData :254 - temp I 6I.6;

WriteCd (Address, CdData);

CdData: (temp - (254 - CdData) * 6L.6) I .87;

Address*f ;
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WriteCd (Address, CdData);

Ì
void ReadCd(void)

{

int adr;

outportb(BaseAddr * 3, 0x98);

adr : 0;

while (adr < 6)

{

outportb(BaseAddr * 1, adr * 0x18);

numbfadr] : inportb(BaseAddr);

adr-l*;

Ì
outportb(BaseAddr * 1, 0x30);

gotoxy(18,21); printf("%d", (numb[0] + 256 x numb[l]) I 2.0 $;
gotoxy(1-8,22); printf("%d", (numb[2] + 256 x numb[3]) I 2.0a$;

gotoxy(18,23); printf("%d", (numbl() + 256 * numb[5]) I 2.0a$;

Ì
void RepRate(int Fleq)

{

outportb(BaseAddr * 3, 128); /* set direction for write port A */

outportb(BaseAddr, F 
"q); /* 

put data on port xf

outportb(BaseAddr * 1, 55); /* set address and directn of latch */

outportb(BaseAddr * 1, 23); f* gate the data */

outportb(BaseAddr * 1, 48); /* reset strobe (Hi) */

Ì

/***xx{<*{<*t*{<r<*x{<MAIN PROGRAM******r<**********/

fdefine MAIN

fifdef MAIN

void main (void)

{
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int channel; /* Initialise all variables */

int csynclast;

int csync;

int sync;

int channel3;

int averaging;

int del-d1;

int del-d2;

int del-d3;

int FÌeq;

int shutter;

int bits;

int keyboard;

char chh;

int Address;

int CdData;

clrscr0;

printf ("\t\tt MOPA Laser Controller (embedded assembler) V1.0\n");

printf (" Copyright 1996 Norseld P/L\n\n");

printf (" Enter option to change system parameters");

Fleq: 194'

shutter : 0;

RepRate (FY"q);

/*Initialise-video0 ; */

gotoxy(1,10);

printf(" 1. Set delay 1\n");

printf(" 3. Set delay 3\n");

printf(" 4. Set delay 4\n");

printf(" s. Shutter\n");

printf(" q. Quit\n\n");

gotoxy(l,2l) ; printf("measured Ch 1:" ) ;
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gotoxy(!,22) ; printf(" measured Ch 2:" ) ;

gotoxy(L,23); printf("measured Ch 3:" );

gotoxy(40,12);

printf(" Current channel is ");

gotoxy(60,12);

printf(" 3 " );

loopl:

if (kbhit0)

{

CheckTheKeyboard

gotoxy(t,t6);

shþ:getchQ;

putch(chh);

if (( chh::'Q') ll (chh::'q')) { exit(99);};

if ( chh -- '1') {set-delay(1);goto FinishCheck;};

if ( chh -- '3') {set-delay(3);goto FinishCheck;};

if ( chh -- '4') {set-delay(4);goto FinishCheck;};

if (( chh -- 'S') ll (chh -- 't'))

{

shutter: lshutter;

bits:shutter & 8;

outportb(BaseAddr * 2, bits);

gotoxy(1,L6) ;printf(" " );

if (shutter)

{

gotoxy(60,12);

printf("4 ");

Ì
else
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{

gotoxy(60,12);

printf("3 ");

)

goto FinishCheck;

Ì
goto CheckTheKeyboard;

Ì
FinishCheck:

averaging : 0;

channel3: 0;

while (averaging ( averageJimit*l)

{

csynclast : csynci /*old csync state */

cslnc : inportb(BaseAddr + 2); l*Check state of timer loop*/

csync:csync&0x1;

if (lcsync && csynclast);

{ l* -r" transition has occured */

ReadCd0;

)

if (lshutter)

{

/*** Calculate ***/

del-dl :delay-time[1] - (numb[O] +256*numb[l] l2.0aQ;

del-d3:delay-time[3] - (numbl{l+256 * numb[5] 12.0a8);

channel3 *: del-d3 - del-dl;

averaging**;

)

else

{averaging: t00;}
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Ì

/*** Update the Delay ***/

delay-time[3] +: (channel3 / average-limit);

numb[4] :254 - delay-time[3] / 61.6;

numb[5] : (delay-time[3] - 61.6 *(256 - delay-time[3])) / .S7;

Address :4;
WriteCd (Address, numb[a]) ;

Address : 5;

WriteCd (Address, numb[5]) ;

goto loopl;

Ì
fendif
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Final System Software

' This progrâm must be compiled using the library QB.QLB for the

' keyboard buffer sampling routines. pgf LT l9l97

DECLARE SUB Startlg6Prog 0

DECLARE SUB OpenCommPort 0

DECLARE SUB TimingCheck 0

DECLARE FUNCTION CheckStartupComms! (dummy AS INTEGER)

DECLARE SUB RegulatoryWarning 0

DECLARE SUB CommandFilter 0

DECLARE SUB DiagnosticTalk 0

DECLARE SUB KeybdEntry 0

DECLARE SUB ReadPwrVal 0

DECLARE SUB SendMailDelays 0

DECLARE SUB ReadKeybdBuffer 0

DECLARE SUB EndRunMode 0

DECLARE SUB GotoRunMode 0

DECLARE SUB ScreenOutputRunMode 0

DECLARE SUB NewDrift 0

DECLARE SUB JumpPulses 0

DECLARE SUB DisplayCommsError 0

DECLARE SUB TimersBasicNoComms 0

DECLARE SUB ClearPSError 0

DECLARE SUB AckPSError 0

DECLARE SUB SendStringTolg6 (cmd AS STRING, x AS LONG, bytes AS INTE-

GER)

DECLARE SUB SendMailRepRate 0

DECLARE SUB delay (x AS LONG)

DECLARE SUB CheckComputerSpeed 0

DECLARE FUNCTION HexToDec& (hexst$)
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DECLARE SUB Config196 0

DECLARE SUB ReadlaserPower 0

DECLARE SUB Confrg196Prog 0

DECLARE SUB Timers 0

DECLARE SUB DownloadProglg6 0

DECLARE SUB Config196PLD 0

DECLARE SUB HelloEO 0

DECLARE SUB ReadReal\Morld 0

DECLARE SUB CleanKbdBuffer 0

DECLARE SUB RepRate 0

DECLARE SUB SetlaserPower 0

DECLARE SUB ScreenDiagnostics 0

DECLARE SUB CuttingControls 0

DECLARE SUB ResetTimers 0

DECLARE SUB ResetAllTimers 0

DECLARE SUB SaveOffsetFile 0

DECLARE SUB KeyOffTooSoon 0

DECLARE SUB AckBeep 0

DECLARE SUB NotAckBeep 0

DECLARE SUB ConfigEOPLD 0

DECLARE SUB AckBeep 0

DECLARE SUB NotAckBeep 0

DECLARE SUB GetMail 0

DECLARE SUB HandShake 0

DECLARE SUB keyon 0

DECLARE SUB keyotr 0

DECLARE SUB LaserlsRunning (value AS INTEGER)

DECLARE SUB NShotMode 0

DECLARE SUB Readlaserlnputs 0

DECLARE SUB ScreenOutput 0

DECLARE SUB SystemSetup 0
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DECLARE SUB WritelaserControls 0

DECLARE SUB SettingsOsc 0

DECLARE SUB SettingsAmP 0

DECLARE SUB SettingsPAmp 0

' Declarations for CONTROL.BAS

DECLARE SUB PSl 0

DECLARE SUB PS2 0

DECLARE SUB Safety 0

DECLARE SUB ToggleHeaters 0

DECLARE SUB ChangeHeaters 0

DECLARE SUB AutoRoutines 0

DECLARE SUB AutoStartStop 0

DECLARE SUB AutoCoolDown (laser AS INTEGER)

' Declarations for FILES.BAS

DECLARE SUB SaveDelayFile (tube AS INTEGER, value AS INTEGER)

DECLARE SUB SaveHeaterFile (HeaterNo AS INTEGER, value AS INTEGER)

DECLARE SUB GetOtrset 0

DECLARE SUB GetHours 0

DECLARE SUB SaveHourFile 0

DECLARE SUB GetRepRate 0

DECLARE SUB SaveRepRate 0

DECLARE SUB GetPortSettings 0

DECLARE SUB GetPwrCTable 0

DECLARE SUB GetDelays 0

DECLARE SUB GetHeaters 0

' Declarations for COMMS.BAS
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DECLARE SUB Comms9600 0

DECLARE SUB CommsHi 0

DECLARE SUB ClearCommBuffer 0

DECLARE SUB SendMailHeaters 0

DECLARE SUB WriteAddr (Addr AS INTEGER, DataOut AS INTEGER)

DECLARE FUNCTION ReadAddr% (Addr AS INTEGER)

' Declarations for SCREEN.BAS

DECLARE FUNCTION Numlength! (numb AS INTEGER)

DECLARE SUB NorseldBanner 0

DECLARE SUB MopaCtrlWindow 0

DECLARE SUB LaserCtrlWindow 0

DECLARE SUB CuttingCtrlWindow 0

'Include header file for CALL INT86OLD, etc.

'$INCLUDE: 'QB.BI' '>F*x NOTE: This line is NOT commented out ***

'xxx This is the format of the Include statement ***

' $INCLUDE :'c : \pgf\mopa\modular\ globals. bi'

'Array Declarations for Main Module

DIM SHARED PwrC(L TO 257) AS INTEGER

DIM SHARED INARY%(7), OUTARY%(7)'Defi.ne if o arrays for Software Interr

CONST ax : 0' bx : 1, cx : 2, dx:3, bp : 4, si : 5, di : 6,fl: 7

'File I/O definitions

' frle fl com port for serial comms 'com port

' frle fi2 c:\mopa\cont.ttf 'EO PLD file

' file ff3 c:\mopa\Ports.dat 'Comm port definitions
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' frIe ff4 c:\mopa\heaters.dat 'stored htr data

' frle ff5 c:\mopa\delays.dat

' file f6 c:\mopa\offset.dat

' frle ff7 c:\mopa\reprate.dat

' file f8 c:\mopa\hours.dat

' file f9 c:\mopa\mopa.hex '196 Program

' frlef 10 c:\mopa\syncl.ttf '196 PLD file

' fileff11- c:\mopa\PowerC.txt 'PwrC lookup table

' frleffL2 "KYBD:" 'Keyboard buffer access

' filef 13 'com port for cut rate data transfer

' frleffll c:\mopa\runtime.txt 'temp storage of run time pgf10/6/98

' Set initial parameters

HtrAddrl- : kH2002'Heater setting PLD addresses

HtrAddr2 : &H2003

HtrAddr3 : kH2004

HtrAddr4: &H2000

HtrAddrS : &H2001

HtrAddr6: &H2008

CurrentTime$ : "0"

MachineTime: 0

MopaCtrl : 0

LaserCtrl : 0

AutoStart : 0

AutoStop : g

PwrVal: 0

NShot : 1

OscD :0
AmpD : 0

PAmpD :0
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RepR: 0

ChgHtr :0

StartStop: 1

F.StartStop : 1

LPwr: 1

F.PSlFault : 0

F.PS2Fault : 0

F.Diagnostics : 0

F.NoComms:0

F.TimingCheck: 0

F.TbimmedOsc: 1

F.ThimmedAmp - 1

F.ThimmedPAmp: 1

F.IgnorelnWord : 0

Flm: 1

LampCtr: 0

NShotValue: 0

JumpPulsesValue : 0'pgf 2lLl98

jjjj :0
r ** * * * t< * ** * *< t( ** * **** ** * **{<** * )k * * *

'x* Start of Executable Code **

t***,F****************,k***<* ***t<***

NorseldBanner

CLOSE

GetPortSettings

OpenCommPort

CommsHi

ON ERROR GOTO 0 'turns off error trapping

delay (0) 'initialise the Computer speed factor counter

GetHours 'pgf 19lL2l97 this lot moved from below

GetDelays 'read saved values from file
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GetHeaters

GetOffset

GetRepRate

GetPwrCTable

ClearCommBuffer

StartOfConfrg:

Config196

StartL96Prog

ClearCommBuffer

GetRepRate

SendMailRepRate 'send system info to '196 uP

delay (1000)

NorseldBanner

col,oR 1, 7

'enables the "start" latch

OPEN "KYBD:" FOR INPUT AS #12

r***** >ß***** *x******x**< *** t<t<x***** *xt< ***{< t<t< x****** *****r<*t<xx***{<{<{<* t<*{<t<*

' Setup Laser control module

r d<**t<***** 'ßX 
X*t<*{< ** t<* ****X*X*1. t<t<******* 'ß**<**<*< 

>F*t< *****'{< {<t<t<** 'ß* *****{<'F*{<r<*

NorseldBanner'setup screen

SendMailRepRate 'send system info to '196 uP

SendMailDelays 'send system info to '196 uP

SendStringTolg6 "N", NShotValue, 2 'initialises Nshot to zero

SendStringTolg$ "J", JumpPulsesValue, 2 'initialises JumpPulses to zero'pgf.2lIl98

CuttingCtrlWindow

KeybdBuf$ : ""

CtrlKey: 0

) ****t*****x ****{<*x******x****{<{<****{< *t<*t< t<r< >ß********r(* t<***t<**********<**{<

Foreverloop: 'Start of forever loop

r {<*t** **{<*t**{<* *x ** ** *x{<****** *x**>k**tr< ****x*{<x***{<x**<**{<*x** *{<t*x* ***<r.*

ReadKeybdBuffer
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GOSUB KeybdEntryl

CommandFilter

GOTO Foreverloop 'return to forever loop start

r *** ************** r<*< **<*****<*t< *<{<*<*<*<* r<********<t<* t<* t<** *<t<*<**<****** t<**{< t<*****

t t * *'ß * * * * t< * * >F * * *'ß * *'ß * * * * * t< * >{< * * * * {<

'** KEY Interrupt Subroutines **

t d< {<* ****{< >F* 'ß****>ß* *{< *x *t< ******* t<*

KeybdEntryl:

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, CHR$(&H4)) > 0 THEN 'Ctrl-D

NorseldBanner

IF F.Diagnostics : 0 THEN

F.Diagnostics : 1

ELSE

F.Diagnostics : 0

F.Talk:0

LaserCtrlWindow

MopaCtrlWindow

CuttingCtrlWindow

ScreenOutput

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""

END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, CHR$(&Hl4)) > 0 AND F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN 'Ctrl-T

IF F.Talk: 0 THEN

F.Talk: 1

ELSE

F.Talk: 0

END IF

KeybdBuflÛ : ""

END IF
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IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, CHR$(&H12)) > 0 AND F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN 'Ctrl-R

Run ports.exe

cl,osE #1

SHELL " c: \mopa\ports.exe"

NorseldBanner

GetPortSettings

OpenCommPort

F.IgnorelnWord : 1 'pgf lIl3l98 to ignore lst packet after Cut Mode ended

KeYbdBuf$ : ""

END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, " J") > 0 THEN

IF CutCtrl: 0 THEN

GOSUB CallJumpPulses

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""

END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "M") > 0 THEN

IF CutCtrl: 0 THEN

GOSUB ToggleMOPAControl

END IF

KeybdBuflB : ""

END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "G") > 0 THE

GOSUB ToggleCutControl

KeybdBuf$ : ""

END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "O") > 0 THE

IF OscD > 0 AND CutCtrl: 0 THEN

GOSUB CallSettingsOsc

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""
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END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "4") > 0 THEN

IF AmpD > 0 AND CutCtrl : 0 THEN

GOSUB CallSettingsAmp

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""

END IF

'IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "***") > 0 AND F.Diagnostics : OTHEN

'IF PAmpD > 0 AND CutCtrl: OTHEN

' GOSUB CallSettingsPAmp

'END IF

'KeybdBuf$ : rr;r

'END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "R") > 0 THEN

IF RepR > 0 AND CutCtrl : 0 THEN

GOSUB CallRepRate

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""

END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "N") > 0 AND F.Talk: 0 THEN

IF NShot > 0 AND CutCtrl:0 THEN

GOSUB CallNShot

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""

END IF

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "P") > 0 AND F.Talk : 0 THEN

IFLPwT>0THEN

GOSUB CallSetlaserPower

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""

END IF
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IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, "X") > 0 THEN

CLOSE

END

END IF

RETURN

r **** * ****** *{<* *{< {<

ToggleCutControl:

F.ToggleRunMode: 1

RETURN

CallSettingsOsc:

IF CutCtrl: 0 THEN

x: POS(O)

Y: CSRLIN

CleanKbdBuffer

SettingsOsc

LOCATE y, x

END IF

RETURN

t t<* {< * t ** * * * *< * * {. {< * X

CallSettingsAmp:

IF CUtCtrI: O THEN

x: POS(O)

Y: CSRLIN

CleanKbdBuffer

SettingsAmp

LOCATE ¡ x

END IF

RETURN

t**{<*******,k **t***

CallSettingsPAmp:

IF CutCtrI: O THEN
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x: POS(0)

Y: CSRLIN

CleanKbdBuffer

SettingsPAmp

LOCATE y, x

END IF

RETURN

t {< {< t< * *,ß *< {< * t< * * * *< t<* *

CallNShot:

IF CutCtrl: 0 THEN

x: POS(O)

Y: CSRLIN

CleanKbdBuffer

NShotMode

LOCAIE y, x

END IF

RETURN

rrF***<*<**(***<*r< *{< r.**

CallSetlaserPower:

IF CutCtrI: O THEN

x: POS(O)

Y: CSRLIN

CleanKbdBuffer

SetLaserPower

LOCATE y, x

ELSE

KeybdBuf$ : ""

F.ReadPwrVal: 1

END IF

RETURN

r * * {< ** * * * >F* ** ** * * {<
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CallJumpPulses:

IF CutCtrl: 0 THEN

x: POS(0)

Y: CSRLIN

CleanKbdBuffer

JumpPulses

LOCATE y, x

END IF

RETURN

r t<d<* *t< t< * **** x***<**

CallRepRate:

IF CUtCtrI: O THEN

x: POS(O)

Y: CSRLIN

CleanKbdBuffer

RepRate

LOCATE y, x

END IF

RETURN

, **+ tr<{<** **** ******

EndSpeedChk:

TIMER OFF

SpeedSumStopped : SpeedSum

F.EndSpeedChk : 1

RETURN

r r<t<* r<t< ** ***<****t<{<*<

FUNCTION CheckStartupComms (dummy AS INTEGER)

PRINT #L, ""

delay (3)

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)
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ELSE

NorseldBanner

LOCATE 10, 1

PRINT " The laser is not responding to communications"

PRINT " check that the key switch is turned on. "

PRINT ''''. PRINT ''''

INPUT " Then press <Return> to continue>", a$

CheckStartupComms : 1

END IF

END FUNCTION

r97

SUB ClearCommBuffer

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

delay (3)

PRINT #T,""
delay (3)

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 24,58: PRINT "Clr comm buffer:"; LOC(l);

END IF

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

END IF

END SUB

,***<**********t<***

t{<**'ß*t*****t*****

SUB CuttingControls

SHARED PortSettings2 AS INTEGER

SHARED PortSettings3 AS INTEGER

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED T.Avel AS LONG

SHARED T.AveScaledl AS LONG

SHARED Offsetl AS INTEGER
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SHARED Delaysl AS INTEGER

SHARED Shutter AS INTEGER

SHARED PWTVAI AS INTEGER

IF PortSettings2 : 0 THEN 'Parallel port data

TmpValue :255 - INP(ParallelBaseAddr + 4)'EPP Data Port is *4

IF TmpValue > 100 THEN TmpValue : 100 'pg|912198

IF F.Diagnostics : l THEN

IF PortSettings2 :0 THEN

LOCATE 23, 3: PRINT "Cut Rate (EPP) ";

END IF

END IF

ELSEIF PortSettings2 : t THEN

IF NOT EOF(13) THEN'COM Port data

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(13), #13)

TmpValue : VAL(RIGHT$(a$, 1))

IF TmpValue > 100 THEN TmpValue: 100'pgf 9l2l98

END IF

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 23, 3: PRINT "Cut Rate (COM:";PortSettingsS; ") ";

END IF

ELSEIF PortSettings2 : 2 THEN 'Manual control

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 23, 3: PRINT "Cut Rate (Man) ";

END IF

END IF

IF PortSettings2 : 0 OR PortSettings2 : 1 THEN

IF TmpValue () PwrVal AND TmpValue >: 0 AND TmpValue (: 100 THEN

PwrVal: TmpValue

IF PwrVal: 0 THEN

PRINT #1, CHR$(l); 'send a "1" for zero power

T.Avel : CLNG(Offsetl f Delaysl + PwrC(l))
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ELSE

PRINT #1, CHR$(PwrVal);

T.Avel : CLNG(Offsetl * Delaysl i PwrC(PwrVal))

END IF

T.AveScaledl : 10 x T.Avel

END IF

END IF

IFShutter:0THEN

PwrVal: 0

PRrNT fl, CHR$(l);

END IF

END SUB

r >ß rß{<**>k >F* t<x * x ***t<*

SUB CuttingCtrl\Ä/indow

SHARED CutCtTI AS INTEGER

SHARED PortSettings2 AS INTEGER

IF CutCtrI: O THEN

col,oR 1, 7

LOCATE 14, 5: PRINT"Éääoto Cut Mode

LOCATE 15, 5: PRINÌT ))o oÐ'

LOCATE 1-6, 5: PRINT "o Cutting is'";

LOCATE 17, 5: PRINT "" Shutter is o";

LOCATE 18, 5: PRINT "' Shot Mode o";

LOCATE 19, 5: PRINT "o Laser ower Too";

LOCATE 20, 5: PRINT "o osc tot'W o";

LOCATE 21,5: PRINT "o ump pulse o";

LOCATE 22, 5: PRINT "o oÐ'

LOCATE 23, 5: PRIN.T "o on'

LOCATE 24, 5: PRINT ')o oD '

LOCATE 25, 5: PRINT "

199
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col,oR 15, 7

END IF

LOCATE 19, L5: PRINT "P";

col,oR 15, 7

LOCATE 18, 9: PRINT "N";

LOCATE 21, 9: PRINTT "J";'pgf L5lIl98

LOCATE L4,I1-: PRINT "G"

ELSEIF CUICITI: ]. THEN

col,oR 1,7

LOCATE 14, 5: PRINT"Étääoto Standby Mode

LOCATE 15, 5: PRINTT ))o 01' '

LOCATE 16, 5: PRINT "o Cutting is'";

LOCATE 17, 5: PRINT "o Shutter is'";

LOCATE 18, 5: PRINT' ')o N Shot reg' '";

LOCATE 19, 5: PRINT "' Laser Power To o" 
1

LOCATE 20, 5: PRINT "' osc tot \M o";

LOCATE 21,5: PRINT "o JumP Pulse 
o";

LOCATE 22, 5: PRINT )'o o''

LOCATE 23, 5: PRINT no oÐ '

LOCATE 24, 5: PRINT no o)' '

LocArE25,5:pRrNr"EÍääääiÍäääääääiÍäääiÍäÍäääiÍääiÍääääärääil";

IF PortSettings2 : 2 THEN

col,oR 15, 7

END IF

LOCATE 19, L5: PRINT "P";

col,oR 15, 7

LOCATE 14, t'J.: PRINT "G"

col,oR 20, 7

LOCATE 1-4,50: PRINT "Cutting in Progress";

END IF

END SUB
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t*** t<{<**<t {<* t<**{<*<{<*<

SUB delay (x AS LONG) 'x is in milliseconds

STATIC TimeFactor AS LONG

DIM EndDelayloop AS LONG

SHARED SpeedSum AS LONG

SHARED SpeedSumStopped AS LONG

SHARED F.EndSpeedchk AS INTEGER

IF x: 0 THEN

F.EndSpeedChk:0

LOCATE 4, 5

col,oR 5, 7

PRINT "Speed test "

col,oR 1, 7

SpeedSum: 0

TIMER OFF

ON TIMER(I) GOSUB EndSpeedChk

TIMER ON

FOR i& : 0 TO 2000000

SpeedSum:SpeedSum*1

NEXT i&

IF F.EndSpeedChk: 1 THEN

TimeFactor : SpeedSumStopped \ 1000 'lms

Iff TimeFactor ( 100 THEN

LOCATE 4, 20

PRINT "Too slow. Buy a new computer!"

ELSE

LOCATE 4, 20

PRINT "Computer speed factor determined to be ";TimeFactor;

END IF

ELSE

LOCATE 4, 20

20t
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PRINT "Computer too fast!"

END IF

ELSE

EndDelayloop : x * TimeFactor

sum&:0

FOR i& : 0 TO EndDelayloop

sum&:sum&*1

NEXT i&

END IF

END SUB

r **d< {<*x<*t<*** *>ß x x* *

SUB DiagnosticTalk

SHARED KeybdBuf AS STRING

LOCATE 19,32: PRINT "Prefix 'L' for laser";

LOCATE 2L,32: PRINT "(in Hex) ";

LOCATE 20,32: PRINT "Enter Address ";

PRINT KeybdBuf$;

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, CHR$(13)) > 0 THEN

KeybdBuf$ : LEFT$(KeybdBuf$, LEN(KeybdBuf$) - 1)

IF LEFT$(KeybdBuf$, 1) : "L" THEN

IF LEN(KeybdBuf$) < 6 THEN

KeybdBuf$ : RIGHT$(KeybdBuf$, LEN(KeybdBuf$) - 1)

Addr : HexToDec(KeybdBuf$)

Response : ReadAddr(INT(Addr))

LOCATE 23, 32: PRINT "Data at Addr "; HEX$(Addr); "

LOCATE 24, 35: PRINT " : "; Response; " Hex ";

END IF

ELSE

IF LEN(KeybdBuf$) :4 THEN

ErrorlnHexCode: 0

FORi:1TO4

(E0) ";
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IF INSTR(" GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ,. <> I ? ; : ll{}' 
- o4$% ^ t * 

1¡-

-:*\1", MID$(KeybdBuf$, i, 1)) > 0 THEN

ErrorlnHexCode: 1

2_Àl-+

END IF

NEXT i

IF ErrorlnHexCode : 0 THEN

PRINT #L, "q";

delay (100)

ClearCommBuffer

PRINT #I,"8"; KeybdBuf$'need cr/lf here

delay (10)

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

ELSE

al| : ttniltt

END IF

LOCATE 20,40: PRINT a$

'Start196Prog

PRINT #t, "*" i

LOCATE 23,32: PRINT "Data at Addr "; MID$(a$, 9, 4); "

('196)";

LOCATE 24,35: PRINT " : "; MID$(a$, 14,2); " Hex ";

delay (100)

ClearCommBuffer

END IF

END IF

END IF

LOCATE 20, 46: PRINT " ";

KeybdBuf$ : ""

END IF
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END SUB

, t*****{<*{< t<+****x *

SUB EndRunMode

SHARED PortSettings2 AS INTEGER

SHARED CutCtrl AS INTEGER

SHARED MopaCtrl AS INTEGER

SHARED NShOt AS INTEGER

SHARED LPWT AS INTEGER

SHARED OSCD AS INTEGER

SHARED AMPD AS INTEGER

SHARED PAMPD AS INTEGER

SHARED RCPR AS INTEGER

SHARED Shutter AS INTEGER

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED F.IgnorelnWord AS INTEGER

IF PortSettings2 : 3 THEN 'pgf fi 12198 begin

OpenCommPort

F.IgnorelnWord : 1 'pgf I1l3l98 to ignore 1st packet after cut Mode ended

ELSE 'psf LT l2l98 end

PRINT #1, CHR$(0); 'goto standby mode in '196 uP

END IF 'psf 17l2l98

CutCtrl : 0

MopaCtrl: 0

NShot : L

LPwr : 1

OscD : 0

AmpD : 0

PAmpD : 0

RepR: 0

Shutter : 0

delay (10)
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ClearCommBuffer

IF F.Diagnostics : 0 THEN

LOCATE 18,40: PRINT " ";

LaserCtrl\Mindow

MopaCtrl\Mindow

CuttingCtrlWindow

ScreenOutput

END IF

END SUB

205

SUB GetPwrCTable

OPEN "c:\mopa\PowerC.dat" FOR INPUT AS #11

FORi:1TO101

LINE INPUT f11, tmp$

PwrC(i) : VAL(tmP$)

NEXT i

cl,osE #11

END SUB

r*** *** t<* tr<t< ** t<* t<x{<

r**t<*t**{<** *x**<x**

SUB GotoRunMode

SHARED PortSettingsl AS INTEGER

SHARED PortSettings2 AS INTEGER

SHARED CutCtrl AS INTEGER

SHARED MopaCtrl AS INTEGER

SHARED LASCTCTTI AS INTEGER

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED F.TrimmedOsc AS INTEGER

SHARED F.TrimmedAmp AS INTEGER

SHARED F.TrimmedPAmp AS INTEGER

SHARED NoPacketCtr AS INTEGER

SHARED T.AveL AS LONG
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SHARED T.Ave2 AS LONG

SHARED T.Ave3 AS LONG

SHARED T.AveScaledl AS LONG

SHARED T.AveScaled2 AS LONG

SHARED T.AveScaled3 AS LONG

SHARED Offsetl AS INTEGER

SHARED Delaysl AS INTEGER

SHARED PWTVAI AS INTEGER

SHARED Shutter AS INTEGER

SHARED StartlndepCutTime AS LONG

SHARED KeybdBuf AS STRING

KeybdBuf$: ""

CommsHi

Shutter : 2 'àllows entry into run mode without

'tripping out when shutter closed

IF PortSettings2 : 3 AND PwrVal : 0 THEN 'pgf 17l2l98 begin

PwrVal: 100

END IF 'psf 1712l98 end

CutCtrl : 1

MopaCtrl : 0

F.TrimmedOsc:0

F.TrimmedAmp - 0

F.TrimmedPAmp: g

NoPacketCtr : 0'pgf 213198

IF F.Diagnostics : 0 THEN

LaserCtrl\Mindow

MopaCtrl\4/indow

CuttingCtrl'Window

ScreenOutput

col,oR 1, 7

LOCATE 3, 46: PRINT "M'); 'run mode - no parameter change allowed
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LOCATE 3, 8: PRINT "L";

IF LaserCtrl:0 THEN

LOCATE 6, 8: PRINT "H";

LOCATE 9, 21: PRINT ,,1"'

LOCATE I0,21: PRINT "2";

LOCATE 11, 6: PRINT " "; 'clears AutoStop

ELSE

LOCATE 9,8: PRINT "C";

END IF

ELSE 'pgf 30/1/98

col,oR 1, 7

LOCATE 18, 58: PRINT "Sent R";

LOCATE 19, 58: PRINT " Pli'r : "'

IF PwrVal: 0 THEN

PRINT '' 1'';

ELSE

PRINT USING "###; PwrVal

END IF

LOCATE 20, 58: PRINT " ";

END IF

PRINT #1,"R"; 'goto cutting Run mode in'196 uP

IF PwrVal: 0 THEN

T.Avel : CLNG(Offsetl * Delaysl + PwrC(l))

ELSE

PRINT #1, CHR$(PwrVal);

T.Avel : CLNG(Offsetl * Delaysl * PwrC(PwrVal))

END IF

T.Ave2 : CLNG(Offset2 * Delays2)

T.Ave3 : CLNG(Offset3 * Delays3)

T.AveScaledl : 10 * T.Avel

T.AveScaled2 : L0 * T.Ave2
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T.AveScaled3 : 10 * T,Ave3

IF PortSettings2 : 3 THEN 'pgf L7l2l98 begin

cl,osE #1

T$ : LEFT$(TIME$, 2) + MID$(TIME$, 4, 2) + RIGHT$(TIME$, 2) 'psf

L8l2le8

StartlndepCutTime : VAL(T$) 'pgf t8l2l98

END IF 'psf 17l2l98 end

END SUB

,***t<********x**{<*

SUB JumpPulses

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED JumpPulsesValue AS LONG

DIM value AS LONG

RedoJump:

COLOR 1, 7

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 9, 70: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 10, 58: PRINT '(0 - 20,000)"

LOCATE 9,58: INPUT "Jump pulses ", a$

ELSE

LOCATE L7,56: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 18, 40: PRINT "(0 - 20,000)"

LOCATE 77,40: INPUT "Jump pulses ", a$

END IF

IF VAL(a$) > 60000 THEN a$ : "50000"

value: INT(VAL(a$))

IF value ):0 AND value (: 20001 THEN

JumpPulsesValue : value

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 9, 58: PRINT " "

LOCATE 10, 58: PRINT " "
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LOCAIE L1, 58: PRINT " "

ELSE

LOCATE L7,40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 18,40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 1-9,40: PRINT " ";

END IF

IF JumpPulsesValue > 0 THEN 'pgf Ll2l98 counter decs

JumpPulsesValue : JumpPulsesValue * 1 ' before the cmp in 196

END IF ' so corrects number (See Nshot)

SendStringTol96 "J", JumpPulsesValue, 2 '"J"ump, value, 2 bytes

ELSE

col,oR 20, 7

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 11, 58: PRINT "Error - try again ";

ELSE

LOCATE 19, 40: PRINT "Error - try again ";

LOCATE L7,55: PRINT " ";

END IF

GOTO RedoJump

END IF

ENDIF

END SUB

r* ***** {<****t<*<*<*t<*

SUB KeybdEntry

END SUB

SUB NewDrift

STATIC ijkl AS TNTEGER

STATIC NOPACKCTCTT AS INTEGER

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED F,TrimmedOsc AS INTEGER

SHARED F.ToggleRunMode AS INTEGER

209
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SHARED T.FBackl AS LONG

SHARED T.FBack2 AS LONG

SHARED T.FBack3 AS LONG

SHARED T.PLDI AS LONG

SHARED T.PLD2 AS LONG

SHARED T.PLD3 AS LONG

SHARED C.Errorl AS LONG

SHARED C.Error2 AS LONG

SHARED C.ErrorS AS LONG

SHARED O.Intl AS LONG

SHARED O.Int2 AS LONG

SHARED O.Int3 AS LONG

SHARED T.Errl AS LONG

SHARED T.Err2 AS LONG

SHARED T.Err3 AS LONG

SHARED T.Avel AS LONG

SHARED T.Ave2 AS LONG

SHARED T.Ave3 AS LONG

SHARED T.AveScaledl AS LONG

SHARED T.AveScaled2 AS LONG

SHARED T.AveScaled3 AS LONG

SHARED Offsetl AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset3 AS INTEGER

SHARED OptOffsetl AS INTEGER

SHARED OptOffset2 AS INTEGER

SHARED OptOffset3 AS INTEGER

SHARED DeltaOptl AS INTEGER

SHARED DeltaOpt2 AS INTEGER

SHARED DeltaOpt3 AS INTEGER

SHARED Delaysl AS INTEGER
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SHARED Delays2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Delays3 AS INTEGER

SHARED PwTVaI AS INTEGER

SHARED Shutter AS INTEGER

delay (8) 'was 8ms delay

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

NoPacketCtr : 0

a$: INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

FOR i :2 TO LEN(a$)

IF ASC(MID$(a$, i)) : Startpacket AND ASC(MID$(a$, i - 1)) : EndPacket

THEN

packet$ : RIGHT$(a$, LEN(a$) - i)

i : LEN(a$)

END IF

NEXT

IF LEN(packet$) ): 14 THEN

Checksum : ASC(MID$(packet$, 13, 1))

EndTx: ASC(MID$(packet$, 14, 1))

IF EndTx: EndPacket THEN

sum: StartPacket

FORi:1TO12

sum: sum * ASC(MID$(packet$, i, 1))

NEXT

IF Checksum - (sum MOD 256) THEN

TLHi: ASC(MID$(packet$, 1, 1))

TlLo : ASC(MID$(packet$, 2, I))

T2Hi: ASC(MID$(packet$, 3, 1))

T2Lo: ASC(MID$(packet$, 4, 1))

T3Hi : ASC(MID$(packet$, 5, 1))

T3Lo: ASC(MID$(packet$, 6, 1))

T.PLDI : ASC(MID$(packet$, 7, 1))
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T.PLD2: ASC(MID$(packet$, 8, 1))

T.PLD3: ASC(MID$(packet$, 9, 1))

PwrHi: ASC(MID$(packet$, 10, 1))

Pwrlo: ASC(MID$(packet$, 11, 1))

Status : ASC(MID$(packet$, L2, L))

T.FBackl : (256 x TlHi + TlLo) \ 2

T.FBack2 : (256 * T2Hi + T2Lo) \ 2

T.FBack3 : (256 * T3Hi + T3Lo) \ 2

IF PwrVal > 0 THEN 'pgf 30lll98 begin

T.Errl : PwrC(PwrVal) + Delaysl * Offsetl - T.FBackl

T.Err2 : Delays2 * Offset2 - T.FBack2

T.Err3 : Delays3 * Offset3 - T.FBackS

C.Errorl : T.PLDI - (PwrC(PwrVal) * Delaysl)

C.Error2 : T.PLD2 - Delays2

C.Error3 : T.PLD3 - DelaysS

O.Intl : 256 x C.Errorl 'shift left 8 bits

O.Int2:256 x C.Error2

O.Int3:256 x C.ErrorS

END IF 'pgf 30lIl98 end

T.AveScaledl : T.AveScaledl * (T.FBack1- (T.AveScaledl \ 10))

T.AveScaled2 : T.AveScaled2 * (T.FBack2 - (T.AveScaled2 \ 10))

T.AveScaled3 : T.AveScaledS * (T.FBack3 - (T.AveScaled3 \ 10))

T.Avel : T.AveScaledl \ 10

T.Ave2 : T.AveScaled2 \ 10

T.Ave3 : T.AveScaledS \ 10

Shutter : Status AND &H80 'bit 7 of status

CodedPowerData :256 * PwrHi * Pwrlo

PowerChannel : CodedPowerData AND &H2000 'bit 13

IF PowerChannel:0 THEN

Powerl : CodedPowerData AND &HFFF

ELSE
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Power2 : CodedPowerData AND &HFFF

END IF

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 7, 4: PRINT "Cut Mode Timing Packet";

LOCATE 9, 3: PRINT "Tl-Lo "; : PRINT USING "###";

TlLo;

LOCATE 1-0, 3: PRINT "Tl-Hi "; : PRINT USING "###";

TlHi;

LOCATE 11, 3: PRINT "T2-Lo "; : PRINT USING "###";
T2Lo;

LOCATE 12, 3: PRINT "T2-Hi "; : PRINT USING "###";
T2Hi;

LOCATE 13, 3: PRINT "T3-Lo "; : PRINT USING "###";
T3Lo;

LOCATE 14, 3: PRINT "T3-Hi "; : PRINT USING "###"i
T3Hi;

LOCATE 15, 3: PRINT "Vernier 1 "; : PRINT USING "###" ;

T.PLD1;

LOCATE 16, 3: PRINT "Vernier 2 "; : PRINT USING " ###" ;

T.PLD2;

LOCATE 17, 3: PRINT "Vernier 3 "; : PRINT USING "###" ;

T.PLD3;

LOCATE 18, 3: PRINT "Pwr Lo "; : PRINT USING " ###" ;

Pwrlo;

LOCATE 19,3: PRINT "Pwr Hi "; : PRINT USING "###";
PwrHi;

LOCATE 20,3: PRINT "Status "; : PRINT USING "###";

Status

Checksum

LOCATE 21, 3: PRINT "Checksum "; : PRINT USING "###";
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LOCATE 22,3: PRINT "Calc chksum "; : PRINT USING

IF Checksu¡¡: (sum MOD 256) THEN

col,oR 1, 7

PRINT ') OK '7

ELSE

col,oR 4, 7

PRINT '' BAD''

END IF

LOCAIE 23, 18: PRINT USING "###"; PwrVal;

LOCATE 24,5: PRINT "ctr ";ijkl;

ijkl:ijk1 +1

IF ijkl > 30000 THEN ijkl :0
LOCATE 10, L9: PRINT USING "######"; T.FBackl;

LOCATE L2, t9: PRINT USING " ######"; T.FBack2;

LOCATE L4,I9: PRINT USING " ######"; T.FBack3;

LOCATE LL, 22: PRINT USING " ######"; T.Avel;

LOCATE L3,22: PRINT USING "######";T.Ave2;

LOCATE I5,22: PRINT USING "######"; T.Ave3;

LOCATE 19, 31: PRINT "T.Err O.Int C.Error";

LOCATE 20,26: PRINT "Osc"

LOCATE 2I,26: PRINT "Amp"

LOCATE 22,26: PRINT "PAmP"

LOCATE 23, 30: PRINT "Calcs use PwrCQ from PC"

LOCATE 20, 31: PRINT USING "#####"; T.ErrL;

LOCATE 2I, 3I: PRINT USING " #####" ; T 'Err2;

LOCATE 22,3I: PRINT USING "#####"; T'Err3;

LOCATE 20, 39: PRINT USING "#####"; O.Intl;

LOCATE 2t,39: PRINT USING "#####"; O.Int2;

LOCATE 22,39: PRINT USING "#####"; O.Int3;

LOCATE 20, 47: PRINT USING "#####"; C.Errorl;

"###"; (sum MOD 256);
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LOCATE 2L,47: PRINT USING "#####"; C.Error2;

LOCATE 22,47: PRINT USING "#####"; C.Error3;

END IF

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 24,I5: PRINT " ";

END IF

ELSE

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN 'checksum error - discard packet

LOCATE 24, L5: PRINT "Checksum error ";

END IF

END IF

ELSE

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN 'packet not terminated correctly -

LOCATE 24,15: PRINT "Packet not terminated";

END IF

END IF

ELSE

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN 'small packet - discard

LOCATE 24, L5: PRINT "Packet too short ";

END IF

END IF

IF (PwrVal > 0) THEN 'pgf 212198

DeltaOptl : OptimalPlDOsc - T.PLDI * PwrC(PwrVal) 'pgf 212198

DeltaOpt2 : OptimalPlDAmp - T.PLD2 'pgf 212198

OptOffsetl- : Offsetl - DeltaOptl

OptOffset2 : Offset2 * (-OptimalPlDAmp + T.PLD2)

OptOffset3: Offset3 * GOptimalPLDPAmp + T.PLD3)

END IF 'psf 212198

ELSE

IF NoPacketCtr > 100 THEN
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NoPacketCtr : 0

F.ToggleRunMode: 1 'Ends Run Mode next loop

ELSE

NoPacketCtr: NoPacketCtr * 1

END IF

END IF

END SUB

r*t<t< ****** {<xxxx**<*{< t<

DIM value AS LONG

SHARED NShotValue AS LONG

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

EnterN:

col,oR 1, 7

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 9, 74: PRINT' ''
LOCATE 10, 58: PRINT " (0 - 30,000)"

LOCATE 9, 58: INPUT "Number of shots ", a$

ELSE

LOCATE L7,56: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 18, 40: PRINT " (0 - 30,000)"

LOCATE 17, 40: INPUT "Number of shots ", a$

END IF

IF VAL(a$) > 60000 THEN a$ : "50000"

value : INT(VAL(a$))

IF value ): 0 AND value ( 30000 THEN

NShotValue: value

IF NShotValue:0 THEN

SendStringTo196 "N", NShotValue, 2

ELSE

SendStringTolg6 "N", (NShotValue + I),2

END IF
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IF F.Diagnostics : L THEN

LOCAIE 9, 58: PRINT " "

LOCATE 10, 58: PRINT " "

LOCATE 11, 58: PRINT " "

ELSE

LOCATE 17,40: PRINT " ";

LOCAIE 18, 40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE L9,40: PRINT " ";

END IF

ELSEIFvalue:0THEN

IF F.Diagnostics : l- THEN

LOCATE 9, 58: PRINT " "

LOCATE 10, 58: PRINT " "

LOCATE 11, 58: PRINT " "

ELSE

LOCATE L7,40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 1-8,40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 19,40: PRINT " ";

END IF

ELSE

col,oR 20, 7

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 11, 58: PRINT "Error - try again ";

ELSE

LOCATE 1-9, 40: PRINT "Error - try again ";

LOCAIE L7,55: PRINT " ";

END IF

GOTO EnterN

END IF

END SUB

2r7

t* ******* ****,k**** *{<
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SUB OpenCommPort

SHARED PortSettingsl AS INTEGER

IF PortSettingsl : 1 THEN

OPEN "coml:9600,n,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS #1

ELSEIF PortSettingsL : 2 THEN

OPEN "com2:9600,n,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS #1

END IF

CommsHi

PRrNT ffl, CHR$(O);

cl,osE #1

IF PortSettingsl : 1 THEN

OPEN "com1:9600,n,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS #1 LEN :256

ELSEIF PortSettingsl : 2 THEN

OPEN "com2:9600,n,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS #1 LEN : 256

END IF

END SUB

r *** **{<{<******* *xt*< {<

FUNCTION ReadAddr% (Addr AS INTEGER)

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED InWOTd AS INTEGER

SHARED EOPOTTA AS INTEGER

SHARED RealWorldStatus AS INTEGER

SHARED CurrentTime AS STRING

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 23, 58

PRINT "Read ";

PRINT HEX$(Addr); " ";

LOCAIE 23,72

PRINT " ";

END IF

PRINT #T, "L";
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delay (1)

Comms9600

delay (1)

PRrNT ff1, CHR$(O);

z$: INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

delay (1)

PRINT #1, CHR$(&HE2); CHR$(Addr \ 256); CHR$(Addr MOD 256); CHR$(l);

delay (20)

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

ReadAddr : ASC(LEFT$(a$, 1))

ELSE

LOCATE 23, 60

PRINT "Timeout Rd"; Addr;

END IF

CommsHi

END FUNCTION

t t< ***>ß*** ** t<* ** *<t<* {<,k

SUB ReadKeybdBuffer

SHARED KeybdBuf AS STRING

INARY%(ax) : &HB00 'DOS function to check kybd buffer.

CALL TNTs6OLD (kIJzr, rNARY%(), OUTARY%())

IF (OUTARY%(ax) MOD 256) : 255 THEN ' buffer not empty if AL:255

KeybdBuf$ : KeybdBuf$ -r UCASE$(INPUT$(1, #I2))

END IF

END SUB

r******{<********{<{<**

SUB Readlaserlnputs

SHARED IN\MOTd AS INTEGER

SHARED EOPOTTA AS INTEGER

SHARED HeaterCtrl AS INTEGER
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SHARED Started AS INTEGER

SHARED RealStarted AS INTEGER

SHARED F.Buttonlast AS INTEGER

SHARED F.IgnorelnWord AS INTEGER

IF F.IgnorelnWord : 0 THEN ' read inputs

In\Mord : ReadAddr(INT(Inputs)) ' PLD Addr 0x2004

EOPortA: ReadAddr(INf(0)) 'E0 PortA @ 0x0000

ELSE 'this little loop ignores the

'LOCATE 20,40: PRINT "Skipped"

F.IgnorelnWord : F.IgnorelnWord -l- 1 ' first data packets after we

IF F.Ignoreln'Word > 5 THEN ' return from cut mode

F.IgnorelnWord: 0

END IF

END IF

IF InWord AND DoorsOK THEN ' Safety OK

IF RealStarted : 0 THEN ' not started

IF InWord AND StartB THEN ' Laser start button pressed

IF F.Buttonlast :0 THEN

F.Buttonlast : 1

\MriteAddr OutputB, BeepOn

WriteAddr Tone, 20

FOR x : 1 TO 1000 STEP 1

FORy:1TO10STEP1

NEXT Y

IF x MOD 100 :0 THEN

WriteAddr Tone, 40

'WriteAddr 2, &H48' lamp on

END IF

IF x MOD 100 : 50 THEN

\MriteAddr Tone, 20

\MriteAddr 2, &H40
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END IF

NEXT x

W¡iteAddr OutputB, 0

WriteAddr 2, k}l48'leave lamp on

AutoStartStop

END IF

ELSE

F.Buttonlast : 0

END IF

ELSE

IF In\Mord AND StartB THEN'then toggle htrs inmf c and set

IF F.Buttonlast : 0 THEN 'HtrCtrl to whatever it is there

AutoShutDown: 0

AckBeep

ReadRealWorld

HeaterCtrl : RealHeaters

F.Buttonlast : 1

END IF

ELSE

F.Buttonlast : 0

END IF

END IF

ELSE

Started : 0

\MriteAddr 2, &-}J40'turn lamp off

END IF

ReadRealWorld 'get real world output bit status

END SUB

t***********'t*x***

SUB ReadPwrVal

SHARED F.ReadPwrVal AS INTEGER

22L
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SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED PortSettings2 AS INTEGER

SHARED T.Ave1 AS LONG

SHARED T.AveScaledl AS LONG

SHARED Offsetl AS INTEGER

SHARED Delaysl AS INTEGER

SHARED PWTVAI AS INTEGER

SHARED KeybdBuf AS STRING

IF F.ReadPwrVal : I AND PortSettings2 :2 THEN

IF F.Diagnostics : 0 THEN

col,oR 1, 7

LOCAIE 18, 40: PRINT " (0 - 100%)"

LOCAIE 17,40: PRINT "Laser Power ";

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, CHR$(13)) > 0 THEN

IF VAL(KeybdBuf$) ): 0 AND VAL(KeybdBuf$) < MaxPwrValue

IF VAL(KeybdBuf$) : 0 THEN

PwrVal:0

PRINT #1, CHR$(l); 'sending "1" sets zero pr,¡¡r

T.Avel : CLNG(Offsett * Delaysl + PwrC(l))

ELSE

PwrVal : VAL(LEFT$(KeybdBuf$, LEN(KeybdBuf$) - 1))

PRINT #1, CHR$(PwrVal);

T.AveL : CLNG(Offsetl * Delaysl * PwrC(PwrVal))

END IF

T.AveScaledl : 10 x T.Avel

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""

F.ReadPwrVal: 0

LOCATE L7,40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE L8, 40: PRINT " ";
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LOCATE 19, 40: PRINT " ";

ELSE

IF LEN(KeybdBuf$) > 0 THEN PRINT VAL(KeybdBuf$)

END IF

ELSE

LOCATE 9, 60: PRINT " "'

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " (0 - 100%)"

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT "Laser Power ";

IF INSTR(KeybdBuf$, CHR$(13)) > 0 THEN

IF VAL(KeybdBuf$) ): 0 AND VAL(KeybdBuf$) < MaxPwrValue

THEN

IF VAL(KeybdBuf$) : 0 THEN

PwrVal:0

PRrNT ff1, CHR$(l);

T.Avel- : CLNG(Offsetl * Delaysl + PwrC(l))

ELSE

PwrVal : VAL(LEFT$(KeybdBuf$, LEN(KeybdBuf$) - 1))

PRINT #1, CHR$(PwrVal);

T.Avel : CLNG(Offsetl * Delaysl- i PwrC(PwrVal))

END IF

T.AveScaledl : 10 x T.Avel

END IF

KeybdBuf$ : ""

F.ReadPwrVal: 0

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT " ";

ELSE

IF LEN(KeybdBuf$) > 0 THEN PRINT VAL(KeybdBuf$)

END IF

END IF

END IF
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END SUB

r **r<*x<** ******* ** {<

SUB ReadReal'World

SHARED INWOTd AS INTEGER

SHARED EOPOTTA AS INTEGER

SHARED Real\MorldStatus AS INTEGER

SHARED RealStarted AS INTEGER

SHARED RealHeaters AS INTEGER

SHARED RealPulsel- AS INTEGER

SHARED RealPulse2 AS INTEGER

SHARED RCAIPS1 AS INTEGER

SHARED RCAIPS2 AS INTEGER

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

RealWorldStatus : ReadAddr(INT(&H22) )

RealStarted : 0 'clears all variables

RealHeaters : 0

RealPulsel- : 0

RealPulse2 : 0

RealPSL : 0

RealPS2 :0

IF RealWorldStatus AND &H20 THEN 'Started

RealStarted : 1

END IF

IF RealWorldStatus AND &H4 THEN 'Heaters

RealHeaters : 1

END IF

IF RealWorldStatus AND &H2 THEN 'Pulsel

RealPulsel : 1

END IF

IF RealWorldStatus AND &H40 THEN 'Pulse2

RealPulse2 : 1
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END IF

IF Real\MorldStatus AND &Hl THEN 'PSl

RealPSl : l-

END IF

IF RealWorldStatus AND &H80 THEN 'PS2

RealPS2 : 1

END IF

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 7, 32: PRINT "Machine Status";

LOCATE 8,30: PRINT "InWord";In\Mord; " PottA";EOPortA

LOCAIE 9, 34: PRINT "Started "; RealStarted;

LOCATE 10, 34: PRINT "Heaters "; RealHeaters;

LOCATE lL, 34: PRINT "PulseL "; RealPulsel;

LOCATE L2, 34: PRINT "Pulse2 "; RealPulse2;

LOCATE 13, 34: PRINT "PS 1 "; RealPSl;

LOCATE 14,34: PRINT "PS 2 "; RealPS2;

END IF

END SUB

t * * {< * >{< t< * * * *< * *< * tl< {< t< t<

SUB RepRate

DIM value AS LONG

SHARED RepRateValue AS INTEGER

EnterRep:

col,oR 0, 7

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " (8,000 - 20,000 Hz)"

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT "Optimum I6kHz"

LOCATE 9, 48: INPUT "Enter Rep Rate ", a$

value : INT(VAL(a$))

IF value > 7999 AND value < 20001 THEN

RepRateValue: value

LOCATE 9,48: PRINT " ";

225
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LOCATE 10,48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT " ";

SendMailRepRate

SaveRepRate

ELSEIF value: 0 THEN

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT' ''
LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT " ";

ELSE

coI,oR 20, 7

LOCATE 1L,65: PRINT "Error";

LOCATE 9, 63: PRINT' ''
GOTO EnterRep

END IF

END SUB

r*t<{<********xxx ** r<

SUB SendMailDelays

SHARED Delaysl AS INTEGER

SHARED Delays2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Delays3 AS INTEGER

SHARED Offsetl- AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset3 AS INTEGER

DataOut& : 65536 * Delaysl * Offsetl

SendStringTo196 "O", DataOut&, 3

DataOut& : 65536 * Delays2 * Offset2

SendStringTo196 "A", DataOut&, 3

DataOut& : 65536 * DelaysS * Offset3

SendStringTo196 "P", DataOut&, 3

END SUB

)*****+**{< r<{<*{< >ß {<rt< t<
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SUB SendMailHeaters

SHARED HeatersL AS INTEGER

SHARED Heaters2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Heaters3 AS INTEGER

SHARED Heaters4 AS INTEGER

SHARED HeatersS AS INTEGER

SHARED Heaters6 AS INTEGER

SHARED Heaters7 AS INTEGER

SHARED HeatersS AS INTEGER

SHARED Heaters9 AS INTEGER

SHARED HtrAddrl AS INTEGER

SHARED HtrAddr2 AS INTEGER

SHARED HtrAddr3 AS INTEGER

SHARED HtrAddr4 AS INTEGER

SHARED HtrAddrS AS INTEGER

SHARED HtrAddr6 AS INTEGER

SHARED ReaIPSl AS INTEGER

SHARED ReaIPS2 AS INTEGER

SHARED AutoStart AS INTEGER

SHARED F.PSlFault AS INTEGER

SHARED F.PS2FauIt AS INTEGER

IF (RealPSl : 1 OR AutoStart : 1) AND F.PSlFault : 0 THEN

WriteAddr HtrAddrl, INT((Heatersl - 71) I t.93)

WriteAddr HtrAddr2, INT((Heaters2 - 7L) I L.93)

WriteAddr HtrAddr3, INT((Heaters3 - 71) I 7.93)

ELSE

\MriteAddr HtrAddrl, INT(O) 'this tube is not running

WriteAddr HtrAddr2, INT(0)

WriteAddr HtrAddr3, INT(O)

END IF

IF (RealPS2 : t OR AutoStart : 1) AND F.PS2Fault : 0 THEN
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WriteAddr HtrAddr4, INT((Heaters4 - 71) I L93)

WriteAddr HtrAddrS, INT((HeatersS - 71) I L.g})

WriteAddr HtrAddr6, INT((Heaters6 - 71) I L93)

ELSE

WriteAddr HtrAddr4, INT(O) 'this tube is not running

\MriteAddr HtrAddrS, INT(O)

WriteAddr HtrAddr6, INT(0)

END IF

END SUB

r * * r< * >t< ** * * * {< ** x * * *

SUB SendMailRepRate

SHARED RepRateValue AS INTEGER

TxRepRate& : INT(15625000 / RepRateValue)

SendStringTolg6 "F", TxRepRate&, 2' cmd, data, bytes

END SUB

r *** ** ** d<*******r< t<

SUB SendStringTolg6 (cmd AS STRING, x AS LONG, bytes AS INTEGER)

DIM Byte(4) AS STRING

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

ClearCommBuffer

num$: UPX$(x)

SELECT CASE (2 * bytes - LEN(num$))

CASE 1

num$:ttOtt+num$

CASE 2

num$:ttQQtt+num$

CASE 3

num$:"000" *num$

END SELECT

cmd$:cmd$*num$

PRINT fl, cmd$;
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delay (5)

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

col,oR 1, 7

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 18, 58: PRINT "Sent ";

LOCATE 19, 58: PRINT "Expecting ";

LOCAIE 20,58: PRINT "Received ";

LOCATE 18, 58: PRINT "Sent "; cmd$;

LOCATE L9, 58: PRINT "Expecting "; cmd$ + LEFT$(cmd$, 1-);

LOCATE 20,58: PRINT "Received "; a$;

END IF

IF a$ <> cmd$ * LEFT$(cmd$, 1) THEN

LOCATE 13, 10

col,oR 4, 7

PRINT "Error in cmd "; LEFT$(cmd$, 1); " Echoed data "; cmd$;

LOCATE 1-3, 50: INPUT " <Return) to continue", a$

LOCATE 13, 10: PRINT " "

END IF

ELSE

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 9, 58: PRINT "Send String:"

LOCATE L0, 58: PRINT " Not acknowledged"

LOCATE 10, 58: INPUT "<Return> to continue", a$

LOCATE 9, 58: PRINT " "

LOCATE 10,58: PRINT " "

END IF

END IF

END SUB
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SUB SetlaserPower
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DIM value AS LONG

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED PwTVAI AS INTEGER

EnterPwr:

col,oR 1,7

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 9, 70: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 10, 58: PRINT "(0 - 100%) "

LOCAIE 9, 58: INPUT "Laser Power ", a$

ELSE

LOCAIE 17,52: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 18, 40: PRINT " (0 - 100%) "

LOCATE 17,40: INPUT "Laser Powet ", a$

END IF

IF VAL(a$) > 60000 THEN a$ : "50000"

value: INT(VAL(a$))

IF value >: 0 AND value (: MaxPwrValue THEN

PwrVal: value

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 9, 58: PRINT " "

LOCATE 10, 58: PRINT " "

LOCATE 11, 58: PRINT " "

ELSE

LOCATE 17,40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 18, 40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 19,40: PRINT " ";

END IF

ELSEIF value: 0 THEN

LOCATE 17,40: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 18, 40: PRINT " ";

LOCAIE 19, 40: PRINT " ";
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ELSE

col,oR 20, 7

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 11, 58: PRINT "Etrot - try again ";

ELSE

LOCATE 19, 40: PRINT "Etror - try again ";

END IF

GOTO EnterPwr

END IF

END SUB

r* {<* *<t<{<**<t<*** t<* *

SUB SettingsAmp

DIM value AS LONG

SHARED Delays2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset2 AS INTEGER

SHARED C.Error2 AS LONG

SHARED TÏimmedDelay2 AS INTEGER

SHARED TrimmedOffset2 AS INTEGER

SHARED F.TfimmedAmp AS INTEGER

SHARED DeltaOpt2 AS INTEGER

SHARED KeybdBuf AS STRING

col,oR 0, 7

LOCATE 10,48: PRINT "Delay Offset AutoTrim" 'pgf 2312198 begin

TrimmedD eIay2 : Delays2 * C.Error2

TrimmedOffset2 : Offset2 - C.Error2

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT "Delay ";TrimmedDelay2; " Offset "; TlimmedOffset2;

col,oR 4, 7

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT "D"

LOCATE 10, 55: PRINT "O"

IF F.TrimmedAmp:0 AND TYimmedDelay2 > 5 AND TrimmedDelay2 < 200 THEN

'psf 2312198
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IF TlimmedOffset2 > 0 AND TrimmedOffset2 ( 2001 THEN

LOCAIE I0,67: PRINT "T"

END IF

END IF

COLOR 0, 7 'pgf 2312198 end

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT "Enter Choice ", a$

KeybdBufü : ""

WHILE KeybdBuf$ : ""

ReadKeybdBuffer

WEND

LOCATE 9,48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE L0, 48: PRINT " ";

IF UCASE$(KeybdBuf$) : "D" THEN

KeybdBuf$ : ""

GOTO EnterAmpDelay

ELSEIF UCASE$(KeybdBuf$) - "O" THEN

KeybdBuf$ : ""

GOTO EnterAmpOffset

ELSEIF UCASE$(KeybdBuf$) - ')T') THEN 'pgf 2312198 begin

KeybdBuf$ : ""

IF F.TlimmedAmp : 0 AND TYimmedDeIay2 > 5 AND TÌimmedDeIay2 < 200

IF TïimmedOffset2 > 0 AND TlimmedOffset2 < 2001 THEN

GOTO AutoTrimAmp

END IF

END IF 'pgf 2312198 end

ELSE

KeybdBuf$ : ""

GOTO EndAmpChoice

END IF

EnterAmpDelay:
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col,oR 0, 7

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " (1 - 255ns) "

LOCATE 9,48: INPUT "Enter Amp Delay ", a$

value : INT(VAL(a$))

IF value > 0 AND value < 256 THEN

Delays2 : value

DataOut& : Delays2 * 65536 * Offset2

SendStringToL96 "A", DataOut&, 3

SaveDelayFile 2, INT(value)

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT ' ''
LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT " ";

ELSEIF value: 0 THEN

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT ') " '

LOCATE 10,48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 1-1,48: PRINT " ";

ELSE

col,oR 20, 7

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT "Error - try again ";

LOCATE 9,64: PRINT " ";

GOTO EnterAmpDelay

END IF

GOTO EndAmpChoice

EnterAmpOffset:

col,oR o, 7

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " (L - 2000ns) "

LOCATE 9,48: INPUT "Enter Amp Offset ", a$

value : INT(VAL(a$))

IF value > 0 AND value ( 2001 THEN

Offset2 : value

DataOut& : Delays2 x 65536 * Offset2
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SendStringTo196 "A", DataOut&, 3

SaveOffsetFile

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT " "'

LOCATE 10,48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 11,48: PRINT " ";

ELSEIFvalue:0THEN

LOCATE 9,48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 11,48: PRINT " ";

ELSE

col,oR 20, 7

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT "Error - try again ";

LOCATE 9, 64: PRINT " "'

GOTO EnterAmpOffset

END IF

GOTO EndAmpChoice

AutoTrimAmp:

F.TrimmedAmp: 1

Delays2 : TrimmedDelay2

Offset2 : TrimmedOffset2

DataOut& : Delays2 x 65536 * Offset2

SendStringTo196 "A", DataOut&, 3

SaveDelayFile 2, INT(Delays2)

SaveOffsetFile

GOTO EndAmpChoice

EndAmpChoice:

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT u '' 'pgf 2ß198

LOCATE 10,48: PRINT " "; 'pgf 213198

LOCATE 1L,48: PRINT " "; 'pgf 213198

END SUB

r *** **{<d< ** ****<*<*
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SUB SettingsOsc

DIM value AS LONG

SHARED Delaysl AS INTEGER

SHARED Offsetl AS INTEGER

SHARED C.Errorl AS LONG

SHARED TrimmedDelayl AS INTEGER

SHARED TrimmedOffsetl AS INTEGER

SHARED F.TlimmedOsc AS INTEGER

SHARED DeltaOptl AS INTEGER

SHARED KeybdBuf AS STRING

col,oR 0, 7

LOCATE L0, 48: PRINT "Delay Offset AutoTrim" 'pgf 2312198 begin

TrimmedDelayl : Delaysl * C.Errorl

TrimmedOffsetl- : Offsetl - C.Errorl

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT "Delay ";TrimmedDelayl; " Offset "; TrimmedOffsetl;

col,oR 4, 7

LOCATE 10,48: PRINT "D"

LOCATE 10, 55: PRINT "O"

IF F.TrimmedOsc : 0 AND TrimmedDelayl > 5 AND TrimmedDelayl < 200 THEN

'ps|2312198

IF TrimmedOffsetL > 0 AND TrimmedOffsetl- ( 2001 THEN

LOCATE 10, 67: PRINT "T"

END IF

END IF

COLOR 0, 7 'pgf 2312198 end

LOCATE 9,48: PRINT "Enter Choice ";

col,oR 20, 7

PRINT ''?''

KeybdBuf$ : ""

\MHILE KeybdBuf$ : ""

ReadKevbdBuffer
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THEN
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\A/END

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT " " '

LOCATE 10,48: PRINT " ";

IF UCASE$(KeybdBuf$) : "D" THEN

KeybdBuf$ : ""

GOTO EnterOscDelay

ELSEIF UCASE$(KeybdBuf$) - "O" THEN

KeybdBufl$ : ""

GOTO EnterOscOffset

ELSEIF UCASE$(KeybdBuf$) - 11T" THEN 'pgf 2312198 begin

KeybdBuf$ : ""

IF F.TlimmedOsc : 0 AND TrimmedDelayl > 5 AND TrimmedDelayl < 200

IF TrimmedOffsetl > 0 AND TlimmedOffsetl ( 2001 THEN

GOTO AutoTrimOsc

END IF

END IF

GOTO EndOscChoice 'pgf 2312198 end

ELSE

KeybdBuf$ : ""

GOTO EndOscChoice

END IF

EnterOscDelay:

col,oR o, 7

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " (1 - 255ns) "

LOCATE 9,48: INPUT "Enter Osc Delay ", a$

value : INT(VAL(a$))

IF value > 0 AND value ( 256 THEN

Delaysl : value

DataOut& : Delaysl * 65536 * Offsetl

SendStringTo196 "O", DataOut&, 3
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SaveDelayFile 1, INT(value)

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT " ";

ELSEIF value: 0 THEN

LOCATE 9,48: PRINT " "'

LOCATE L0, 48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT " ";

ELSE

col,oR 20, 7

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT "Error - try again ";

LOCATE 9, 64: PRINT' ''
GOTO EnterOscDelay

END IF

GOTO EndOscChoice

EnterOscOffset:

col,oR 0, 7

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT "(1 - 2000ns)"

LOCATE 9, 48: INPUT "Enter Osc Offset ", a$

value: INT(VAL(a$))

IF value > 0 AND value ( 2001 THEN

Offsetl : value

DataOut& : Delaysl * 65536 f Offsetl

SendStringTol96 "O", DataOut&, 3

SaveOffsetFile

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINT u ''
LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " ";

LOCATE II,48: PRINT " ";

ELSEIF value: 0 THEN

LOCATE 9,48: PRINT " "'

LOCATE 10, 48: PRINT " ";
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LOCATE 11,48: PRINT " ";

ELSE

col,oR 20, 7

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT "Errot - try again ";

LOCATE 9, 64: PRINT' u'

GOTO EnterOscOffset

END IF

GOTO EndOscChoice

AutoTrimOsc:

F.TlimmedOsc: 1

Delaysl : TYimmedDelayl

Offsetl : TrimmedOffsetl

DataOut& : Delaysl * 65536 * Offsetl

SendStringTo196 "O", DataOut&, 3

SaveDelayFile 1, INT(Delaysl-)

SaveOffsetFile

GOTO EndOscChoice

EndOscChoice:

LOCATE 9, 48: PRINTT " '7' 'pgf 213198

LOCAIE 10,48: PRTNT " "; 'pgf 213198

LOCATE 11, 48: PRINT " ";'p91213198

END SUB

r*t<********x**{<*

SUB \MriteAddr (Addr AS INTEGER, DataOut AS INTEGER)

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED PortSettingsl AS INTEGER

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN

LOCATE 23, 58

PRINT "'Write ";

PRINT HEX$(Addr); " ";

LOCATE 23,64: PRINT HEX$(DataOut); " "
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LOCATE 23,72

PRINT '' '';

END IF

ClearCommBuffer

PRINT #T, "L";

delay (1)

Comms9600

delay (1)

PRrNT fl, CHR$(O);

delay (1)

PRINT #1, CHR$(&HE3); CHR$(Addr \ 256); CHR$(Addr MOD 256); CHR$(l);

CHR$(DataOut);

delay (20)

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

ELSE

LOCATE 23, 60

PRINT "Timeout Wr";

END IF

CommsHi

END SUB

r***************

SUB WritelaserControls

SHARED Started AS INTEGER

SHARED HCATETCTTI AS INTEGER

SHARED Pulsel AS INTEGER

SHARED Pulse2 AS INTEGER

SHARED PowerSupplyl AS INTEGER

SHARED PowerSupply2 AS INTEGER

OutWord: Started x StartOn * HeaterCtrl * HeaterOn * Pulsel x Pulsel-On *
Pulse2 * Pulse2On * PowerSupplyl * PSIOn * PowerSupply2 * PS2On
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WriteAddr Outputs, INT(OutWord)

END SUB

t ***** ***.***{<*t< {<x x*** ** **x *<*** * t<*t< t<{<**t<**** ***x{<

' Module for configuration of PLDs

r****{< t<*** *** ** ** x**{< ** t<** x* ** ********{< xx** ***t<{<

DECLARE FUNCTION ReadAddr% (Addr AS INTEGER)

DECLARE FUNCTION HexToDec& (hexst$)

DECLARE SUB delay (x AS LONG)

DECLARE SUB ClearCommBuffer 0

DECLARE SUB \MriteAddr (Addr AS INTEGER, DataOut AS INTEGER)

DECLARE SUB CommsHi 0

DECLARE SUB OpenCommConfrg 0

DECLARE SUB Config196Prog 0

DECLARE SUB Config196PLD 0

'$INCLUDE :'c:\pgf\mopa\modular\globals.bi'

SUB Config196

col,oR 1,7

retry:

ClearCommBuffer

PRINT #r,"e";

PRINT f1, "000e";

delay (15)

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

END IF

IF LEFT$(a$, 2) - "8?1) THEN

col,oR 5, 7

LOCAIE 7, 5: PRINT "'196 uP"

col,oR 1, 7

LOCATE 7, 20: PRINT "Already running MOPA software in '196 uP"

GOTO theend
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END IF

tmp$ : MID$(a$, t4, t)

IF tmp$ : "" THEN

LOCATE 7, 20: PRINT "'196 monitor not responding correòtly"

LOCATE 8,20: PRINT " a$ - "; a$; in; " 'config196'";

col,oR 4, 7

LOCATE 13, 10

PRINT " T\rrn off laser control circuit breaker"

LOCATE 15, 10

PRINT " for at least 10 seconds and then restart this software"

col,oR 1, 7

LOCATE 2A,25

PRINT "press (any key> to continue"

WHILE INKEY$ : ""

WEND

STOP

ELSE

TmpVal : HexToDec(tmp$)

END IF

col,oR 5, 7

LOCATE 6, 5: PRINT "'196 uP PLD"

col,oR 1, 7

IF TmpVal AND &H4 THEN

LOCATE 6, 20

PRINT "'196 PLD is currently Configured"

ELSE

Config196PLD

END IF

PRINT #1,

col,oR 5, 7

LOCATE 1,0,5
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PRINT "'196 Prog ";

col,oR 1, 7

Config196Prog

theend:

ClearCommBuffer

END SUB

SUB Config196PLD

DIM pld(8000) AS INTEGER ' Get and parse the PLD file

bytes : 0

OPEN "c:\mopa\sync1.ttf" FOR INPUT AS #10

wHrLE NOT EOF(10)

numb$: tttt

inchar$ : ""

\ /HILE inchar$ 1) "," AND NOT EOF(10)

inchar$ : INPUT$(I, #10)

numb$:numb$-linchar$

WEND

bytes:bytes*1

pld(bytes) : VAL(numb$)

IF bytes MOD 500 : 0 THEN

LOCATE 6, 20: PRINT "Config progress "; bytes; "Bytes done"

END IF

WEND

cl,osE #10

StartConfig196:

col,oR 1, 7

LOCATE 6, 20: PRINT "PLD conflg data size: "; bytes; "bytes "

ClearCommBuffer

PRINT #t, "P";

PRINT #1, CHR$((bytes) \ 256); CHR$((bytes) MOD 256);
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FOR i: 1 TO bytes STEP 1

PRINT #1, CHR$(pld(i));

IF i MOD 1000 :0 THEN

LOCATE 7, 20: PRINT "Config in progress: "; i; "bytes done ";

END IF

NEXT i

LOCATE 7, 20: PRINT "Config complete: "; bytes; "bytes sent ";

delay (150) ' wait for concluding comments from 196

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

tmp$: MID$(a$,5,4)

IF tmp$ : "1ED1" THEN

PRINT ".... 7889 bytes recd.";

ELSE

col,oR 20, 7

PRINT ".... Error! "; tmp$; "bytes recd.";

col,oR 1,7

END IF

ELSE

PRINT "No Comms in Buffer - checking bytes received"

STOP

END IF

ClearCommBuffer

PRINT fl, "e000e";

delay (20)

PRINT #L,""
delay (40)

LOCATE 22, t

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

ELSE
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PRINT "No Comms in Buffer, testing for ConfigDn OK "

STOP

END IF

tmp$ : MID$(a$, 74, t)

TmpVal : HexToDec(tmp$)

IF TmpVal AND &H4 THEN

LOCATE 8, 20

col,oR 10, 7

PRINT "Config OK "

delay (2000)

ELSE

LOCATE 8, 20

col,oR 20, 7

PRINT "Bad config. "

LOCATE L7, L5

col,oR 1,7

LINE INPUT "Try Config again? (Y/N) ", a$

IF a$ : "Y' OR a$ : "y" THEN

LOCATE 8, 20: PRINT " "

LOCATE 17, L5: PRINT ' "

GOTO StartConfigl96

END IF

END IF

col,oR 1,7

END SUB

t *x* ** * *( t<* * {<* * * * * * *

SUB Config196Prog

DIM Prog196(7000) AS STRING

OPEN "c:\mopa\mopa.hex" FOR INPUT AS #9

PRINT #L,"L"; 'load at address

PRINT CHR$((bytes) \ 256); CHR$((bytes) MOD 256);
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delay (1)

\ryHrLE NOT EOF(e)

inchar$ : INPUT$(I, #9)

bytes-bytes*1

PRINT ffl, inchar$;

IF bytes MOD 500:0 THEN

LOCATE 10, 20: PRINT "Loading Program "; bytes; "Bytes done"

END IF

\A¡END

cl,osE #e

LOCATE 10,20: PRINT "Program Loaded OK: ";bytes; "bytes sent ";

PRINT '' ''

delay (2000)

END SUB

t * * * * * * r< t< *<* x {<'} *(** * *

FUNCTION HexToDec& (hexst$)

mult: 1

numb:0

x:0
hexst$ : UCASE$(hexst$)

FOR a: LEN(hexstS) TO l STEP -1

numb: INSTR("0L2345678948CDEF", MlD$(hexst$, a, 1)) - 1

x:x*numb*mult
mult:mult*16

NEXT A

HexToDec : x

END FUNCTION

r * * * * *'k ** ** {< {< *,k t<* * *

SUB Startl96Prog

SHARED F.TAIK AS INTEGER

PRINT #L,"x";
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delay (20)

rF NOT EOF(I) THEN

a$ : INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)

DO 'toss out line feeds

lnfd : INSTR(a$, CHR$(10))

IF lnfd THEN

a$ : LEFT$(a$, lnfd - 1) + MID$(a$, lnfd + 1)

END IF

LOOP \MHILE lnfd

IF LEN(a$) > 10 AND F.Talk: 0 THEN

LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT MID$(a$,2,82) 'tell the world I work

END IF

delay (300)

END IF

END SUB

) **{< r<{<****** *** **** ***{< t>{<t<t>k ** ***t< r<*****<t<*r<* t< t<***

' Module to handle all file I/O

r * ** ** * * ** ** {< * * r< t< * * * * ** ** * * * * * ** * * ** * x x t< * * * x * * * * *

DECLARE SUB GetDelays 0

DECLARE SUB GetHeaters 0

' $INCLUDE :'c : \pgf\mop a\modular\glob als. bi'

) t<>F* ******** *** ****

SUB GetDelays

SHARED Delaysl AS INTEGER

SHARED Delays2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Delays3 AS INTEGER

SHARED T.FBackl AS LONG

SHARED T.FBack2 AS LONG

SHARED T.FBack3 AS LONG

OPEN "c:\mopa\delays.dat" FOR INPUT AS #5

LINE INPUT f5, tmp$
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Delaysl : VAL(tmp$)

LINE INPUT f5, tmp$

Delays2 : VAL(tmp$)

LINE INPUT ff5, tmp$

Delays3 : VAL(tmp$)

cl,osE #5

T.FBackl :0

T.FBack2: 0

T.FBack3: 0

END SUB

SUB GetHours

SHARED Machinelife AS LONG

SHARED NextCoolingCycle AS LONG

SHARED LastProgramTime AS STRING 'pgf 1016198

OPEN "c:\mopa\hours.dat" FOR INPUT AS #8

INPUT f8, Machinelife

INPUT f8, NextCoolingCycle

INPUT f8, LastProgramTime$ 'pgf L016198

cl,osE #8

END SUB

t* *****<*<* t<*** rßtß >ß** *

SUB GetOffset

SHARED Offsetl AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset3 AS INTEGER

OPEN "c:\mopa\offset.dat" FOR INPUT AS #6

LINE INPUT f6, tmp$

Offsetl : VAL(tmp$)

LINE INPUT f6, tmp$

Offset2 : VAL(tmp$)

LINE INPUT f6, tmp$
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Offset3: VAL(tmp$)

cl,osE #6

END SUB

r*** **********r< r<**x

SUB GetPortSettings

SHARED PortSettingsl AS INTEGER

SHARED PortSettings2 AS INTEGER

SHARED PortSettings3 AS INTEGER

OPEN "c:\mopa\Ports.dat" FOR INPUT AS #3

LINE INPUT f3, tmp$

PortSettingsl : VAL(tmp$)

LINE INPUT f3, tmp$

PortSettings2 : VAL(tmp$)

LINE INPUT f3, tmp$

PortSettings3 : VAL(tmp$)

cl,osE #3

IF PortSettings2 : 1 THEN

IF PortSettings3: 1 THEN

OPEN "comtr:9600,n,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS #13 LEN: 256

ELSEIF PortSettingsS : 2 THEN

OPEN "com2:9600,n,8,1-" FOR RANDOM AS #13 LEN : 256

ELSEIF PortSettings3 : 3 THEN

OPEN "com3:9600,n,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS #13 LEN : 256

ELSEIF PortSettings3 : 4 THEN

OPEN "com4:9600,n,8,1" FOR RANDOM AS #13 LEN : 256

END IF

END IF

END SUB

r*** ****** *x ****{< *{<

SUB GetRepRate

SHARED RepRateValue AS INTEGER
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OPEN "c:\mopa\reprate.dat" FOR INPUT AS #7

INPUT ff7, tmp

IF tmp > 20000 OR tmp < 8000 THEN

LOCATE 10, 10

PRINT "Rep Rate Error "; tmp;

RepRateValue : 16000 '16kHz

ELSE

RepRateValue: tmp

END IF

cl,osE #7

END SUB

r * ** **>l< ****** r<*<**t<{<

SUB SaveDelayFile (laser AS INTEGER, value AS INTEGER)

SHARED Delaysl AS INTEGER

SHARED Delays2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Delays3 AS INTEGER

GetDelays

SELECT CASE (laser)

CASE 1: Delaysl : value

CASE 2: Delays2 : value

CASE 3: Delays3 : value

END SELECT

cl,osE #5

OPEN "c:\mopa\delays.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #5

PRINT ff5, Delaysl

PRINT ff6,Delays2

PRINT f5, DelaysS

cl,osE #5

END SUB

r*<**{<** tt** **xt**{<*

SUB SaveHourFile
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SHARED Machinelife AS LONG

SHARED NextCoolingCycle AS LONG

OPEN "c:\mopa\hours.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #8

PRINT ff8, Machinelife

PRINT f 8, NextCoolingCycle

PRINT #8, TIME$'psr n 16198

cl,osE #8

END SUB

r 'kr<*****>l<***** x ****

SUB SaveOffsetFile

SHARED Offsetl AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset2 AS INTEGER

SHARED Offset3 AS INTEGER

OPEN "c:\mopa\offset.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #6

PRINT f6, Offsetl

PRINT ff6, Ofrset2

PRINT f6, Offset3

cl,osE #6

END SUB

, {<{<* tr<****t<***** *xf<*

SUB SaveRepRate

SHARED RepRateValue AS INTEGER

OPEN "c:\mopa\reprate.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #7

PRINT f7, RepRateValue

cl,osE #7

END SUB

r**********xxt*r<***

SUB CommsHi

SHARED F.Diagnostics AS INTEGER

SHARED PortSettingsl AS INTEGER

IF F.Diagnostics : 1 THEN
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LOCATE 22,58

PRINT "Comms 38400bd" ; PortSettingsl;

END IF

IF PortSettingsl : 1 THEN

OUT &H3F8 + 3, &H80 'set to alternate port register

OUT &H3F8 + 0, 3 'set divisor to 1

OUT &H3F8 + 1, 0 'divisor (hi byte)

OUT &H3F8 + 3, &H3 'set back to normal registers

ELSEIF PortSettingsl : 2 THEN

ouT &H2F8 + 3, &H80

ouT &H2F8 + 0, 3

ouT &H2F8 + 1, 0

ouT &H2F8 + 3, &H3

END IF
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D.2 68HC05E0 Microprocessor Software

static const char rcsid[] : "$Id: target.c,v 1.3 95102120 23:55:25 clyde Exp $";

* $Header: fhomelf colinfhrciferf6S0S/RCs/target.c,v 1.3 95102120 23:55:25 clyde

Exp$

{<

* $Log: target.c,v $

* Revision 1.3 95102120 23:55:25 clyde

* V7.44 release

* Revision 7.2 93102116 18:11-:53 colin

* Release version of 68HC05E0 LUCIFER monitor

* Revision LL 92lIll13 16:56:16 colin

* Initial revision

x Lucifer monitor for 68HC05E0

x Colin Weaver and Clyde Smith-Stubbs

* HI-TECH Software, November 1992

*

* modified to suit Norseld PCB034

t<

x Serial communications routines written as

* inline assembly code for communications

* at 38.4 kbd. Max speed should be about 50 kbd.

* NOTE: If modifying this code for use in another

* program, compile a ')C" version of the putch

* and getch routines to Assembler and then

* use the same variable names as the compiler

* for the inline code.

,<

t<

,<

*
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* P.G.Foster 816197

* Copyright (C) 1992-1994, HI-TECH Software

finclude <intrpt.h>

finclude <68hc05e0.h>

finclude "proto.h"

finclude "luc05.h"

ffinclude "machine.h"

* Variables, etc, used by lucifer.

typedef unsigned char uchar; /* 8 bit unsigned typ" * I
typedef unsigned short ushort; l* 16 bit unsigned type */

typedef unsigned long ulong; l* 32 bit unsigned typ" * I

* The following three definitions are used to uniquely identify the version

* of the target code. VERNO is the major release number of the.target code,

* MACHID is the machine ID byte for the processor (from "machine.h")

*

* For a more complete discussion of the identification protocol, see

* Appendix 1 of the Lucifer manual.

fdefine MACHID ID-M6805

fdeflne VERNO 3

static const uchar ident[] : "Lucifer 68HC0580 V3.02";

l*
* The USER-VECTORS macro sets the base address for the USER

* interrupt vectot table. For example, if user code RAM is

x from $100 to $7FFF, set USER-VECTORS to $7FF0 and compile

* all downloaded code with ROM address and size such that the
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* vectors end up at $7FF0 to $7FFF. The USER-VECTORS value

x is used by the vector reflection assembler code just above

* the main0 function.

static volatile uchar pld-base @ 0x2000;

fdefine USER-VECTORS $7FF0

x Note: struct regs is ordered the same as the registers on the stack

* after an interrupt on the 6805. the pointer "rptr" is usually

x set to point to the 6805 registers on the stack after an interrupt

union pointer {

near uchar * nptr;

uchar * ptr;

uchar byte[2];

ushort word;

Ì;

struct regs {

uchar ccr;

uchar acca;

uchar ix;

union pointer pc;

h

struct int-frame {

struct regs r;

ushort rts-addr'

uchar filler;

ushort rti-addr;

);

enum target-state {

FIRSTINIT : 0, /x RESET initialization */
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INIT-REGS, /x stack frame initialization */

USER-BREAK, l* user run/break mode */

SINGLE-STEP

h

static union pointer breakl; /* breakpoint ffL * I
static uchar opl; l* saved opcode #L * I
static union pointer break2; /* breakpoint ff2 * I
static uchar op2; l* saved opcode #2 * I
static near struct int-frame * rptr; /* stack ptr/interrupt SP */

static near uchar checksum; /* checksum accumulator */

static enum target-state entry-state; /* monitor state */

l*
* Sofiware serial port for 68HC05E0

* Port pins used:

* PD4 is serial input

* PE3 is serial output

fdefine SERIN-BIT 0x10 /* p.d. for pcb034 */

fdefine SEROUT-BIT 0x08

* Baud rate settings: BRATE is the desired baud rate,

* CLOCK is the clock frequency in Hz.

fdefine BRATE 9600

fdeflne CLOCK 4000000 l* i... 4Mhz XTAL */

fdefine DELAY 2L /*((CLOCKI2IBP./.TE-33)/8) p.d. */

I ldelay should be 14 for 9600 bd NOT optimised

ll 2I for 9600 bd OPTIMISED

255
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x Software Serial Port for 68HC05

* Clyde Smith-Stubbs, November 1992

t<

* init-uart:

* initialises a software serial port on the 68HC05E0

*

* For 19200 baud with an SMhz xtal use set the BRATE and CLOCK

* macros above to: BRATE 19200 and CLOCK 8000000

*

x Consult Motorola documentation on the 68HC05 for more

* information about ports and I/O timing. The lucifer host program

x defaults to 19200 baud. Other baud rates will require use of the

x -s option, e.g. LUC05 -s9600

*

x NB! The ferror line below must be removed before this module

* will compile. It is put there to FORCE you to edit this file,

* because it is highly likely that you \AIILL need to change the

x baud rate initialization. After reviewing and possibly

x modifiying the code below, remove the ferror line.

unsigned char CommsChecksum;

static void

init-uart(void)

{

diO;

PEDDR l: SEROUT-BIT; /* make PE3 an output */

PEDR l: SEROUT-BIT; /* set output high */

PDDDR &:-SERIN-BIT; /* make pd4 an input p.d. */

)

static void

putch(char c)
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{

uchar bitno;

volatile uchar count;

checksum +: c;

for (bitno - 0 ; ; bitno**) {
switch (bitno) {

case 0:

PEDR I: SEROUT-BIT;

count: DELAY*3;

while (-count)

continue;

PEDR &: -SEROUT-BIT;

count : DELAY;

while (-count)

continue;

continue;

case 9:

PEDR l: SEROUT-BIT;

break;

default:

if(c&1)

PEDR I: SEROUT-BIT;

else

PEDR &: -SEROUT-BIT;

c )): 1;

count: DELAY;

while (-count)

continue;

continue;

Ì
break;
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Ì

Ì
static char

getch(void)

{

uchar bitno, c;

volatile char count;

for(bitno:0,c:0;;) {

switch (bitno) {

case 0:

while (PDDR & SERIN-BIT)

continue;

count : OøLAY 12;

while (-count)

continue;

if (PDDR & SERrN-Brr)

continue;

bitno : 1;

count : DELAY;

while (-count)

continue;

continue;

default:

bitno**;

c >>: 1;

if (PDDR & SERrN-Brr)

c l: 0x80;

count : DELAY;

while (-count)

continue;

continue;
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case 9:

while (!(PDDR & SERIN-BIT))

continue;

break;

Ì
break;

Ì
checksum *: c;

return c;

Ì

x find-stack-pointer0 is a tricky routine which works out the contents

* of the 6805 stack pointer. This routine is called from a known point

* in the program such that the return address on the stack will be the

* address of the label "stack-tag". find-stack-pointer0 performs a

* backwards search down the stack until it finds the word value of

* "stack-tag" in memory - this address plus two was the value of the

* stack pointer before the call to find-stack-pointer0.

extern uchar stack-tagf] ;

static void

fi nd-stack-pointer (void)

{

near uchar * sp;

sp : (near uchar *) 0xFE;

while (*(near ushort *)sp !: (ushort) stack-tag)

-sp;

rptr : (near struct int-frame *) (tp + 2);

Ì

x Instruction analysis single step routine for 68HC05
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*

x Colin Vy'eaver, November 1992

* This routine will analyse the 6805/68HC05 instruction which

* the user PC points to and plant one or more SWI instructions

* at the possible endpoints of the instruction. This allows

* single stepping of RAM based code without using any interrupts

* other than the SWI vector.

fdefine ILLEGAL-OPCODE 0x90

fdefine RTS-OPCODE 0x81

fdefine S\MI-OPCODE 0x83

static void

adjust-sp(signed char ofs)

{

rptr : (near struct int-frame *)((uchar) rptr * ofs);

Ì
static const uchar ilength[16] : {

3,2 12 12 rr rL,2 rL rr rr 12 12 r3,,3 12 rL

h

static void

endpoint(void)

{

uchar lo, hi;

union pointer cp;

op2 : ILLEGAL-OPCODE;

cp.ptr : rptr-)r.pc.ptr f* cp contains user PC */

Io : *cp.ptr;

hi : lo >> 4; /* opcode high nibble */

lo &: 0x0F; /* opcode low nibble */

if (hi :: 0) { /* BRSET and BRCLR */

break2.word : cp.word + 3 * (signed char) cp.ptr[2];
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op2 - *break2.ptr;

*break2.ptr : S\MI-OPCODE;

)

else if (hi :: 2) { l* conditional branch */

break2.word : cp.word + 2 * (signed char) cp.ptr[L];

op2 : *break2.ptr;

*break2.ptr : S\MI-OPCODE;

] else if (hi :: S) { /* RTI, RTS, etc x f
switch (lo) {

case 0: l* PITI * I
breakl.word : rptr-)rti-addr;

opl : *breakL.ptr;

*breakl.ptr : SWI-OPCODE;

adjust-sp(5);

return;

case 1: /* RTS */

breakl.word : rptr-)rts-addr;

opl : *breakl.ptr;

*breakL.ptr : S\MI-OPCODE;

adjust-sp(2);

return;

default:

break;

Ì

) else if (hi >: 0x0A) { /* includes JMP and JSR */

switch (lo) {

case 0x0C: l* J}ilP * I
case 0x0D: /* JSR/BSR */

switch (hi) {

case 0x0A: f* relalive*f

breakl.word : cp.word + 2 * (signed char) cp.ptr[l];
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break;

case 0x0B: f* direct*f

breakl.byte[0] : 0;

breakl.bYte[1] : cP.Ptr[1] ;

break;

case 0x0C: /* extended */

breakl.byte[O] : cP.Ptr[1] ;

breakl.bYte[1] : cP.Ptr[2];

break;

case 0x0D: f* itdexed 2 * f
breakl.byte[0] : cP.Ptr[1] ;

breakl.bYte[1] : cP.Ptr[2] ;

breakl'word +: rPtr->r.ix;

break;

case 0x0E: /* indexed 1 */

breakl.word : cp.ptr[1] * rptr->r.ix;

break;

case 0x0F: /* indexed 0 */

breakl.bYte[0] : 0;

breakL.bYte[l] : rptr->r.ix;

break'

)

op1 : *breakl.ptr;

xbreakl.ptr : SMII-OPCODE;

if (lo :: 0x0D) /* JSR or BSR ? */

adjust-sp(-2);

return;

default:

break;

Ì

) else if (hi :: I &,k lo :: 0x0C) { /* RSP instruction */
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rptr: (near struct int-frame *) (0x100 - sizeof(struct regs));

Ì
breakl.word : cp.word * ilength[hi];

opl : *breakl.ptr;

*breakl.ptr : SWI-OPCODE;

Ì
static const unsigned char dummy[2] : {S\ryI-OPCODE, RTS-OPCODE};

l*
* Interrupt vector reflection code - redirects all vectors not

* used by Lucifer through a RAM based interrupt vector table.

* See the disucssion of USER-VECTORS at the top of the program'

*l

char jmploc[3];

#r"-
psect text

; Interrupt vector reflection code

-wakeintr

brset 7,$e,-main ;wakeup interrupt on port C

lda ff$CC ;jmp instruction

sta -jmploc

lda USER-VECTORS+$04 ;get user vector

sta -jmploc-|l

Ida USER-VECTORS+$08

sta -jmploc*2

jmp -jmploc

-taintr ;timer A interrupt

lda #$CC ;jmp instruction

sta -jmploc

Ida USER-VECTORS+8 ;get user vector
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sta -jmploc*1,

lda USER-VECTORS+9

sta -jmploc*2

jmp -jmploc

-tbintr ;timer B interrupt

lda f$CC ;jmp instruction

sta -jmploc

lda USER-VECTORS*6 ;get user vector

sta -jmploc*1

lda USER-VECTORS+7

sta -jmploc*2

jmp -jmploc

-serintr ;Serial interrupt

lda f$CC ;jmp instruction

sta -jmploc

lda USER-VECTORS*4 ;get user vector

sta -jmploc*l

lda USER-VECTORS+5

sta -jmplocf2

jmp -jmploc

fendasm

* Lucifer main0 function - handles initialization, re-entry and

* command processing of debugger tokens from the host PC.

void

main(void)

{

unsigned char addrlo, addrhi;

unsigned int countl;

unsigned char a; llpgf testing comms
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uchar count;

union pointer cp;

switch (entry-state) {

case FIRSTINIT:

l*
* Vector initialization. The ROM-VECTOR and RAM-VECTOR macros

* are not executed at runtime, they "plant" hard coded vector

* information into the "vectors" and "data" psects using the

* *-0 facility.

*l

ROM-VECTOR($FFF4, serintr) ;

ROM-VECTOR($FFF6, tbintr) ;

ROM-VECTOR($FFF8, taintr) ;

ROM-VECTOR($FFFA, wakeintr); /* Wakup interrupt */

ROM-VECTOR($FFFC, main); /* S\MI instruction */

l*
* Run-time initialization starts here

*l

PDMR : 0xE3; /* enable address lines */

init-uart0;

entry-state : INIT-REGS;

asm("rsp"); /* clear user stack pointer */

asm("swi"); /* set up an interrupt frame*f

case INIT-REGS:

rptr : (near struct int-frame *) (0x100 - sizeof(struct regs));

rptr->r.ix : rptr->r.acca : rptr-)r.ccr : 0;

rptr-)r.pc.word : (ushort) dummy;

entry-state : USER-BREAK;

break;

case SINGLE-STEP:

*breakl-.ptr : opli /* restore opcode */
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if (op2 !: ILLEGAL-OPCODE) lx 2nð, break planted ? */

*break2.ptr : op2i

-rptr->r.pc.word;

goto skip-find-sp;

case USER-BREAK:

ICR &: '0x80; 
f 
* clear interrupt */

\¡/AER &: -0x40; /* disable interrupt */

find-stack-pointer0;

asm("-stack-tag"); /* -stack-tag label used to find SP value */

skip-find-sp: putch(STOPPED) ;

putch(((uchar) rptr) * sizeof(struct regs));

count : sizeof(struct regs);

cp.nptr - (near uchar *) rptr;

do{

putch(*cp.nptrf *);

)

while (-count);

putch(rptr- >r.pc.ptr [0] ) ;

putch(rptr- >r.pc.ptr [1] ) ;

putch(rptr- >r.pc.ptr [2] ) ;

break;

)

for (;;)

i
II,: getch0; Ilpef

ll púch(a); llpsr

f ltesting the comms at 38.4kbd

switch (getchQ)

{

case HELLO:

putch(ACK);
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continue;

case IDENT:

putch(IDACK);

putch(MACHID);

putch(VERNO);

putch(sizeof(ident) - 1);

for (count : 0; count !: sizeof(ident) - 1; countt*)

{

putch(identfcount]);

)

continue;

case GREGS:

putch(sizeof(struct regs) + 1);

checksum: 0;

putch(((uchar) rptr) * sizeof(struct regs));

cp.nptr - (near uchar *) rptr;

count : sizeof(struct regs);

do{

putch(*cp.nptr**);

Ì
while (-count);

putch(checksum);

continue;

case SNDREGS:

getchQ; f f ignorc: sizeof register structure

checksum: 0;

getch0;

I I set RPTR and user stack frame here

count : sizeof(struct regs);

cp.nptr - (near uchar x) rptr;

do{
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*cp.nptr*f : getchQ;

Ì
while (-count);

putch(WACK);

putch(checksum - WACK);

continue;

case READ:

cp.byte[O] : getchQ;

cp.byte[l] : getchQ; // address

count : getch0; II byte count

checksum: 0;

do{

putch(xcp.ptr**);

Ì
while (-count);

putch(checksum);

continue;

case STEP:

putch(GACK);

endpoint0;

entry-state : SINGLE-STEP;

asm(" rti");

case GO:

putch(GACK);

entry-state : USER-BREAK;

WAER l: 0x40; f f intentPt on bit 6

WAPR l: -0x40; 
f f intetruPt on low

asm(" rti");

case WRITE:

cp.byte[O] : getchQ;

cp.bytefl] : getch0; // address
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count : getchQ; II byte count

checksum:0;

do{
*cp.ptr** : getch0;

) while (-count);

putch(WACK);

putch(checksum -'WACK);

default:

continue;

case CONFIG:

addrhi : getch0; f I frle size

addrlo: getch0;

countl : 256*addrhi + addrlo;

do{

pld-base : getch0; ll wfite to PLD

Ì
while (-countl);

)

)

)

l*
x End of file: "$Id: target.c,v 1.3 95102120 23.55.25 clyde Exp $"

*l
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D.3 Cutting System Sofbware

D.3.1 Control Software for x-y Table

/* 
xxxx*>k >t<t<*{<**x t<

CUT-FILE.C

xxx** ****<* r<**r< {<>k/

f include <dos.h>

f include <bios.h>

ff include <stdio.h>

ff include <stdtib.h>

f include <conio.h>

f include "d:\mei\25\sources\pcdsp.h" lf set path to libs.

f define ZERO-SPEED 0.0

f define X-AXIS 0

f define Y-AXIS 1

fdefine HOME-OFFSET 1000

f define MIN-VEL 1.0

f defrne SLOW-HOME-VEL 500.0

f define HOME-VEL 5000.0

ff define FAST-VEL 25000.0

f define MAX-VEL 150000.0

f define SLO\M-ACCEL 1000.0

f define FAST-ACCEL 50000.0

f deflne MAX-ACCEL 500000.0

ff defrne X-CENTRE 5000

ff define Y-CENTRE 5000

f define ANGLE 720

f deflne ONE-SEC 1000

f defrne TWO-SECS 2000

f deflne FOUR-SEC 4000

int16 axes[] : {0, 1};
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unsigned int rel-x[5000] ;

unsigned int rel-y[5000];

unsigned int pen[5000];

unsigned int data-length;

unsigned char FileOpen;

int16 error-code;

float Speed}; f f non uú

float SpeedL; lloú speed

void error(int16 error-code)

t
char buffer IMAX-ERROR-LEN] ;

switch (error-code)

{

case DSP-OK:

/* No error, so we can ignore it. * I
break '

default:

error-msg(error-code, buffer) ;

fprintf(stderr, "ERROR: %s (%d).\n", buffer, error-code) ;

printf("\n\n\n Any key to exit");

while (lkbhitQ)

{}
exit(1);

break;

Ì

)//end error

void Options(void)

{

clrscr0;

printf ("\t\t Laser Cutting Control Console V1-.0\n");

printf (" Copyright 1998 Norseld P/L\n\n");
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gotoxy(1,10);

printf(" ({ Quit \n");

printf(" (h) Home \n");

printf(" (f) Open File \n");

printf(" (c) Cut Now \n");

printf(" (s) Speed Ctrl SpeedO: %0.0f Speedl: %0.0f\n",Speed0,Speedl);

printf(" (l) Circle \n");

printf(" (r) Reset DSP Card\n");

\llend Options

void Cut-Circle(void)

{

static unsigned int val, xcentre, ycentre, radius, loops, ii;

char chh;

clrscr0;

printf(" \n" );

printf(" Cut Sequence: CIRCLE\n\n");

if (xcentre > 0)

{

printf(" Repeat last circle? (%r,%tt)R:7or loops: %u\n\n", xcentre, ycen-

tre, radius, loops);

printf(" R. repeat. any other key to enter new params.");

while (lkbhit0)

{}
chh : getch0;

if ( (chh -- 'R') ll (chtr -- '.') )

{

goto StartCircle;

)

Ì
printf(" \n\n\n");

printf("Enter x-centre: (5000 - 10000) ");
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scanf(" %ud",&val);

if (val ): 5000 && val <: 10000)

{

xcentre : val;

Ì
else

{

printf("\n\n Error X: outside bounds");

delay(TWO-SECS);

goto EndCircle;

)

printf("Enter y-centre: (5000 - 10000) ");

scanf(" %ud",&val);

if (val ): 5000 && val <: 10000)

{

ycentre - val;

Ì
else

{

printf("\n\n Error Y: outside bounds");

delay(TWO-SECS);

goto EndCircle;

Ì
printf("Enter radius: (1 - 4000) ");

scanf(" %ud",&val);

if (val ): I kk val <: 4000)

{

radius - val;

)

else

{
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printf("\n\n Error R: outside bounds");

delay(T\MO-SECS);

goto EndCircle;

)

printf("Enter ff loops: (1 - 50) ");

scanf(" %ud" ,&val);

if (val ): L kk, val (: 50)

{

loops : val;

)

else

{

printf("\n\n Error theta: outside bounds");

delay(TWO-SECS);

goto EndCircle;

)

StartCircle:

gotoxy(1,16);

printf(" Cut Circle: centre (%u, %u)\n",xcentre, ycentre);

printf(" radius %u\n", radius);

printf(" loops %u\n", loops);

printf(" angle %u\n\n", 360*loops);

printf(" Q. to abort. Ary other key to continue");

while (lkbhitQ)

{}
chh : getchQ;

if ( (chh :: 'Q') ll (chh :: 'q') )

{

goto EndCircle;

)
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mâp-axes(2,axes);

set-move-speed(SpeedO) ;

set-move-accel (FAST-ACCEL) ;

move-2(xcentre'radius, ycentre-radius); f fmove to start of circle

while ( lmotion-done(X-Axls) | | lmotion-done(Y-AXlS) )

{}
set-rnove-sp eed (Speedl) ;

reset-bit(1);

start-point-list0;

arc-2(xcentre, ycentre, 360xloops) ;

end-point-list 0 ;

start-rnotion0;

while ( lmotion-done(X-Axls) | | lmotion-done(Y-AXlS) )

{}
set-bit(l); llttnn offcut mode

l*
for (ii:1; ii<:loops; ii++)

{
arc-2(xcentre, ycentre, 360); //cut the arc

white (lmotion-done(X-Axls) | | lmotion-done(Y-AXlS))

{}

Ì
*l

set-move-speed(Speed0); I lmove away from work piece

move-2 (IIOME-OFFSET, HOME-OFFSET) ;

while ( lmotion-done(X-Axls) | | lmotion-done(Y-AXlS) )

{}
printf("\n\n\n Cut sequence complete");

delay(FOUR-SEC);

EndCircle:
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Illend Cut-Circle

unsigned int Read-þ-ile(void)

{

int ii;

int data;

FILE *input-file;

clrscr0;

printf(" \n\n\n\n Reading file\n\n" ) ;

if ( (input-file : fopen("\\text.xy", "rt")) :: NULL )

{

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input file.\n");

delay(FOUR-SEC);

return 0;

)

printf(" \nFile opened OK\n");

data : 0;

loop2:

dataf*;

fscanf(inpu t -fr\e, " Vod %d %d, &rel-x[data], &rel-y [dat a], &pen [data] ) ;

I I printf(" %d %d %d \n",rel-x [dat a],rel-y [data],pen [data] ) ;

if (feof(input-flle))

{

fclose(input-file);

printf(" \nData transfer OK" ) ;

priritf(" \n%d data points read.",data-1);

goto end-of-input;

Ì
goto loop2;

end-of-input:
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return data-1;

)llend Read-File

void InitialiseDSP (void)

{

error-code : do-dspO; /* initialize communication with the controller */

error(error-code); l* uny problems initializing? */

error(dsp-reset0); /* hardware reset */

set-velocity(X-Axls, ZERO-SPEEO); ll Set zero velocity as precaution

set-velocity(Y-Axls, ZERO-SPEøD); ll Set zero velocity as precaution

set-position(X-Axls, 0.0); /* resets the command and actual positions */

while( ! motion-done(X-AXIS) )

{}
set-position(Y-Axls, 0,0); /* resets the command and actual positions */

while( ! motion-done(Y-AXIS) )

{}

\llend InitialiseDSP

void Generate-Point-List (void)

{

unsigned int ii;

clrscr0;

printf(" \n\t\t" );

printf(" Initiating cut sequence from file\n\n");

delay(ONE-SEC);

map-axes(2,axes);

set-move-accel (FAST-ACCEL) ;

for (ii:1; ii<data-length; ii++)

{

if (pen[ii] -- 1) f f atftocad layer 0 : cut

{

reset-bit(l); I I ctft

set-move-speed(Speedl) ;
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Ì
else

{

set-bit(l); ff rrocrt

set-move-speed(SpeedO) ;

Ì
move-2(rel-x[ii], rel-y[ii] ) ;

printf(" %d %d %d %d\n", ii, rel-x[ii], rel-y[ii],pen[ii] ) ;

while (lmotion-done(X-Axls) | | lmotion-done(Y-AXlS) )

{

if (kbhit0)

t

getch$;

InitialiseDSP0;

exit(1);

Ì

Ì

)

set-bit(1);

set-bit(l); llrwn off cut mode

set-move-speed(Speed0); I lmove away from work piece

move-2(HOME-OFFSET, HOME-OFFSET) ;

printf(" \n\n\n Cut sequence complete" ) ;

delay(FOUR-SEC);

j I I end Generate-Point-List

void Find-Home(char axis)

{

int16 error-code;

/* make sure no events are generated during home logic configuration */

set-home(axis, NO-EVENT) ;

error (clear-st atus (axis) ) ;
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set-stop-rate(axis, SLOW-ACCEL) ;

set-home-index-config(axis, HOME-ONLY) ;

set-home-level(axis, TRUE) ;

printf(" \n\n\t" );

printf(" Searching for home sensor on axis %d \n",axis);

if (home-switch(axis))

{

r-move(axis, 5000, HOME-VEL, FAST-ACCEL);

)

v_move(axis, -HOME_VEL, FAST-ACCEL); /* velocity move towards home sen-

sor */

while (!home-switch(axis) )

{}
error (clear-status ( axis) ) ;

v-move(axis, 0, MAX-ACCEL); /* stops the motion */

set-home(axis, NO-EVENT) ;

set_position(axis, 0.0); /* resets the command and actual positions */

while( ! motion-done (axis) )

{}
start-move(axis, 0.0, FAST-VEL, FAST-ACCEL); /* move to home location x/

printf(" Axis %d is home.",axis);

set-velocity(axis, ZERO-SPEED); I I Set zero velocity as precaution

error(clear-status(axis)); I I Clear events generated during home

\llend Find-Home

void Offset-From-Home (void)

{

r-move(X-AXIS, 2*HOME-OFFSET, FAST-VEL, FAST-ACCEL) ;

r-move (Y-AXIS, 2*HOME-OFFSET, FAST-VEL, FAST-ACCEL) ;

\ I I end Offset-From-Home

void Change-Speed(void)

{
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char chh;

float val;

clrscrQ;

printf("\n\n");

printf(" Max Speed %0.0f\n",MAX-VEL);

printf(" Min Speed %0.0f\n\n",MIN-VEL);

printf(" Non-Cut Speed is %0.0f\n",SpeedO);

printf(" Cut Speed is %0.0f\n",Speedl);

gotoxy(1,14);

printf(" 0. Change Non-Cut Speed\n");

printf(" L. Change Cut Speed\n");

printf(" any other key to esc.\n\n");

\¡¡hile (lkbhit0)

{}
chh : getch0;

if (chh -- '0') {

printf("Enter ne\Ã¡ speed value: ");

scanf(" %8f" ,&val);

printf(" \n%8f\n",val) ;

if (val ): MIN-VEL 8¿U val <: MAX-VEI)

{

SpeedO - val;

Ì
else

{

printf("\n\n Error: outside bounds");

delay(TWO-SECS);

Ì
Ì

if (chh -- '1')

{
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printf("Enter nervv speed value: ");

scanf(" %8f",&val);

if (val ): MIN-VEL && val <: MAX-VEL)

{

Speedl - val;

Ì
else

{
printf("\n\n Error: outside bounds");

delay(TWO-SECS);

)

Ì
jllend Change-Speed

void Read-Keyboard0

{
char chh;

chh : bioskey(O);

if (( chh :: 'Q') ll (chh :: 'q'))

{

set-velocity(X-AXlS, 0.0) ;

set-velocity(Y-AXlS, 0.0) ;

stop-motionQ;

gotoxy(15,20);

f f textcolor(RED +BLINK) ;

printf("Dont forget to turn off power supplies");

//textcolor(0);

printf("\n\n Any key to continue");

while (lkbhitQ)

{}
getch0;

exit(1);
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h

if (( chh -- 'F') ll (chh -: 'f'))

{

data-iength : Read-File0 ;

if (data-length > 1)

{

FileOPen: 1;

Ì
delay(FOUR-SEC);

Ì
if (( chh -- 'H') ll (chh :: 'h')) {

Find-Home(X-AXIS);

Find-Home(Y-AXIS);

Offset-FYom-Home0;

)

if (( chh -- 'R') ll (chh :: '.')) {
InitialiseDSP0;

clrscr0;

printf(" \n\n\n\n" );

printf(" System Reset");

delay(FOUR-SEC);

)

if (( chh -- 'L') ll (chh :: 'l')) {

Cut-Circle0;

)

if (( chh -- 'C') ll (chh :: 'c')) {

if (FileOpen)

{

Generate-Point-List 0 ;

)

else'
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{

gotoxy(15,20);

f f textcolor(RED+BLINK) ;

printf("Must first open cut file");

//textcotor(0);

delay(FOUR-SEC);

)

)

if (( chh -- 'S') ll (chh :: '.')) {

Change-Speed0;

)

Options0;

)llend Read-Keyboard

void main(void)

{

unsigned int ii, bits;

unsigned int lim, lim2;

FileOpen : 0; I lcut file not yet oPen

InitialiseDSP0 ; //Init controller

init-io(0,IO-OUTPUT); I lset PortA to be an output port

set-bit(1); //set no cut

Speed0 : 10000.0; lldefadt non-cut/cut speeds

Speedl : 1000.0;

clrscr0;

printf(" \n\n\n\n" );

printf(" System Initialised.\n\n\n\n\n");

printf(" Now turn on pou¡er to motors\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n");

printf(" Press any key to continue");

while(!kbhit0)

{}
getchQ;
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clrscr0;

Find-Home(X-AXIS);

Find-Home(Y-AXIS);

Offset-FYom-Home0;

delay(FOUR-SEC);

Options0;

for (;;)

{

if (bioskey(1))

{

Read-Keyboard0;

Ì
Ì

)//end Main
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D.3.2 Conversion of DXF Format to x-y Table Command

Set

DECLARE SUB DrawCut 0

'read dxf frle entities and create data file

'Draws screen map of cut and non-cut vectors

'and generates file for input to x-y table controller pgf 3/98

DECLARE SUB outdata 0

DECLARE SUB parse 0

DECLARE SUB Drawline (Xl,ast, Ylast, Xp, Yp, layer)

DIM SHARED X1 'AS LONG 'XL -Y2 needed for plotting pict'

DIM SHARED X2 'AS LONG

DIM SHARED Yl 'AS LONG

DIM SHARED Y2 'AS LONG

DIM SHARED XP 'AS LONG

DIM SHARED YP 'AS LONG

DIM SHARED layer

DIM SHARED mode$

DIM SHARED speed

DIM SHARED scale AS INTEGER

DIM SHARED XMAX AS LONG

DIM SHARED YMAX AS LONG

DrM SHARED X(3000) AS INTEGER

DrM SHARED Y(3000) AS INTEGER

DIM SHARED done(3000) AS INTEGER

DIM SHARED OutputArrayX(30OO)

DIM SHARED OutputArrayY(3OO0)

DIM SHARED OutputArrayC(30O0)

CONST YESCUT : 1

CONST NONCUT : 0

SCREEN I '2 for simple screen. 9 for VGA

newfrle:
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AddlineL : 0

Addlinee: 0

mode$ - "v)'

clean:0

reread:

LOCAIE 2, 10: INPUT "input frle name(no extn.),C or Q ";infile$

IF infile$ - "q" OR infile$ - "Q" END

IF infile$: "" THEN

SHELL "dir c:\data\*.d*f"

clean: 1

GOTO reread

END IF

IF clean: 1 THEN CLS

OPEN "c:\data\" * infile$ a ".dxf" FOR INPUT AS #1

parse

IF XMax ) YMax THEN 'gets largest point for screen scaling

tmp - XMax

ELSE

tmP: YMax

END IF

IF tmp > 25 THEN 'scale factor for the screen drawing routine

scale : 2

END IF

IF tmp > 100 THEN

scale: 5

END IF

IF tmp > 1000 THEN

scale : 50

END IF

IF tmp > 10000 THEN

scale: 100
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END IF

IF tmp > 100000 THEN

scale : 500

END IF

cl,osE #1

OPEN "c:\data\" * infile$ + ".dxf" FOR INPUT AS #1

table:

xp:o:Yp:g
loopl:

INPUT f1, lin$

WHILE lin$ <> "LINE" 'get start of line

IF IiN$ _ ''EOF" THEN

GOTO finish

END IF

INPUT f1, lin$

\MEND

WHILE lin$ <> "8" 'get layer

INPUT ffl, Iin$

\A¡END

INPUT fl, lin$

Iayer : VAL(lin$)

\ryHILE lin$ <> "10" 'get start of x

INPUT f1, lin$

WEND

INPUT f1, lin$

Xl : VAL(lin$)

WHILE lin$ <> "20" 'gel start of y

INPUT f1, lin$

\MEND

INPUT f1, Iin$

Y1 : VAL(lin$)
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IF (Xp <> Xl OR Yp <> Yl) AND layer : 0 THEN 'create new non cut vector

x2 : Xl: Y2: Y1: Xl : Xp: Yl : Yp

hlayer : layer

Iayer : 1 'move but don't cut

outdata

Xl :X2:Yl:Y2
Iayer : hlayer

END IF

WHILE lin$ <> "11" 'get end x

INPUT ffl, lin$

WEND

INPUT fl, lin$

X2: VAL(lin$)

WHILE lin$ <> "2I" 'get end y

INPUT fl, Iin$

\ryEND

INPUT fl, lin$

YZ: VAL(lin$)

IF Addlinel : 1 AND layer: 0 THEN

Xb: Xl: Yb : Yl

Addl,inel : 0

END IF

outdata

flnish:

IF mode$ - 1)v" THEN

IF lin$ : "EOF" THEN

cl,osE #1

OPEN "c:\data\" * infile$ * ".dxf" FoR INPUT AS #1

mode$ - "t"

GOTO table

ELSE
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GOTO loopl

END IF

ELSE

IF lin$ : "EOF" THEN

IF Addlinee: 1 THEN

Addlinee: 0

Xl : X2: Y1 : Y2: X2: Xb: Y2 : Yb: layer : 1

outdata

X1 :-1
outdata

BEEP

END IF

cl,osE #1

LOCATE 24,60: INPUT "<RETURN> to continue", a$

CLS

GOTO newflle

END IF

END IF

GOTO loopl

SUB DrawCut

r{<*f<***r<{<**

Xlast : 0: Ylast : 0

FOR j:1TO NumberCuts * Extras

xdl : INT(10 * Xl,ast) / scale

xd2: INT(10 * OutputArrayX(j)) / scale

ydl :Ylast/scale

yd2: OutputArrayYfi) / scale

Xlast : OutputArrayX(j)

Ylast : OutputArrayY(j)

LINE (xd1, 320 - ydl)-(xd2,320 - yd2), OutputArrayC(j) * 5

NEXT
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END SUB

SUB outdata

r***t<*>k*d<**

IF mode$ : "t" THEN

IF X1 <> -1 THEN 'calc x,y velocites etc

speed : 10 'pgf

t:10 'pgf SQR((XI - X2) * (Xl -X2) + (Yl -Y2) * (Yl -Y2)) I
speed'secs to posn

Xf : INT(X2 x 82.L445): Yf : INT(Y2 * 82.1445) 'Dist in steps

Xst : INT(XI * 82.1445): Yst : INT(YI * 82.L445)

'speed of 127:97.38mm/sec,sp eedff: mm/s x 1-.304

Xs: INT(ABS((X2 -xL) l(t * 1.304 +.001)))

Ys: INT(ABS((Y2 -YL) l(t * 1.304 +.001)))

ELSE

Xf: XL

END IF

CUT:2
IF layer : 0 THEN 'cut

CUT: 1

END IF

IF layer : 1 THEN 'move but dont cut

CUT:0
Xs:50:Ys:50

END IF

Xk: INT(I.849 * Xs)

IF xk > ABS(ABS(Xf) - ABS(xst)) THEN

Xk: ABS(ABS(Xf) - ABS(xst)) \ 2

END IF

IF Xf ) Xst THEN

Xn: Xf- Xk

ELSE
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Xn:Xf+Xk
END IF

Yk: INT(1.849 * Ys)

IF Yk > ABS(ABS(YÐ - ABS(Yst)) THEN

Yk: ABS(ABS(Yf) - ABS(Yst)) \ 2

END IF

IF Yf ) Yst THEN

Yn:Yf-Yk
ELSE

Yn:Yf+Yk
END IF

IFCUT<2THEN

PRINT #2, USING "######";X2; Y2; CUT

END IF

END IF

IFlayer<2THEN

xP:x2:YP:\)
END IF

DrawCut

END SUB

SUB parse

7{<*****,k*

XMax : 0: YMax : 0

i:1
loop2:

INPUT f1, lin$

WHILE lin$ <> "LINE" 'get start of line

IF lin$ - "EOF" THEN

GOTO FinishParse

END IF

INPUT ffl, lin$
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WEND

WHILE lin$ <> "8" 'get layer

INPUT ff1, Iin$

WEND

INPUT fl, Iin$

WHILE lin$ <> '7107' ' get start of x

INPUT f1, lin$

WEND

INPUT f1, Iin$

X(i) : VAL(lin$)

IF X(i) > XMax THEN

XMax: X(i)

END IF

\MHILE lin$ <> "20" 'get start of y

INPUT f1, lin$

\A¡END

INPUT fl, lin$

Y(i) : VAL(lin$)

IF Y(i) ) YMax THEN

YMax : Y(i)

END IF

i:i*1
\MHILE lin$ <> "11" 'get end x

INPUT f1, lin$

WEND

INPUT f1, lin$

X(i) : VAL(lin$)

IF X(i) ) XMax THEN

XMax : X(i)

END IF

WHILE lin$ <> "2I" 'get end y
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INPUT fl, lin$

WEND

INPUT fl, lin$

Y(i) : VAL(lin$)

IF Y(i) > XMax THEN

XMax : Y(i)

END IF

i:i*1
GOTO loop2

FinishParse:

NumberPoints:i-1

NumberCuts : NumberPoints / 2

LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT NumberPoints, NumberCuts

SortLines:

LOCATE 4, 20: PRINT "Sorting file:"

FORi:1TO3000

done(i) : g

NEXT

OPEN "c:\outfile.xy" FOR OUTPUT AS #3

Xp : X(2): Yp : Y(2): 'sets x,Y Prev.

OutputArrayx(l) : X(1): OutputArrayY(l) : Y(1): OutputArrayC(l) : NONCUT

OutputArrayx(2) : X(2): OutputArrayY(2) : Y(2): OutputArrayC(2) : YESCUT

Extras : 0

FOR j:3 TO NumberCuts

MinDist : 1000000 'big No

FORi:3TONumberPoints

IF done((i - 1) \ 2) :0 THEN

dist : SQR((xp - x(i)) "2 + (Yp - Y(i)) ^2)

IF diSt ( MiNDiSt THEN

Closest : i

MinDist : dist
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END IF

END IF

NEXT

IF Xp : X(Closest) AND Yp : Y(Closest) THEN 'continue the cut

SetNonCutVect : 0

ELSE

SetNonCutVect : 1

END IF

IF Closest MOD 2 : I THEN 'odd value :) 1st point on a line

Xp : X(Closest * 1): Yp: Y(Closest + 1)

ELSE

Xp : X(Closest - 1): Yp : Y(Closest - 1)

END IF

IF SetNonCutVect : 0 THEN 'continue the cut

OutputArrayx0 + Extras) : Xp: OutputArrayY(j + Extras) : Yp: Out-

putArrayCfi + Extras) : YESCUT

ELSE

OutputArrayx0 * Extras) : X(Closest): OutputArrayY(j * Extras) : Yp:

OutputArrayC0 + Extras) : NONCUT

Extras:Extras*1

OutputArrayX(j + Extras) : Xp: OutputArrayY0 + Extras) : Yp: Out-

putArrayC0 + Extras) : YESCUT

END IF

done((Closest- 1-) \ Z) : r

Xl: Xp: Yl: Yp

LOCAIE 4, 34: PRINT j + Extras

NEXT

FOR j : 1TO NumberCuts * Extras

PRINT f3, OutputArrayX(j), OutputArrayY(j), OutputArraycÛ)

NEXT

cl,osE #3
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Xlast : 0: Ylast : 0

FOR j : 1TO NumberCuts * Extras

xdl : INT(10 * Xl,ast) / scale

xd2: INT(10 f OutputArrayX(j)) / scale

yd1 :Ylast/scale

yd2: OutputArrayYfi) / scale

Xlast : OutputArrayXfi)

Ylast : OutputArrayY(j)

LINE (xd1, 320 - yd1)-(xd2 , 320 - yd2), OutputArrayC(j) I 5

NEXT

END SUB
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